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PREFACE 

This book was constructed to fulfill a quite special need existing 
within the Buddhist Studies Program at the University of Wisconsin. Its 
aim is the adequate linquistic preparation of students of Tibetan religion 
and culture who are preparing to do fieldwork for a PhD, and thereafter, 

among the learned lamas and geshes living in the Tibetan communities in 

India, Nepal, etc. As such it seeks to provide an intermediate Tibetan 

textbook of the type which has long been available for the teaching and study 

of the more familiar languages, French, German, Italian, and the like, the 

kind of book in which the student is exposed as much to the culture of the 

respective country as to a more advanced practice of the language. 

At the University of Wisconsin this book is used for the second year 
course in spoken Tibetan. It presupposes a familiarity with the Manual of 

Modern Spoken Tibetan: Lhasa Dialect by Goldstein and Nornang, at the first 
year level. At Wisconsin, the second year course meets five times a week for 

three classroom and two laboratory sessions, respectively. In the laboratory, 

the student listens to and practises the language material by means of tapes, 

while in the classroom he works with a teacher on the exercises to be found 
at the end of each lesson, 

The book is divided into two parts. In the first, the lecture material 
is varied, whereas the second part represents the continued exposition of a 

single topic. The latter in particular is representative of the kind of work 
a student will be doing with Tibetan scholars in India and elsewhere, where 
long exposition is devoted to a single given text or subject. 

The language of these lectures will be rather more familiar to students 
of literary Tibetan than to those of modern spoken Tibetan. The language is, 

of course, modern Tibetan: Lhasa dialect, such as employed by scholars in dis- 
cussing and lecturing on the subjects of Buddhist philosophy , religion, 

Tibetan history, etc. The vocabulary, however, is taken almost wholly from the 
literary language and the mastery of it is an act of learning independent of the 
learning of the modern Tibetan language in general. The working relationship 
between the literary language and the modern spoken is complicated by the fact 
that the term "modern spoken Tibetan" covers a variety of Tibetan dialects, 
whereas literary Tibetan covers a uniform literary usage employed in writing 

without dialectal differences, by the speakers of the various Tibetan dialects. 
Thus, for example, if five scholars speaking five different Tibetan dialects, 
say, of Kham, Amdo, Gtsang, Lhasa, and Northern Tibet, were to write down 
beforehand a lecture on philosophy, history, etc., their language usuage would 
be quite uniform, However, in lecturing ex tempore, as is the custom, each will 

have recourse to the idiomatic usages of his own dialect, even though the core 

of his vocabulary will be that of the literary language. Accordingly, the
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pecularity of these lectures here is that the vocabulary is mainly that 
of the literary language, whereas the dialectical superstructure is that 
of the Lhasa dialect, 

Here, the principal differences between the Lhasa colloquial and 
literary usage are to be found in the verb forms and in words and expressions 
other than those belonging to the technical terminology of Buddhist philosophy, 
The literary equivalents of modern Lhasa words and expressions need not be 
given here in a textbook concerned with the spoken language. These may be 
learned by advanced students either by the reading of appropriate literary 
texts by native Tibetan schelars, or by memorizing specially prepared dict- 
jonaries of the literary language. 

In using this book, the student should bear in mind that one of the 
most important consequences of the difference between the literary and spoken 
usage of Tibetan is that in writing the language in Tibetan orthography, there 
is no way to write some of the verb forms which are actually in use in the spo- 
ken language. Thus, if one were to write phonetically in Tibetan orthography, 
those verb forms used in the Lhasa colloguial, for instance, the resulting 
sentence would become unintelligible, since it would be employing particles 
and combinations of particles unknown to the literary language. This ought 
not, however, to become a problem for the student, since the verb forms in 
question are comparatively few, and quite regular, and the phonetic units which 
are spoken, as opposed to those which are written, may be learned from the 
tapes of the lectures themselves, 9.g. eTeai 2a pronounced yoo ree , 

In the English translations of the lectures, diacritical marks are not 
used in rendering Sanskrit words into Inglish orthography, although they are 
employed in the vocabularies and notes, Also, although the translations intend 
at all times to be intelligible, they do not always intend to be idiomatic 
English, as well, They are designed to assist the students with the Tibetan 
text, and in particular to show how the phrases and clauses of the often long 
periodic sentences are related to the main concluding verb of those sentences, 
This appears to be the principal problem of a student of Tibetan after he has 
overcome his bewilderment at the manner in which the various combinations of 
monosyllables form simple meaning units, 

The Tibetan lectures of this text have been recorded by the University 
of Wisconsin Language Laboratory on tapes which are available there at a nomi- 
nal cost, 

The western calendar dates for historical events are often contraversial, 
The dates as given in the lectures do not follow a single authority, and some 
of these dates are quite open to question. 

Acknowledgements are due to the late Mr. Richard H, Robinson, who 
suggested this textbook originally and who submitted the proposal to the 
U.S. Department of Health, Education.and Welfare, which has generously 
supported the preject. Acknowledgement is made for the Tibetan materials 
used in the beginning of Lesson One and all of Lesson Three to the late 
Khensur Rinpoche, Ngawang Legden, the former Khenpo of Rgyud smad,. Acknow- 
ledgement is especially due to my friend and pupil, Mr, Elvin W. Jones, 
who kindly did the English translations of the Tibetan lectures and assisted
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with the notes and vocabularies, He also handled the main part of the 
administrative load entailed by this project. Also, I wish to acknowledge 
the help of and thank Mr. Lebsang Dorje for the Tibetan orthography of the 
lectures and the vocabularies and notes in the lessons, and Mr. Yeshes 
Khasdup for the Tibetan orthography of the glossary and the verb lists: Mrs. 
Nancy Cotter and Jeanette Snyder for the typing of the manuscript; Jeanette 
Snyder and Mrs, Richard H, Rebinson for assisting with the proof-reading of 
the manuscript; and finally, the Department of Indian Studies of the Uni- 
versity of Wiscensin for their various assistances with the administration 
of this project,
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LESSON ONE 

aed ee 2 a 
‘28 Rats QZaAVNTIATYGAN SISA’ 

siento scl OS a 
RYNRIRGGN AAA] 
AQAY RSA A'S BNA ARAYA S| 

AA| AQAVASAVA'QRE SA | 

RQ RSAN Aaah Be Wg erR5) : . 

ee ae wag: 

Raga igen SSRN D AGT 
ans) a paacin pemaLGn Eee 

Bees Ses en cen ee 
Rigas) SRASVAGWS] RST RSS| 
REG ASATRARAR AS 
BRIAN ATA RS AS ARVN TELS GSN 
SBSNTARAG| See SayQ oe 
RVSTSATAN ARQCGVA ALIA AAT 

Sk ac" 
Se 
SYVSAQNA STAT] 
BREASARLTARTHAT’ QMAYTNASVAS|
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ReMRVATNANAATAA A! cariqdarereaae 
ARRAS ANRARA RAKMRUS ZOATAVA™ 
AnlgeRa) AnagraWay Snqaraqsdanica 
Ra) Fangagasaanngarqgeacearsn gy” 

“GeNgnshal = N a oy 
BRLRNR BHAN ARRG AGIAN ASA HAHINGRA 

AMARA SA 
ANRRARAN ARREARS KR MER RCH 
BNR \__ ASa\ Arassdggsranaaga: 
BYR RRARAws STA ARS HAawgrmasyags 
aa) SyayAal NswaNrdavaaeeass 
QE Dea a aga agacat Rader cheraky Aaa 
RRS RSP DASE NAA DAMEN AIS” 
amanda) Wlacdxangannsa’y songsaae 
MRA FAs Faas aha, Facgacrage 
DAV AMA AVARATRY cavsgangynsa 
ARAVA NG AQRaHANYa_srage gees 

BAMAEN QA ARaa aga aI 
ATTA sar garqgacin ash a'3\\| 
VaQqyensaagagera Agen Haasanszayyag 

DAQRARSAMIRIAN AAU SALNS) aes 
Lak wa mages agg raga ge gens
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aN WRI aayarsine le RZAg an ser aseansss 
WSR TIES N AGRO Re YRS Wea) 4 

ASA ON ER SA SSRN AS Aa] 
AZARAG TAA IS VAM SHAG A i 
AZAARS Das aqtQrsgn Yarnarsy F 
NAVARRA ATAVA NANG AQAA] XI 
RARRTQANS) ATAHTAVARRS) TART AS 
HAQN IN VHA GART YN AVY SAIS BS AGG, 

RS) SAREE RT SAA 
ag) ARDNQaR4) ARRRSRART GIA sae 

aR ga Fa Aoerss) AQAA RES Ag] SNIG| ay 

TRYATAQH| KARAT SSTANV IV AGTA 
Weeks) VFR TATA) > S| SN 

cman snare nanan Sensy 
SEE HOSS ARQ NSA ae 

Hada qe DRr Qe Wana gynsagnges 
25) sarang avssLa Si qacgan 
ASR] SAAGTD AGA RANGA SARIS 
HA 35) OK SAVAy SSI | SS AIMS 

ITAA RK AAA SAAT S AAAS IAS 
Daegu Gr sqay WAIVTLASNT 
ada STAN WAG]
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SMadhgantqadgqadcasesyrsge Ra 3s) 

FAA] | 

Sateen egcecteiGiRigeeets Rg gansta eA SQe garage ga 45 a 

ARRITIGHARRARRS FERNS TER Ae 
AQUARIAN ARTIS aS SSAA AR ay 
Ve er <aiza) all a 

S89) SANGIN] QS85 GM ARS SATAY 
ent | 
DRAGS TSH UTA HAN Tg 94 
TASHA AAT Qnaygnsay tga noads) 
BRING ASSN] AIAN ETN GaN 
Beer Tree gar aig| BRAIN TAINS 

Raacectamaaga gaggia) Sagas 
SRW TLSNST AAS) a 
BREAN RAS Re ee 
OR Rg AG Revevarqan wie 

RaTNeNeN ge OG gS] “RE aEe AAT 
ARATIATGN TSN TDA, AUR IMET ERVIN 

ARASRONATATASRR) RASATSSTART 
Say Hq nar D SYAAAN AAT AG|_ RAGES 
REN BNAES FRIAS TAS A YS HANG
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eae ee Me eke ee. ey. Sn enna 

SN 
QRQaggangeraqaga ayaa, aqgna 

= x 5 SS > | Ag Zar agra Qa gesaagars) x3 

SE VATT DATTA RATA ENT AH REN SN 
TRAY REAN FS AAA STN| apacar ays) 

algacacaarSimay DAAITAABAIAIAASIAR 
AREAS INST SBIMASVRG,_ FVAsAag 
NBN RING Qa aReqesaaay 
WAKA AS ASA AT ears BRA AR RAGS ay 
aR AVA SA Hactanneassiar Srqz 

angen FAIS TT AQAN STA qa Rq) acy 
aasingae ee a8\_ Shag 
SNR RAINIAS RAS DARA TS GIT Ss A 
25 sRRQ ARR) qa qaita late Rant 
ay a TANTRA IVSNSRTARSRS AY agar 
QAI IT DAG | \
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LESSON ONE 

VOCABULARY 

yA’ monastic center 3's): ritual 
~ 

3h ‘ae’ ex formance a past time Sag (H) P : , 
2 previously fy gy ma (P) practice 

FR'TN among (w/ gen.) agse: pan a 
eulogize 

: t, division SO AS part, s10 RES RES: worinte 

ey! ‘ two different ve 
ane: AS\ monasteries orate (P-Qas\) to memorize 

S 
Ss RBE RE) P.N. of a a then 
Fa monastery oe 

‘ as5) all 
RAAN'S suitable é 

oars examination 

HERA after (w/ gen.) ; i 
an a5 (45 * ) completely 

ARENAS to extend, a 
(e498) to further HBI'DS' philosophy; 

=~ a definition; 

RA (4) 18} regimen characteristic 

Re ay during (w/ gen.) nen elementary classes 
we in logic; the 

Qaerga: system, custom books used in 
es these classes 

‘6a recitation wo 
: 4 RARER to begin 
aaa to recite 

wr oR main, principal 
RAMA prayer BRR bl 

~ scholar 
ANA" kind 
n. SAN SA situation; 
A RQ different actual condition
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BBS very RQ to bear, to carry 

aa85 to cause 5A) &¢ ay" Sramana 
~N 

ay count, reckoning gay aie: bhikgu 
a 

BR RR a around, in the a vow 
i £ 

etch aga: to be right, to 
R’ : 1 be suitable 
aes cally | . 
Gs see’ to cut, to shave 
me aes) but, nonetheless 

Vv Soe to enter monastic 

gS manner, way ™“S pie (n.) a 
monk or nun 

: mantram, tantra Ne 
BAN > ARS upidvi a; 

Rga'Ran the Vinaya rule preceptor 

“ 
WEN EBS: to complete RA to visit (H) 

rN 
FR ART like, similar to} 9) @S' the garb of a 
ans * a monk or nun 

' source; Zo) af... ‘ 
y * central place, Ra tuft 

hub 
RAS! strand of hair 

‘ ; ust, merel oe Biases Mine Jaen lee 
"Ay for the purpose ‘ 

an of, for the ARS (RAQR) to shave 
sake of Se 

xa ABA RE RS Bhagavan, the 
a5 Se icon-painter ‘ Blessed One 

ma 
we ‘ \ -_ 

ae image-maker Ay Fa stupa 
=e 

Ravegeaven' musician WE x5 symbol ; 
~ ie BF representation 

im , secreta at 
8 ne ii & - ne cripple 

‘AES bursar ; aaa 
= “| a blind 
oF \ » layman aan ; ace 

exe) responsibility
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oe re 
WON Se) madman a) trouble 
“ a5 " " complication 

‘&! for the sake of 
VS = NAS native 
4 REA to. bow down; 

to salute — REN! to approve 
+ xX 
oR (PABA) to extend, to B (raze) to count, 

stretch out reckon 
Wa 
BA defect, fault 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

. > ‘ . 

2S Sais (p) to become a monk 
aa qc: (H) 

x — 
BBa'R RANE of a suitable size 

a 

PATAVvraqae: to enroll at the monastic center 
~ a xy ‘ 

Pie ahaa similarly, likewise 

a wh (H) way of performance of a ritual (rituals) 
'FaR See 

' *\ nn to recite 
- 

SAN AVG to take an examination 
\ 

aaa: from the base, from the bottom, from the 
oN rudiments, etc. 

REQMA ks 
‘ RS BNSFYN on account of that 
oN 

SASHA one of the. ... 
nS 

i ae Ns | 8 the reason is that 

eas as is commonly said 

ce Ae number count, numerical measurement 

es m That's how it is. It's like that,
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SA S 
SAAS) a! on one hand . .. . on the other hand 

Qq ' ' 

ae lp, a ) ug from all over, from everywhere 
vw 

ane = resembling, like 

aes W examination 

AS! A ey’ limbs, hands and feet 

Doe = 
HSMN'AR eo] ought not; is not supposed to 

aa 

ssh things which one must do 

Sarat ay until completing 
NY 

ey eM to count as fulfilling the requirement
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NOTES 

L. Raed - a respectful title of address used only for 

lamas, i.e. chiefly recognized incarnations (ym a ) 

and preceptors (Hag ) of monasteries even though not 

recognized incarnations, The title may also be used for 

one's own religious teacher. 

2. aN) - (ar an-n: ) "monk's territory" or "monk's 

land'', The name usually signifies the three big monasteries 

around Lhasa and Tashilungpo in Shigatse; PANHAVA: 

and gad refer always to the former and latter respectively. 

3. gaa / pray | aaa: - Each of 

the three big monasteries around Lhasa plus many of the other 

larger monasteries throughout Tibet are comprised of several 

monastic colleges ( q) 35 ). Each of these colleges 

contains a number of smaller institutional units or regional 

sections (5 or fra Ba: ) which are based on a 

man's native province, e.g. Gtsangpa khang tshan, har gdong, 

Kong po khang tshan, etc. These regional sections in turn 

are comprised of the smallest institutional unit of the mon- 

astery, the local section ( ada ) which is based on a 

man's home town, valley, etc. Historically natives of par- 

ticular areas have tended to enter into particular monastic 

colleges and thus to form regional groupings which have become
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quite rigid. 

4. ATA RA axa - function variously; sometimes 

they indicate literally "called" such and such or "named" such 

and such, e.g. SUVARAN RAR BTS Ra: 

a monastery which is called dga' ldan chos 'khor. At other 

times they function non-literally like"... " when one is 

talking about a name or word itself rather than its object, 

e.g. SAUNAS A gqyarwds D5) 

"Momentariness'' signifies impermanence. However, if an entire 

sentence were being quoted, a » and much less frequently, 

the classical Pe Qarwould be used to indicate a direct 

quotation. Likewise at other times Aa aApa, avs are 

like the English ''so-called" and are used principally: 1) as 

an indicator of a lack of familiarity or acquaintance with the 

object of the name on the part of the speaker or hearer, 2) by 

way of habit, especially of teachers who are accustomed to 

explaining things to persons who have not yet learned them, 

and 3) as an indicator of a speaker's dislike of the name or 

its object or to be using the name. The honorific Qa on 

the other hand,cannot be used as an indicator of the dislike 

of the name, etc.; whereas its use with another word can dig- 

nify the object to which it refers, a function which Axa: 

cannot perform. 

5 ma - a nominalizing additive to verbs. It denotes the
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a) agent or b) object of an action, usually the agent, e.g.: 

a) Faaqgrsasa ie | student, Yaa pa teacher, 

Ay apa: reader, Raa ra goer, etc., and b) ax aaa: 

that which is called, the so-called. It needs to be noted, 

however, that azare may also at times denote the 

agent, e.g. AVARA teller, , etc. 

6. 55 - Several verbs, i.e. 45: (pr.) and a6" 

(p.) "to send", "to give’, etc. andaaA- "to put" are fre- 

quently used with other verbs, nouns and adjectives to form 

an idiomatic way of saying something. For example, in English 

a pupil "takes an examination"; in Tibetan he "gives an exam- 

ination", Whereas in English a teacher "gives an examination"; 

in Tibetan he "takes an examination", Some other English 

examples are "'to take a trip", "to take a walk", "to take a 

rest", "to give a party", "to give a speech", "to get drunk", 

"to get rid of", "to get along", "to get going", "to get rich'', 

etc. Other Tibetan examples are ATF we: "to call", 

Bqange "to give", ange "to water", ana aa) 6a: 

"to think", Etat! “to make bigger", Hage "to 

close the door", ea50- "to put salt in'ayga Dyas 

"to advise", etc. Many of these idioms will be included in 

the lists of Expressions and Idioms. However, they are so 

numerous that the student will often have to note them for 

himself and to learn them as they occur in the Tibetan texts
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in the lessons. 

Nv i ~~ : 

7. NAN and ANN‘ - denote "et cetera" in general, 

but in this kind of discourse the "etc."' often denotes some 

particular traditional enumeration which is to be understood. 
a 

For example, WNAAN'SN'N NN “Buddha etc." means the 

N 
Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha (i.e. the Three Jewels) , 3a“ ‘aaa: 

N 2) 
"giving etc."' means BAe giving, RarQaa: right 

2 ‘Se 

conduct, ads patience, ey Be manly effort, 

ANB'S\GH' meditation, and ~Qa-3Q° wisdom (i.e. the 

six perfections), etc. 

8 35’ Bs - an affix denoting "since" or "because". It 

sy wi N 
follows ates » etc. but not AF leg or i i - Hence, 

ARG TEAL luo PR Sea 
ales 

Since the fruit is not sweet, I will not eat it. As 6789: 

eee & 5) XN AA Since the 

fruit is sour, I will not eat it. 

9, NX "up" and Az "down" are sometimes used with verbs 

of motion to signify into" and "out of", respectively. 
a 

amcctny, A! REE: to enter the monastery, 
— NV. 

“| sale An eta afte to leave the monastery, 
NAO, : : ne 
AS AA ASN Bae AVANA'RY: to go into the railroad station; 

but, of course, if the railroad station is down the hill, 

the expression would be impermissably equivocal; hence, in 

such an instance 2+ Aan aan AT AHRQ to go
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down into the railroad station. 

10. 3'34° "very'' - may be constructed with the genitive, 

e.g. a very great wish BETA AA5 a RHA or 5: 

HE 
BRATS A Raa or AGE BR RRA 

il. a - among its various other uses, is often an indicator 

of a singling out, i.e. 1) a singling out of one from several, 

e g WAgn' RRNA BD sil BWR a maa ' ‘ Ne. = 8 aR a A ee el 
Among the three, Serwa, 'Bras spungs, and Dga' ldan, 'Bras 

spungs has the most monks;2) 4 singling out of a term to be 

ified avon ee ; cas il RAD asa: apecd fled secre NRG SHS) car) yeh A ee 3 
XN 

eens - Among the three, Serwa, 'Bras spungs and Dga' ldan, 

the largest is "Bras spungs and 3) a singling out of a term 

already mentioned among others in previous discourse and now 

to be made the subject of the immediate discourse, e.g. AAWN* 

“A S S 
BAN HGH HAAAG AURA The Buddha, he has unsurpassable 

qualities, 

12, a5! and oe - denote "and," "along with," 

"together with" and follow the word which they join to the 

preceding. 

13. yi iit - a nominalizing additive to verbs. It denotes "way 

Ss 

of" or'modus", e.g. ee way of eating, Soo 

way of doing, ARgas way of going, angen: way 

of speaking, 85: Bae way of sitting, etc. 

SL, 
14, aan - Vinaya - The Vinaya is one of the = 35 me 

the Tripitaka or three baskets of the Buddhist scriptures. It



ES 

sets forth the vows relating to the practise of Pratimoksa 
ae : 

(NN BS ) or individual emancipation. The seven 

vows are: 

NTS 
of 253 precepts for 4“|'a{<' (bhikgu) 

N 
of 364 precepts for ses (bhiksuni) 

NM ee 
of 6 precepts for 5*\'QA'H (Siksamana) 

of 10 precepts for a5 as (Sramanera) 
on 

of 10 precepts for 4%) Sara (Sramanerika) 
aN ~~ 

of 5 precepts for ae (up@saka) 
aN \ 

of 5 precepts for 4%\' 9% es (upisik@) 

Ea S 
Except for the an. and qaeae who are laymen 
x 

( RAS +), the other vows are for those who have entered 

eek aq 
monastic life CRAG Ss De 

Historically in India there were four major schools of 

the Vinaya, i.e. Sarvastivada SRB S AS RB > 
a 5 = \ y 

Mahasammata ‘ ‘As Mah hik. . (Sq QBN! t AQAA Mahasamghika 54 ean “ 

and Sthavira 74'S cae and 18 sub-schools, in prac- 

tise it follows chiefly one, i.e. the Sarvastivada, The three 

transmissions of the vow in Tibet are discussed in the Tibetan 

text of Lessons Six and Seven,
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TRANSLATION 

R - Rinpoche G - Geshe-la I - Inquirer 

I. Rinpoche, at the time when you formerly stayed in the monastic 
center how many years old were you? 

R. I was ten at the time of staying in the monastic center. 

I. You stayed in Drepung, didn't you? 

R. Yes, I stayed in Drepung. 

I. How many colleges does Drepung have? 

R. When I came to the monastic center, Drepung had four colleges. 
In the past, they say, Drepung had seven colleges. 

I. So then, Rinpoche, among these four colleges you were Gomang, 
weren't you? 

R. Yes, I was Gomang. My section was the har gdong section. 
My sectional division was the so-called mtsho khag. 

I. Geshe-la, where was your place of birth? 

G. My birthplace was Tsang. Tsang is to the west of Lhasa. 
Tsang is an extensive area, In that (area) I was born in 
the region called Shang. 

I. At what age did you become a monk? 

G. I was nine when I became a monk. 

I. Which monasteries did you enter? 

G. I entered two different monasteries. The place I entered 
first was in Tsang, a monastery of a moderate size called 
Dga' ldan chos 'khor. I entered there. There were about 
500 monks there. Afterwards, in order to further my studies 
I entered the regimen of Serwe. 

I. While you were staying first at Dga' ldan chos 'khor what 
did you study basically? 

G. While staying at Dga' ldan chos 'khor, (I studied) first at 
a young age reading and writing the letters for a while.
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Likewise, I had to memorize books to recite according to the 
monastery's custom, for instance, different kinds of prayer, 
and the performance of rituals, many different kinds of manuals 
of worship in praise of the Buddha, etc. Then, in the middle 
of the assembly of many monks one had to take an examination 
on everything which one had memorized. These finished com- 
pletely, I began to study the great books on philosophy from 
the rudiments. Also, since one must first begin these with 
the elementary textbooks on logic, I reviewed a little the 
logical textbooks. The principal extensive studying of the 
great books I did mainly afterward at Serwa. 

I. How old were you at the time you went to Serwa? 

G. At the time of going to Serwa I was. eighteen. At that time 
I had generally a great wish to study the books on philosophy. 
At Dga' ldan chos '‘khor there were many scholars who returned 
after studying previously at Serwa. Once I saw the situation 
of these (i.e. their knowledge of Buddhist philosophy) I had 
also a very great wish to study at Serwa. On account of that 
I went to Serwa. 

I. Serwa is one of the larger monasteries in Tibet, isn't it? 

G. Serwa is one of the largest monasteries in Tibet. As the 
largest monasteries around Lhasa, there are three, ‘Bras spungs, 
Serwa, and Dga' ldan. Serwa is the second because as is 
usually said, 'Bras spungs has a monk count of 7,700, Serwa 
5,500 and Dga' ldan 3,300. So it is said, but at present 
it is somewhat in excess of this count. ‘'Bras spungs has 
four colleges, Sera three colleges, and Dga' idan has two; 
it's like that, Serwa's three colleges are Byes and Smad, 
along with the Tantra College. The Tantra College, it studies 
chiefly the tantras, and the two others, they are colleges 
of philosophy for students principally of philosophy. On 
one hand, these large monasteries are monks' living quarters 
and completely fulfill the character of a monastery as having 
the Vinaya rule of the Sangha. On the other hand, they are 
unlike other monasteries in that they are also like a large 
school or like a central place to come to study from every 
central and boundary area of Tibet. 

I. Are all the monks who are in the monastery just students? 

G. Most of the monks who are in the monastery are students, 
but inasmuch as these monasteries resemble a large college, 
they have a need for different kinds of workers. Some being
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unable to do intense studying, there are also many workers 
for the monastery -- for example -- there are icon-painters, 
image-makers, musicians, secretaries, bursars, etc. 

I. When one first becomes a monk in the monastic center, what 
does one have to do? 

G. At the time when one enters into the big monastic center, 
there are two types. There are two procedures for entering 
into the monastic center, for a layman who newly becomes a 
monk, and for a continuing monk from afar. When a layman 
newly becomes a monk, first he needs a teacher who bears 
responsibility (for him). One younger than seven years is 
not permitted to become a monk. From seven on it is permiss- 
ible to become a monk, and also it is all right not to take 
the vow of a Sramana or a bhiksu for the time being. At 
that time, even though he does not take a vow, he changes 
his garb and cuts his hair, etc. and enters into monastic 
life. First when he visits the living quarters of the pre- 
ceptor of the college, he wears a monk's clothes. He cuts 
the hair on the top of his head except for a few strands 
called a "hair tuft". This hair tuft will be cut by the 
preceptor of the college along with the recitation of prayer. 
As formerly the Blessed One cut off his hair in front of 
the rnam dag stupa, and entered into monastic life, the pre- 
ceptor's cutting off the hair is a modern-day symbol of this. 

As for the monastery's custom, generally a cripple, a 
blindman, a mute, a madman, and the like is not supposed to 
become a monk. For the purpose of examining this, at the 
time when one first salutes three times the preceptor one 
must bow down three times extending the limbs. The preceptor's 
inquiry about one's name, parents, etc. is an examination 
of whether or not one's speech and mind have defects. Like- 
wise, for the time being one is not permitted to enter the 
classes of philosophy until completing the many things one 
has to do, reading and writing, etc., and the memorization 
of all the many manuals of worship to be recited according 

to the monastery's custom. 

When a continuing monk from afar enters newly into the 
monastic center, there being no difficulties such as these, 
he may enter the classes on philosophy. The reason is that 
since before coming to the monastic center he has already 
become a monk in his own native monastery; this is taken 
into account.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson One. 

1. ARTA GTNSAS] 
~ wae 

2. BRASS Qaergn age a aqalagad 
8. SAIS A TAT AQSNAARG) 
a. ARRAN BNA RAITT ATA ARG 
5 Rel Raeueiaiey aa FATT GTHIA™ QVARS) Ay 

AINA AMV) 
.  SARATENRARAT WS STV RAR IRAGAGS RS) 
*7, SAigaQarnsdaampaatandqraaany yy 

Aer ARR ARS) 
#8. are ANS RTRS A STARA SRR’ wh BRT RGA 

eya5) 
2 NERAgParaqdanasadqacy 

10. BARBARA RRS ay He Heads) 

. RENNIANEN NEATH Que TATRA 
2. adder ase aaa qacgnn {yess 
*13. RISA aRaaagaggqeaa esq, 
a" RQayaa yal g aay sy dqated) (ae) 

3. REAR Aa RASE TRH TAQ) 
16. Baryasa AERA SG ay Sega Rs) 

117, HERI DAQSS Area Qrrsenqadayaer ase 
Remaysaiay ers)
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18. Vanhanen aaah 

2 eS 
20, ARQNATAMYHDIAINS MNT AG] 

ma. aMgAgcarqemangqamg gedaan) 
\ Sai Nk Se f xX 

#22. Marga qevan sa aay Ss argue ayrq) 
m3. QRRGRA Tagg gen Hara aay aaa Aja] 
124. PRISARA WAR RY AAAI AAATANAATY 

Nv ~ Sincere 
ws. Basqndaggoagnaanagengenssqsign 

asa agaaNg) le 
26. qayeasraeaaacy NFER ARTA RHA 

~~ age . ac oe A aes 
27. AgAqyaaaqerdisadagagsuagqaaaega 

Ager Rseiay) 
sgn EN ~~ ~% \ 

28. ERARIVA' AVA AGFARTS SVAN ASUS S 

mlavelnk Bian) 
BAaANPE Qags arava RedaverR 29. es en Ae AN XK) ~~ 

30. Qaragxres we Qangserea Raney ey BS ASRS] 

31. Ranga gave Raey garage anys san] 
sw SS \ AN 

2 MAS HAS AR AMAR GAINS RGN AIAR DAG) 
3. Rarevaaqna qed geraagas age gas 

afar nRayR 35) 
H.R RANDYGRYANS GUNG IAS VIIA”
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BRR AAAS ASRS CRY 
35. PIMA GI GNAATAN ASR yD AS 

ANRASTAIERRA AVS aD aga gaRssay 

B+ Gintedce is plein, chense ic eo nem, Gelttetice is 
honorific, change it to plain. 

Key to Exercise B: 

4 canals Qaayar~ Ags) 

2 RASS“ ATA] IGAINGS- ASSEN] sqnt- ay 
3. RASS Garey] 
6. ARARS- QAR) 

7 AMMA YTHA] RAG-Aeraday Raqn-aq’ 
HIN] “AS-gayad) Aa-anavey 

8. Aany'~ RH) . 

ne BRR TQS ey) 
gas -stagaaaacay asd-71y55'3) 

2. q-agay 
13, aay 4'-QAY'SS} 

le 29535 ~eVNFR5'195) ast-94) 
Be ee aq 

a1, qyn-ggagasy) ABV) “SQA URE) BAABA-TETIURG 

2. BREan~MAT GN) BrSs-a95.4—) 
22, maaan, Anarene 
24. HSS SBBS] PRIS H AR) AAT-aqay795)
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25. Aer Aayevsgs 
ARMAS TNGRA-SAINA]
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LESSON TWO 

ce JNssn Qa nactagenaaaan 

HATE ANT AIR QIEA TAS BRANT AEN NASA _ 

AERA AYA YT SRSA IERAS RMN AVS 

Rg Agansdsanaeeygasaa Qaags 
ARATE ENR) RATABR QSAR ES 
Yas <3 ANARARARAN DIES AG AND 

ee ee 
AGRA HEA DRRA HATA AVARTTS TA} 
ee Se Ne SQN gas 
VRAKARNGAANA AAG ATA AAA Tag Bea 

AERA SIAA NAA TAG ANT SIGHTS YAS’ 
URN VN AAG HV TRV IATS GANA AIRING | 
RANA RATTR SH SIA NARA Sa’ 
TRaRETAR RAYS alg BARA BAe aTaay 
gare ASTRSRRRAAS’ BRIA TS) 
EQaRnQasA Aan Qa gasssy PE Rer 

AAAS ANG TEIN eqrasaga aad 
ARTY ARGAS| Raga gan sqagewass 

N 8 % 
ERGATA AAS) VISTAS 

Mune Aecleaatee ga IReer



Bean Qn aR QsBargeaQegaargadgady) 
AAWHaagad, sso AAIwas 
TANBETARTHA YIN | SARRAR AAAS S| 
AMAR RAAAS SA eKlg Zayas BW aggqaa 
SHARIAREN YT AGT TSARGNF TAD ARN 
DRAANAEHARIBARAN ASS | AVATAR 
ATR Ra gaia Raa Rey S RVAyAgag ya” 

SEAN TPRANNTYAATAATA Das 
SAAR AIRAHAAAA ARTS Ja Par Saggy 
arSRiqen HSI T34) 
BaarSQTawaya, 8S | aqaA 
AQSSA ARS LAGAN AITATS, TAAG3Asg| 
ARRAS AA RQaNgTATAN TASMAN SS, 
BAATGTAANAARDA IES TN ARS SHAY 
BIB) ASAP Be sqagQngasgan say 
ganas earl a 
RaarearQay ela qadraasaaeagcnesaa 3 

qravadaQnagaayagada Aqygay aegqy 
AHTAQAE HANAHAN ATA AG HRA S'F 
ARAVA AFRAVARAAN AUST QTAVAGT ANTS 

RRS | Rea Qaaneage AQAaaen gern 

gR| HARARE BA ANAT HAI IA| | z



RAN AgaA AeA DANAT BV IWSSHAAag a 
Ray Say so) RATA SR| ASN FN YAS] AW 

BAIS ARN TAN ATHY NT | GREATER | al 

Se ee econ nel 
. = nn 

ARAYA) AAASTRDARAN ANTRAL TS 
AAV sa SRO SsS5979 a 
AEMAR SAN ALAA SITS] QUINT BEN 
ARATR FAN'S] {SRN YIN” magna 

andar Oss) aqsaqqawia Xaqgasgn 
HERA RAST ZTQ RS ATATSISNAT IS ARIAS SA 
MWIRQS gan age VAgyoryi 
HES ARI ANHIRYS RV BA SBANAAIRA”™ 

SEND) BTAAH AO ABTA INAH 
SABER 24 \ ARR AVA SCASN' NAYS ATIG TAT 

angrs\ seg ART URN UT 
JAG QAeAs agadagrangnaasag 
Rae RARSAATA VARaaqasaesay” 
=. Sree ae a 

Mea gTACA S| 
aars TRAPrARE TASS ARAAN AS AER RSS 

MAMA SIO RAG Ha Gare sgqasy 
SN Sane AMEN FN AAT FRBNY TN



ee BAA RarragXqadRe Qegy, 
AR 
ARNT ALAAT ig agenda AGAR 
SMR AAAS TARA AY BATA SAV 
BANS ARAEVTR WaTASaqqnSs greg 
RE Baarsea, Paemaysara, Vey Aenacgan 
aaa YRQady arr ga Bay ss qraaqarge” 

By RW AAR TARIARAATARAA AAS] Bev ses 
VERTRARSAYASTA FTV TAINAT ATS 
Ra PRAWAaS A ART DAQ\, WRSWAIRA AY 
TANT NAAN HA IAaTH ARIS AAS YK 

AAaqwanrasenss|_ ARTETA SRrAGAS 
= i pe a ss 

ANCES ER BSAA NS) Ray ae NT 
RAR SRA QQna sp ARAISAR SN SANNRA” 

ee ee 
NUMA 
RIAA TATAS VTA TNA RIATR™ 
aReiqneanagn dead an hTRA 
cas REARS TN) ANHERER ERNE) 
SMA SSR AS 

Pic % 4 ~ an N HALEN AT Save a Reva gcanskas'ay 
SHAR A KANN TYNAN AGA GAN 3



ANAK G AARR SAN SELEY USN YH ISR RRS 

ARS) SARARATANTNSRATARSA IN DRS” 
RAAAS YaQraarqacsyAqashy 
ey ae STN ee ore ~~ ee. 
FaRa Hanagaraagarasqaceiaasa AI 

BRATS ARQN TARTAN DAR LERH BAT 
PAGNSANATNIATAY NG] FARARIN 
ATA D ARVN APTN IPSN Y 

SAAARAEER| SeNRzR BARA HATA 
FET RIAN AN ASIEN FT QANTAS 
SRSA) 
Xa AMARA TARAS ERT ay ay Fs 
BN AAG TATA TS RAFRARRSRSA 

ae ea TaTgngraay 
AMV aRaaNeag an Qa sass enn 
ABRLNTARLAENTAATS ATA]
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LESSON Two 

VOCABULARY 

Nv, v EG 
RRA’ (RP ‘) to carry; arrive; : 7 forerunner; 
& ( all reach , eARQ introduction 

Vv 
‘A monastic center : : arrangement 

ia same meaning a2) wan order, sequence 
as grwa sa n\n : 

mL Ae name; terminology 
EG A’SX oe . the Drees wins 

most par subdivision; 
aS) classification 

Qra55 in general 
aes : 3 separately 

42 yen Rea: to understand, 
AA\R’ (H) the Buddhist comprehend 

scriptures, l.e. | \ 
the speech (of =e easy; happy 
the Buddha) 6 x <p 

vv (AQ : to arrange; 

AR a RAS commentary, aby ( all formate — 
gastra ~ 

az v AR HES treasury 
; : subject, topic QA 

ay 54 : RR = key 
} Ay') to ‘abridge; < 

4 (98 summarize; BR (AZAN)) to compose, 
epitomize write 

BOR epistomology, BEN P.N. of a place 
ramana, logic 

raz} guns Ray Ba) session 
Prajhaparamita : 

B aay date (1.e. of 
“an M&dhyamika the month) 

ast a  Abhidharmako $a noe together 
ARS ABS"
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ge SY 
‘gx ly, t WATS the Natha 

i Vv oe ae e* gle Maitreya, the 

AA S44) master, master Savior Maitreya 
teacher, acarya SO ; 

ar: BEA GINGA Abhisamayalanhka@ra 
aN SA opignaga a 

NaS pandit 
RES to make; compose 

(H) (rr eer subcommentary 

BAB AIAIGN PranBhasemucceya ayn Nagarjuna 

ie Ss a 
a! RQ @\’ autocommentary Ae NAA Aryadeva 

SxesS in particular AENGA BAN Buddhapalita 

Qa disciple, pupil AUR al Bhavaviveka 

BN &\\' Dharmakirti as QF) ocandrakirti 
BN DANS 

5a) ray’ aes to mie ae Madhyamaka@vatara 
(w/ gen.) . \ : 

‘ ents cue LAS AS Loy gpfeiinokgecattera 
‘ARRAN ARE' exclusive, not a ' 

$4 ‘ teed o aaae Caturagama 
a 

AR ae monastic text- ate 5a RS Gunaprabhe 
book * 

RAR Ry Cy 1 though Poe tbs Ano ‘ actua ught se 

Rening'e3) doubt, uncer- ae i 
ve tainty a A138 Vasubandhu 
\ = 

(2 AVE)’ related to, a to arrive, reach 
relevant to as 

: Ss 4 examination 

ra Sa wes el ; : dle: 
} , ve 

en a Se 
Ray: : importance 

re root; root-text |&\ - 
x RENAE RR (Pergan)to name; (n.) 

ag: basis, base, name, title 
foundation aay a: 

tL 

zads venerable din aia
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= 
BA's highest of the “e fine, subtle 

four grades of Ne a 
Geshe AMQVADS P.N. of a festival 

~~ 

HTYTHEY second highest REG) accordant, 
grade of Geshe i conformable to, 

Ran nayey consistent with 
‘R'E next to lowest : i 

grade of Geshe 4 aN together (H) 
oS 

QA ANNA’ lowest grade RN ; in turn, by turn 
of Geshe a gases: 1 

tirthika, extremist 
SRH'RBR disputation SS an adherent of ' 

~w a non-Buddhist 
RA to take one's doctrine 

turn a 

‘ B RA’ power of magical 
q BAR again ie) creation 

Qa’ in detail REAN (Pade) to establish, 
\ institute 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

vw iN 
ARRAHRAA'SAR until reaching the end 

S55 for example 
wo wv 
aaa a q' central subjects 

ARO" ay successively; in sequence; gradually 
So 

HS'RAS'A : rudimentary, intermediate, and superior; 
‘ small, medium, and large; etc. 

A SA salient points 
‘ x 

AAQaaa' clear (refers only to discourse) 

ce ar 

aN BN’ (8) winter session 

Ys fay en yearly, annually
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Ray at the early part (of the month) 

Sag4 _ The Seven Treatises 

FAA ARAU ASTANA’ refutation (of the position of others), 
establishment (of one's own position), 
and response (to criticism of one's 
own position) 

SAN aT to resolve uncertainty 

ae ae in addition to this 

Sig va brief, for a short while 

aes ee Serwa, 'Bras spungs and Dga' ldan 

BRA debate, disputation 

v AQwaR ee competition in 

£a'S Sy ta progress, development 

Kgpunielet! RAR The Twenty Works Pertaining to Maitreya 

Sane The Six Logical Works (of the Ma@dhyamika) 

“SF il number of years 

oS. (89) to take an examination 

SAGAS very, extremely 

aya Bas i of great importance 

age gNad GAIN depending upon the quality of 

aes to obtain the name or title of 

VAS SRT SS : ieee eet to bea... (i.e. of 

BWRATAR until one's turn comes 

aaace REARS a varying length of time 

T8485 review, practise again
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Pat 

se er holiday, celebration 
ay 

WS'S BH a numerical order (i.e. lst, 2nd, 3rd, 
etc.) 

ee ah religious holiday, holy season 
Seis : 

x ANON in turn 

eo in the lifetime of (highly Hon.) 
a 

BRAAWRDA to compete in the power of magical 
Ds creation 

NOTES 

: Sey, ; 
1, NIVHRBWY AZ It is to be noted that in time ex- 

nN 
pressions with AX: like AgxAROwWD AY "until 

completing", ARAVA “until one's turn arrives", 

etc., Tibetan idiomatic usage employs the negative which 

English usage does not require. 

2. WS = The verb suffixed with the particle w- functions 

like the infinitive and enters into a variety of constructions, 

nominal, adjectival, and adverbial, e.g. a) like a noun - S: 

~ SUN a OST aes “. 
BOSON" or ie "I Like to study"; Q‘ 
= cet) < 
3° Sees ru tat "Tt is hard to study"; 

~N 
a like an adjective - rece = “water to drink"; 

D> A) Bea! “clothes to wear'', Also the adjectival 
$3) NO 

use of 4\- sometimes denotes necessity or obligation like 

N\ 
the passive infinitive in English, e.g. A540 "a 

(8)
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book to be read"; however, Ayatierye ~ "a book 
(e) 

which ought to be read" would be more frequent and less am- 

biguous for expression of necessity or obligation; c) like 

an — - ast SNS “water fit to drink", 

ee “work easy to do''. Here at times the 

adverbial use of W\ functions like the English infinitive 

of purpose, 2.8. Ray Tn arey Fay 5) "T am buying 

meat to make the food''; however, with the exception of the 

above along with several other common expressions, for ordinary 

constructive purposes, the verb plus wee Sa 0 is more 

frequent for the expression of purpose. 

3, aas-< ARCS ; - Historically Tibet has received 

and translated an enormous body of canonical or near canonical 

Buddhist literature from India. All this was brought together 

by the 14th century in the compilations of the sutras and 

tantras, i.e., works recognised as the authorative utterance 

of the Buddha, and their Indian commentaries, called respec- 

tively the ANVAQR and the ~ea OS™ ° 

These texts are representative of the entire development of 

Buddhist thought in India from its beginning to the time of 

its disappearance, These five central subjects or quintes- 

sentials are main categories of classification through which 

Tibetan scholarship has sought to deal systematically with 

this vast body of Indian Buddhist philosophical tradition.
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Noticeably absent is perhaps only the Cittamatra or Yogacara. 

In the context of the monastic system of education such as 

is being discussed, the Yogacara works are in fact intensely 

studied even though there are no separate classes in Yogacara. 

Its study is done in connection with the classes in Logic, 

which is in part a Yogacara system, and especially with the 

classes in the Prajnaparamita on which many important Indian 

commentaries were composed from the Yogaécara point of view. 

Consequently, the five central subjects may be said to cover 

the entire stitra and stitra commentarial tradition of Indian 

Buddhism. 

4. BS a - is here translated by "logic'', However, Indian 

logic in the hands of Buddhist logicians underwent what was 

essentially a reform. As a consequence, what is actually 

studied under the name of @5'H' , although it includes 

the apparatus of traditional logic, i.e. syllogism, fallacies 

eristic, etc., is fundamentally an epistemology or investi- 

gation of right cognition itself. Hence, the word Baa 

in a Buddhist context might also be translated by "episte- 

mology'' since this is what is actually under consideration, 

and what needs to be understood is ‘an (epistemological) 

logic' or ‘logic (and epistemology) '. 

Se. ese Das - a construction commonly forming the future 

tense of the verb, is often used to denote the generality of
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the action or the performance of the action in general, In 

spite of the frequency of the verb plus > (etc.) aS 

to denote generality of the action, the verb plus > (etc.) 

wea A is both more frequent as well as more proper 

for expression of generality of the action, 

Also, in combination with the verb, the five phonological 

variants of the genitive particle, F393 A 

are all pronounced the same way in Lhasa colloquial, i.e. qi, 

even though the spelling continues to follow the phonological 

rules. 

6. $5 HAAS - "the logical texts", i.e., the 

Prama@nasamuccaya etc. of Dignaga, the Seven Treatises of 

Dharmakirti (see note 9 ), along with their Indian and Tibetan 

commentaries, 

Vs Ray Us: - "the way of reason", i.e., the method of 

reasoning logically. 

8. ¥wey - The Tibetan month is the lunar month of 

thirty days. Rw Ay or 3 a5 is the early part 

of the month or roughly the first third, the middle of the 

month being called 350" » and the final part is 

— to as mae or PAS) . : 

9. ayadayyasyagy or Sys RGF 
- the seven treatises or commentaries on logic by Dharmakirti 

are the three works, the Praminavarttika ( Sav qgnage )
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NN 
the Pram@navinigcaya ( A SN ‘, 

and the Ny@ya-bindu ( Raya Agqas ) each 

of which treats all the subjects of logic with the greatest, 

medium, and smallest amount of detail respectively, along 

with the four works which deal each with specific logical 

questions, i.e., the Hetu-bindu ( G5 SQN STN! 

ei ) which deals with the actual number of 

aspects which necessarily constitute a valid inferential 

mark or reason; the Sambandha-parakiga ( Aga aga 

A? ) which deals with the theory of relation as under- 

stood by Buddhist logicians; the Samt@n@ntara-siddhi ( 29 ; 

A a ) which deals with the repudiation of 

solipism; and the Vada-nydya ( Bear BNNs ) 

which deals with the proper method of demonstration in the 

face of controversy. 

10. The Naya are textbook-like explanations of the fine 

and often the more difficult points of Buddhist philosophy, 

and they represent the somewhat individual point of departure 

of their authors who were illustrious scholars of the indi- 

vidual monastic colleges ( ae ). Each monastic college 

studies its own particular Aaa: . 

it. S74 Ray SS 71s - the three, refutation, 

establishment, and response, is the method of discussion of 

Buddhist philosophy commonly employed in the monastic textbooks
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= . 

(NAR), Refutation is refutation of the theories of 

other scholars; establishment of one's own theory; and response 

is answering objections raised by others to one's own theory. 
N No arn SN 

12, SP ORL RSI Ag SB - the 

twenty works related to Maitreya are the five books of the 

~~ \ 
natha Maitreya ( QA SOD |’ ), Asanga's 

five treatises on levels and his two compendia, plus the 

bo 
eight prakarana ( 6 a Masts Vik, ato 35 ) of Vasubandhu. 

These are enumerated below. 

SS 
The Five Books of Maitreya ( CAN as S'S ) 

a os N N \ > 
Mah@yaéna_ sutralamkéra karika ACETAL SHA 

ae. Met ence: BY SyAQVY 
ee ous | 

Madhyanta-vibhanga a3 1 on et R54 2 

Dharma-dharmata-vibhanga oa 5c aN Qqaas RR 4% : 
: “ a 

Mahayanottaratantra-gastra aya Ba SV aA RS we 

Abhisamayalamkara a ca = Faqnad BA 

N 
Asanga's Five Treatises on Levels ( ae ) 

gn v NM SN 
Yogacarya-bhimi Rey 

capa Si ae 
Yogacarya-bhiimi -nirnaya-samgraha aa RaT HSS RINVAR! 

PFU ATIA AES 
a vw N 

Yogacarya-bhiimau vastu-samgraha pe AX 

=~. ee 
ae 

sik s Me isll wives ‘ 
Yogacarya-bhimeu_paryaya-samgraha RARER oy VAN 

eee sae 
XS
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vd 
Yogacary&-bhiimau vivearana-samgraha ao R 5x ayaen 

me&' RAAT SQA GIES y 

7 e~. 
Asanga's Two Compendia ( Rae aii ac sae ) 

S wv : 
Mahadyana-samgraha a yas Ho Aen 

7 wv ~e : i ey 
Abhidharma-samuccaya Re AN age 

» ‘ 

The Eight Prakarana ( axa ss 35 ) of 

Vasubandhu 

v eX gat 
SUtralamkara-bhasya ATP QaS 2445 ” 7 . i 

Madhy@nta-vibhanga tika Aa A aa ee 
mrlecaly & hate: 
AQARQAN 

i -~ AN ; f 
Dharma-dharmat@-vibhanga-vrtti SA'S< as 9 7 aA “eX 

N NA LN 
RSFAVAQw 

Rie ie Aaa 
Trimfikekariks WA SALVAY AQT IN 

x oN Demi 2 ei 
VimBekB-karike 39:44 VSENAQVINS 

SS 
Pancaskandha-prakarana gee aa za ae 

“| 

Vyalchy&-yukti Far aTaqjasays 
\N 

Karma-siddhi-prakarana Ma QaaR ~ Ras) ee 
7 7 “So 

“a QA G “ 
13. RAN AVAAN'S4 or Rqn' says ell 

- "the six logical works of the Madhyamika" signifies six 

of the works of one of the main systematizers of the Mahayana, 

the Indian master Nagarjuna, in which he deals principally 

with the demonstration of the Buddhist theory of emptiness 

= M \ 
(sunyata, Tib. Bs a aF ), i.e. denial of the
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categories of existence-nonexistence etc. as viewed by various 

systems of Indian realism, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist. 

At N\ 
In the Madhyamika-k&rikds ( aq a Q Aas Qa ) 

S 

N - - 
or Prajnamila ( RaqQyn ag ) and in the Vaidalya-sutra 

ee Ae 
( 1: abla ici ) he subjects to criticism 

the conclusions and reasons of the various realist systems 

in order to establish his own position of no-realism. Then 

faced with the realist objection that if every realist tenet 

is altogether repudiated then cognition itself will become 

completely indeterminate and consequently will be unable to 

establish anything either realist or non-realist, he deals 

~~ 
with these objections in the Vigraha-vyavartani ( By 

BG ty > = <i NS ' SBA as ) and the Sunyatd-saptati ( BS 95 a4 8 ) 

in which he seeks to save the determinacy of cognition in 

the face of his denial of every realist proposition. Finally, 

rn 

in the Yukti-sastika ( Aer Sry ge ) and 
SR Tite ee aT Te 

SoS : 
the Ratnavall ( Aa ASA )he seeks to 

show that the practise of the Buddhist paths needs to be 

based upon understanding of the theory of éunyata. 

“~ a 
14, RAN ASS’ - one of the two chief religious festi- 

vals celebrated annually in Lhasa. It was originally es- 
~~ 

tablished by SNAWHN FAS , the minister 

of the fifth Dalai Lama in commemoration of the death of 

the great fifth, one of the most important of the Dalai Lamas.
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~N 
15. Shoe - lit. "extremists" is the Tibetan word 

used to translate the Sanskrit "tirthika", In ancient India 

the tirthikas were holy-men, lit. "paths" or "fords" offering 

to others the way of salvation or deliverance. The gaxty 

Buddhists applied the term "tirthikas" - possibly a pejorative 

meaning literally ''a tiny path" - to the adherents of all 

the non-Buddhist creeds, and its sense appears to have been 

"the followers of the 'holy' authorities", The Tibetans 

chose to render this term in the Tibetan language by the 

word eqays » "the upholders of the outer edges", 

and its sense is "an extremist'', Buddhism choosing to consider 

itself a middle way, in ethics between the extremities of 

asceticism and hedonism, and in metaphysics between the ex- 

tremities of nihilism and hypostatization or reification.
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TRANSLATION 

I. From first beginning to study at the monastic center, what is 
the way of studying until reaching the end? 

G. The way of studying in the colleges of the three monastic 
centers is for the most part the same. However, if one takes 
Serwa-byes college for an example -- in general there are 16 
classes. In these classes the principal studies are logic, 
the first (of the five) which epitomize the subjects of the 
scriptures and their commentaries into five quintessentials; 
then the Prajnaparamita, the Madhyamika, the Vinaya, and the 
Abhidharma; these one studies successively. Also, there are 
three bsdud grwa (classes), the elementary, intermediate, and 
highest. The so-called bsdud grwa are arrangements of the way 
of reasoning which is introductory to looking at the logical 
texts. The major salient points of the terminology and classi- 
fication, etc. are arranged separately by Tibetan scholars, 
clearly and easily understandable to new students; they have 
composed many books which are like a key which is the means 
of entry into the treasury of the logical texts. One studies 
these chiefly. The actual studying of the long texts on logic 
one must do afterwards gradually. For example, in (Serwa)byes 
college there is no separate class in logic (i.e. above and 
beyond the three classes utilizing the bsdud grwa). Nonetheless, 
every year at the Ljangs winter session, from the early part 
of the eleventh month to the fifteenth day of the twelfth 
month, there is a place for study where many students of the 
three monastic centers, in assembly together, study only the 
logical texts. The books which are the basis for study are 
the Compendium of Right Cognition written by the Indian master 
Dignaga and its autocommentary, etc., and in particular one 
does chiefly The Seven Treatises, commentaries on logic com- 
posed by his disciple, the master Dharmakirti, and various 
commentaries written by other Indian scholars; in addition 
to this, Tibetan scholars have composed many commentaries 
relevant to numerous resolutions of uncertainty as to the 
refutation, establishment, and response on the actual thought 
of the scriptures and their commentaries -- the so-called 
yig cha which are exclusive to each of the monastic centers; 
one studies these, Although the Ljangs winter session is 
short, it is a good place to study the long texts on logic. 
The reason is that during that (session) through competition 
in debating back and forth by the students of Serwa, 'Bras 
spungs and Dga' ldan one resolves uncertainties which were 
previously unresolved, and there comes newly a very strong
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progress in one's studies. 

Then during the five classes on the Prajnaparamita, the root 
text (or) ground taken for a basis is the Abhisamayalamkara 
composed by the venerable Savior Maitreya, One takes its com- 
mentaries, principally the twenty commentaries written by the 
pandits of India and different commentaries and subcommentaries 
written by Tibetan scholars. In addition to these one studies 
The Twenty Works Pertaining to Maitreya and the Tibetan yig chas 
on these. 

Then, in the classes on the Madhyamika, one studies chiefly the 
Six Logical Works of the Madhyamika composed by Nagarjuna and 
the works written by Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, etc., 
in particular Candrakirti's Madhyamakavatara and its autocommen- . 
tary, and similarly the yig chas written by Tibetan scholars. 

At the time of (learning) the Vinaya, one takes principally the 
Vinaya scriptures, the Pratimoksasutra and the Caturagama, etc., 
and generally the commentaries pertinent to their thought, in 
particular the Agamamula of Gunaprabha and its autocommentary, 
and one studies the Tibetan yig chas (on these). 

At the time of the Abhidharma, one studies chiefly the commen- 
taries written by Indian scholars in general, and in particular 
the root-text composed by the master Vasabandu, the Abhidharmakosa, 
along with autocommentary,. 

For the three bsdud grwa classes there are three years, and for 
the five Prajnaparamita classes there are five years. For the 
two Madhyamika classes one spends two years in each class, for 
there are four years. In the same way the number of years in 
the two classes on the Vinaya and in the two Abhidharma classes 
is the same as the Madhyamika classes. 

Then, when one has reached the so-called bka' ram class, one 
has to take a long examination. This examination is extremely 
important, for depending upon the quality of this examination, 
one will afterwards obtain the rank of the four higher or lower 
Geshe titles -- according to the grade (of the examination). 

I. How does one get those four Geshe ranks? 

G. As for these four Geshe ranks, depending upon the quality of 
one's studies one obtains a higher or lower status. The best 
students obtain lha ram pa; beneath that tshogs ram pa; beneath 
that rigs ram pa; and beneath that one obtains gling gseb. Those
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who get lha ram pa and tshogs ram pa go to the highest class 
called lha ram. The kinds of Geshes who are to be rigs ram pa 
and gling gseb remain in the bka' ram class. 

Until the turn comes for the Geshe disputation of each indivi- 
dual in both the lha ram pa and bka' ram pa (class) each has to 
remain in his own class; consequently, according to the size 
of the class there is a varying number of years (of waiting for 
the disputation). As for one's studies in both of these classes, 
one does principally the Vinaya and the Abhidharma, and finely 
and in detail debates back and forth, relevant to reviewing all 
the others. Both the rigs ram pa and the gling gseb arrange 
their disputations in their own individual monasteries, and they 
are given their Geshe status from their own monasteries. There- 
fore, these kinds have the so-called lower Geshe level. In the 
second Tibetan month at the tshogs mchod festival, the congre- 
gations of Serwa, 'Brasspungs and Dga' ldan stay in Lhasa for 
about 10 days, and during that, the tshogs ram pa arrange their 

Geshe disputations. The Tibetan government assigns a numerical 
order (of merit) of the Geshes consistent with the quality of 
their disputation. Similarly, during 21 days of the first 
Tibetan month, the smon lam festival is a holy season for all 
the monastic congregations of Serwa, ‘Bras spungs and Dga' ldan 
in assembly together in Lhasa. During this the lha ram pa of 
Serwa, 'Bras spungs and Dga' ldan hold their Geshe disputations 
every day in turn. Depending upon the quality of the examina- 
tion, a numerical order of (merit in) the disputation, first, 

second, etc. is assigned by the Tibetan government. 

The smon lam is a festival (celebrating) the (Buddha's) compe- 
tition in the power of magical creation with the six teachers 
of the extremists, etc. for 15 days formerly during the Blessed 
One's lifetime. The Lord, the great Tsong kha pa established 
it anew in conformity with the custom of the great Indian mon- 
asteries of Nalanda, etc.



EXERCISES ” 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Two. 

1. RARE A VARS RA Nagas Rea aqarqaay 
2, AraQunqaseReagays ar % 

ANIA DE a AINA sarq) 
8. RRagheRangarcnAssyansy 
* ~ eee 

* RRVRaR aR a HIG SARS INST 
#5, ARATBAA TIAN SANA AserRs) 

2. a FON ona Tf & 
*6. BOR gQAANGT AAAS AE NSYAG] 

XQ sie ” Sgnareiananety 
8. FENAY TAN DAG NSH R’NQS RAR A 

NN Nw ine 

QS NIIS 5) 
9, RNAs ENgraRqaragaranqaganagas as 

es) 

*10. ange gaa may BAR a RATW AS agains 

eas Raqy 
~ Se Nee oe 

*11, EEN HTS SYSA WA ATH RNAS ANGE SS 

agen FAR GATT HAA Taa| 

*12, ean Ga eda g das HIF Aas Aga] 

M13, RQ Rmay Seng Ar Tye aidsay Sayay 
a Zaayey 2s) < 3 7" 

1, SYRRQTAAR SNS AGA AN LINAS 
REY 4 

ee oy ae Me 1s, ganDaenaeaqeh dierent 

el ae 6. SAR AAA A RG As aaeyarRoy
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*17, aqnraad ZQdaws Braagks) 

*18. SRQSNAS PA ASA BAN ATA ARs aay} 

i RET DRA AVAQRTRASARIH AS) 

20. Sa RarreraqaQaraagaay aE'RSRS| 
mi. BRANDIS) AARRAASADAMINVASAZAAS 

Amaag say R5) 

22, RAMA GRARATWINSTAS AAR] 
123, BRnde ga dad yas enn Qagaa 

26, ABN AQAA AAS ARS SAAT] 
5. Kinaqnaataa ss saesngae| 

#26, ay agasair qaqa BRAGA FADS AYSAAAR’ 

aRQTASae] 
Ne 

s ~ 
TY Hagass << 

128. ANRRNARAQASIARH MN LF AAA TV AIIANN 
Rea Sara Gays) 
“Sac reeaverpedin iran ademscch 

429, RMBRWEVSS] DITNAS BN HS HNAN “3 

BNA SAY Ager Rerasy 
—% RS SS Saag ae 

#30. aan BANV HRS ALAS HA WANA HASS 

A5|
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B. Take all the asterisked sentences in Exercise A, and if the 
sentence is plain, change it to honorific. If the sentence 
is honorific, change it to plain. 

Key to Exercise B: 

1. Brass “HRI VSA) 
3. Needgay- ex di aaa ae | 

to 
5. BRW Qu) BSD-AS) 
6. Qa- a5) 

7, KeeyRa— geyd) . 
9 ABNaycy “ARH HGS — BTNTATNS 4] 

aad —359°5) 
~ SS v 

2 a ns 
Ls Se 

13, BTNZAANGSSARAS — QZANSAGAA| 
ae 

Me MSA NARA BEN) Ga 
v 17, Bprerdh-Barmgacaaa - gaynSgs aa) 

18. aay aikaagayy HAG ee 
\ peo Nr 

BAVNATSH -~- FAN AI7AG] 
20, RAY BRAY— RAY NIT BSA] 

bf NX 
21. Set ee 

23% a9 Bq s\3') 

26. ARAYA AAAI) 
2s a4 oe |
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ee SC 28. NARA -QIQNWANATS) 

o are oe y eS 30, Ray GroayRs'-smayqass) Aga Rs)
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LESSON THREE 

‘eo Pasdadgqagmarmangaan gy enaias 

Qrarmga gcse cagar Hig’) “ : 
Reqgnargaqeargcagaay, gaeqgarigaay 

SASTIAGINITAS YAN SS, 
Soe 
Bnaansy SRST | an fn ae 

RAE MNSHS| AVAarnaac SRV EASA 

KAVEMARAAANASAATAGSARY, AAQARA 
RAPER ARETES | TRANAARAIN SRSA SERRA 
AAR rT GIRS Qanagqaadass) Fags 
BAAR TAR RENE RaSa, GNSS 
Rada gdy a DSTAraAase ara gaa’ y GH 
Sei aman RAGANTE NN TRA as He 

VAN TAATRIN TY QAR A Sey aaraqaay Rays 
REAGTAT AGSAY| <Ax3| ASsysRanea: RARTN 

BREA MTARAARS AAS FEA SS YUASA) 
RAB a9s| ABQaqapsagtsackargg gnagge 
ARNABS FAQS Ae Taepaay den awarangAaangay 
BASRA as Rengas Ry) . 
RaQgNSRGA | RB ai Km Rav sap ARAVA ACER
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BRQIINABasdasn HATA gaa ARR Sarqnay 
=~ e 7) QA THARTNRSARS PARAS Raaaanassr ean 

Q \ wos G WED HS TNQIIAN GS | TATPACAN AN Evy 
oe : a , cs : ier ; ; ~ : SRRQMATAHAKTA| AAV AISA TING FITS 
Akhara as) AAAS A TANARAR A Raw Sq 
SMapateqansagnz’'§sg ANALG RT Qaz 
BRANSS yas WAHTIVATT agg asqgcr 
nN ow : FN a) Sd SS 
S| ATBINSAY SSNS NRG WHAT HY ARTISANS 
ARH FAQs Wears Aaegase aa Sars Naaraina 
QAP ATA SAAS IN HAHA YS RATAN HIS 
asAaeq acca) “AR AS RRR ARS paagaas 
BNTSING ZNcashadqqn AETV SS TINS AH 
s8\ 89 ATDTSR SA RAR SIAR AN TIANA ATT 
ARMAS AGAE” ‘§ TVWAA AAA R Sys macy” 
ARYVAQTTaS \ 
et Sa Xzead Sarasa Resear say ARRAN ATARI NTIS ATTA 
anc agnrge FAig GAs ATVI TsSA Fanee 
Agar RAG Tens EaagqQnaasyaqge’ 
AQassinads, Raqnseday Aas aqiqaras sas 

S ABanqqage "SON ST ASTIN 
VATNAVS VS RQNERDAGARG| 

ie ~ 
SND ATA eA TAANTASN GNA TRAN
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AREA SAT AQAA Rear ®eaay| 

ATAVRS) NGAANTYANLS HSAMAN VABATA RAIN 
RSaA\VRS\ RRAAR GARR A AAR SSN 
REA PAAETHABIEA TANTS TR GT” 
Ranvinsaggngerqaseenass ty Aq asg 
AAR HYSA RAL SMANG ALGAAS AGAR 
SATAN QS AG]  AASRRTRGSEAN SER 
a RQARKTANARS] TRA AQRRA BAAR 
REAGAN AG SM AA Raia sas esa Aga 

NASRTAAN SAN AAA ASAT AN TRANS RR 
RAKAAR Jaane aqer aga Tass 
FR TERN TNE DN GSATAN AA AANIARI TAN 

SRATANT PAA SRA AGATA 
AYIA ARB AAA RGA STN TAVIS 
SSNS SR SETA QA GLATRASAA, 
RRA AARAN DATA ST A saaTEN HAA gRay 
Bes) Gethinen ieacdngenaie 
STAN TANS TASYAG AS Ra aNSy AaSAck 
aq BASS Slargaaaee: RISA AANA T + | 

ZS | ARAN TRTEN TTS TA AGSRY 
HBO SASAVTAaN AAA TAANVAINY
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FAVAAAAG| APRA ranaranaraseaqqqassan’ 
~ hee i Ay ~ 

SR ARRAY SANTIS T ETH BASE 3\ 4 

“SUERTE RAGE RETENS HET BATA ASSENAA SRR AG RANA EARN 
Rar QaqsseQaqansaywnsry ae 

FRAT D EY ANIA TT YANO AEN TN TIN 
TSRARALS PM NA THAAD NT AV WARSI 
PAB sAaaraqacagn Der sq grsnasaq 
Agaids, WSQaQegns RSNA INTRA’ 
Mevgns\2q) FusKasasaart aang gar as" 
RLASATS aaNgars\ “ARS ARSsaass HRN 

qq RVATIATYS AYN IS TH HSB OS 
Ral ALASKA GASH ARAM araer aga” 
RAS A RRA GL QIAARASISEN aABade 
HAW ReReaqR Hyaes Wn 
BRERA AMAANY HAA 
arRs| BREAN AS AAA SR NS ETRE 

SPAN) ANAT TTI FAI 
AGIA QING BANARAS ERAN RAAB 
NOTIAG MAAR Srangngqrgnae| D8 
MRAANAANIR EH BERR GHA GIVING AAAS 
ARENAYQTNSTAN| BASRA AENSAIANS AY



TARTANA GSMA NN Y ASR GRASS 
SAAR) RaaRerga GAARA) TARANTULA 

scares) Aa Grey deena 
AAS FIN SW QIN] FAGATRATSAR 
AAA RaDeare Emaar SdaagQagygre De” 
asaya yas aia 
Beare WAGRADS AAA LARA TEN GW 
SNRENERS TOT AQaRADes Aaa 
HARaq ARaag| BAN aaiarsiaeyey 
> NI en | a RavaR slam agre TRAR NAA S TAS Dw esey AS’ 

Sa Be RRNA So NS 
DANS SARI AAA HEA TRNAS] 

CAIN SERA Araya g nQanstana 

SANTEE Wass GUN AAA ese 
ie oer AeRas enya 
SANTANA AG, RANA ENRRES 
SRARRAN YINSATIANT BATAAN GHAR 
serene rede gest ae FY RNSATR 

pete nee 
Eagar al eek an Aaaneiag say 
Seawarat qs AURA aS asartenaaae’ RESg aN



*% — hie eg GM BRK TTAA VENEGAS ASNT IS ASAT 
en nee een RaAEacgs 
oS PNAS RAAT 
BAVA WAAR TN TSW AIS AAT SNR 

ARNAANRERT AAT NTHAG TAUNETT 
AHHHGAA) ATHIAASISASAAG| HT 
Aaa EN FET Ss ee ey 
qqnemeRRanyemnieesaTNrageanain “ae 
SRE EROS S LENS 
SWS NAAT AR Tan RRERESS | a 
SRS RSEN DAS SABENA, sete 
FeV DNEN YARRA AS Magara | 
AHRAAAAQAA! AeAANGAaggaragna’ 
BERRAAN SRA AAAY FN DALIAN 

SRA] ALANS BSS STATA SN TRS 
WHARTAR AANA RRIHET | STAAQINS 
ANS) SVT NSA RSIANAAPTA AQATTR 
TAS BANS ASTRA IR SY ASQSES 
PARR GRARETETSANAT NY]
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LESSON THREE 

VOCABULARY - 

55’ tantra ARG’ to construct, to 
% build 
BENS Tae Lower Tantra ae 
S College (P.N.) & BAA Panchen Lama 
Nass mf wo 
Pol developing stage AAAS BASF P.N. of a person 

Que sae wh i Baayen The Developi. ‘E\' one who practices ‘S6'2) e Developing 
wh the developing eee KAY. Stage of Yamantaka 

stage Bh 
w ‘ 

AR to go around, to ‘ARR’ to take in hand(H) 
mi make the rounds A anak 5 

- 2 ) is ‘gq ' to practice (H 

“eae 
oe aay Sambhara 

Ss 

ae ay Yamantaka SM root-tantra 

FOAVRAR mandala As is P.N. of a place 

AAS BAN mantrum; tantra BREN RSA commentary 
~ x 

Ae’ tice of medi-jROAAG ‘title of a book a Ger a ee 
practice medita- ; 
tion (v.) RA to say, to call (H) 

nei © me 
RAN TR perfecting stages|N(M®AN'S)A'44): P.n. of a person 

= AF sqaqas' AAS instruction; nN 
explanation QUARK Kei title of a book 

: wa 
ae text transmission| 39 set 

q A" powder; dust ait U alltetat title of a book 

Bs a RRINES TIES Ra
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a nN 
SAREANAAS (H) founder a's) later 

X\ 

SORE P.N. of a person "Rey line; outline 

1%)" tika (Sanskt. e CR chant, hymn on oiks a8 word) (a type of) 
commentary O95’ tantra-sound (a 

aos ‘S deep resonate vocal 

VARA lead tika-recite Pv production) 
Y 

a to select; to 7 gso_sbyong (see 

a nominate note) 

GS ’ 

aes chiefly BAAR demarcation, par- 
Vv tition; one who 

arRiT as the Upper Tantra is set off, i.e. 
College a recluse 

Le\AN' vargika, the naa more than 
“8 *\ summer retreat ®, 

of the Sangha ‘ey’ a person in one 
21 of the two tantra 

Mara Aeyaac: to accept, to (H) “a colleges 

a Ra) to finish 
Qe’ (Pagyaa'}to protect; to 
‘ ‘SS keep, to observe |<%\' to get 

as & in order to, for aa (H) representative 
\ the purpose of a QR 

Reyes Sa AS (H) leader 
purpose 

2 ca RA (H) responsibility 
' ‘ upon 

S wr doctrine, teach- 
xX al’ to free from, to ing 

release from 
ANAS exemplary biography, 

aw to accord with, a story of a model 
to be in con- life 
formity with 

‘aes 
SAVAS' P.N. of a place
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

RETAINS (H) to do one's Geshe 

HS'A HANAGS (P) 
S oe 
BRAY Ba on the first day 

~ 
AST'ABRS’ briefly, in brief 

a. 
SVS RAN A tantra session 

BUSTER QAS the system of the tantras 

: : : £ i.e. of H Semele rom (i.e. of a person) (H) 

AQT ENS w. _ the developing and perfecting stages 
SRS RAGS RAN RE 

gg : to receive a text-transmission 

EPA, colored stone dust 
YN \ 

ABA Sys" to check the recitation (H) 
Ss 

ARVAVR ASIN 4) 2)! Guhyasamaja, Sambhara, and Yamantaka 

ARV RAIN EY AE REY'SS' 
RAMAN gy 

mG 

BAS India and Tibet 
NY, 

{S55 " listening (i.e. study) and practice (H) 

ae mot only ....... (see note) 
a 

HE TRIN RAE very famous 

ae ef to transmit and explain a text (H) 

anes to continue, to take up where one leaves 
off 

BARR (¥) to complete 

as A RaQ’ ON specially
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oe A\' (H) to take an examination 

Qga NG Ze therefore, consequently 

a aaa RS cal at the end of one year, with the passage 
. of a year 

\hakaial time 
coo ‘GRR acceptance ot the precepts of the summer 

aay . Bo H) custom; system 

as) x yoga ) living creatures 

Qa aay arqaoey injury to life and limb 
BVaaR practice (n.) 

a= a from memory 

ARAN AA) the helper or attendant of a recluse 

FAVS to see or meet 

Bas from (i.e. of a person) (pl.) 

ARR AH’ secret instruction 

ASIN TRA TN from any of the monastic centers 

Po as belonging to, as part of 

Biba al otherwise, except that .... 

ia ala from an early age 

By RRR AR: before finishing 

Bey precepts which are kept, observances 

BAS ia) aan veins, breath, and semen 

Sa RAS: illusory body 

Sa2yaarads inner yoga
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ui 

WHR HERy AAA’ to rise gradually; to rise through the 
cursus honorum 

Sse 
OF AR AAR monitor of the tantra college 

yas regimen; rules 
~—! 

we 

(as abet scrutiny (n.) 
s 

haat 0 - as punishment for an infraction 

BF 85) society ,membership 

qakgads, lead lama 

SAN Ae, to give an examination 

YF CT: responsibility for the activities or 
functions 

HaSRES (H) to represent 

$939) generally; usually; continuously 

S 
ons a7 exposition and practice 

4 4 a x everyday 
< 

pct Re qs" assemblage 
wr 

MAYS ANAS (H) to give religious instruction to teach 
= religion
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NOTES 

\ ~ 
1, SA aene aS Lit. "to give (one's Geshe) title" 

ASAGNN: (pl) and HBP AG NN: (H.) "title" 

signify only the title or degree of Geshe, and ''to give" as: 

refers to the custom of offering food and sometimes other pre- 

sents to at least all the monks of one's college on the day of 

taking one's Geshe examination. 

2. dav aay aR "to make the rounds of the religion sessions". 

The members of the tantra colleges are constantly on the move 

together from place to place on a fixed annual circuit. They 

stay at each place from a week to several months. At each place, 

certain specific tantric teachings are taught and practiced. 

The "sessions" refer to these locales and the teaching associated 

with each. 

3. AS RAN an Xa) aaa sy: The Guhyasamaja, 

Sambhara, and Yamantaka are the three principal tantras studied 

and practiced by the Dge lugs pa sect. 

4. as an and PayyRee - These are the two main 

yoga practices belonging to the highest level of the tantra, 

the anuttara tantra ( BAASAASS ), the former being a 

method of meditation which effects a maturation of the mind for 

the practise of the latter. A mastery of the perfecting stages 

is the immediate aim of the tantra method, as the higher attain-
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ments of the tantric path are dependent on this mastery. 

5. @' the transmission of a text via recitation, reading, etc. 

Here, the emphasis is upon the lineage or unbroken continuity 

of the tradition whereby some important enunciation of a teaching 

- whether a siitra or a tantra or a $astra - is handed down through 

an uninterrupted line of recipients. 

> x wie 
6 ABNWASR pronounced tsipsaa 

7. WX "up" because the examination is taken from a person of 

superior knowledge and position. 

8. ax - a particle which suffixed to verbs denotes completion 

of the action of the verb. The verb + Sx: = the English 

perfect tenses, e.g.: 

Present perfect 

(lst person) I have already eaten, 
e 

CNN SAE 

(3rd person) He has already eaten. 

Aa aang seq 
Past perfect 

(lst person) When he came I had eaten, 
“ ne s . ° ‘ SN Arias ae ENAINASRS Na 

(3rd person) When I came he had eaten, 
wg 

alg ge Ravainda eR 5 
Future perfect 

(1st person) When he comes I shall have Lp ae 
Ro Ne Ge enasv aed ~ 

(3rd _ person) When I come he will have oe. 

ane Spuenenners way
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General perfect 

(lst person) When 1 he comes I generally have eaten. 

Rae ge cease xq 
(3rd person) ee I come he generally hag. eaten. 

SATIN Aan sd: asa 

The 2nd person uses the verb forms of the 3rd for the formation 

of the above tenses, 

9% ea Under the Vinaya rules the vargika or summer 

retreat of the Sangha is observed by monks for a period of rough- 

ly three months each summer, At the beginning of this period 

the monk takes a vow to observe several precepts above and be- 

yond those entailed by his monk's vow, the principal being not 

to move more than 500 arm-spans from his living quarters. 

10. ~ here "with" or "between" etc., the meanings of qe in 

statements of comparison as to sameness or difference, e.g. 

Agra gsQatge Saaqayss 
"The time is different between New York and Chicago." [AS‘ 

iQ Fad am ange eyes "These 

houses oe same as my house." AQya gs Qeay a 

FAA\ TA AAA! "New York is different 

from Chicago." 

LL. a - The honorific "to say" is often used to denote au- 

thoritative utterance, Here in the context of the Vinaya, it 

signifies, "It is stated by the Buddha." 

12; Ba - A word usually meaning "just", "only", "merely", 

etc, is often used in the spoken language to signify approxi-
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~ NSN 

mation, viz., "just about" or "around", e.g.: s BSAA 

Ba "just about two o'clock", Asaaadaqra’ 

qs a "just around twenty persons in the room", 

The word is usually pronounced tsa, Again, the word aa: is 

sometimes used also to signify minimally, viz., "at least some", 

Lh pallens Renner denn diepaaende 
aan QaaWoaan: ain: "without 

even at least some thought of studying there is no way to finish 

one's studies." 

13. eA Ss - a locale about one day's journey to the 

west of Lhasa. It is famous for its hot springs where people 

go to bathe in the summer. It has a particular religious asso- 

ciation for the Dge lugs pas as Tsong kha pa is reputed to have 

bathed there shortly before his death, 

14, qxge The Sanskrit posadha. Each fortnight, the members 

of the Sangha observe posadha, a practice entailing assembling 

together, the recitation of the Pratimoksa precepts, confession 

of infractions of the precepts, etc. 

15. SS RUS QAR A' - Generally in Tibetan monasteries 

the 4g a B45) is a man who leads the assembled monks 

in recitation, chanting, etc. on the other hand qa qe uy 

refers only to the occupant and the office which is the second 

highest in each,the Upper and the Lower Tantra College. 

L6; 9x3 and asx - are the two colleges of Dga' ldan
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monastery. Each has its own preceptor ( Te ) who | 

just as in the colleges of Serwa and ‘Bras spungs is elected by | 

the monks of the college from among their own members. The | 

Dharma-master of Shar rtse and Byang rtse are two positions quite 

independent of the preceptorship, and they have nothing to do 

with the business of running their respective colleges. Each 

is slated to occupy automatically later the Throne of Dga' ldan, 

the seat of Tsong kha pa, the founder and master of the Dge lugs 

pa teaching. 

17. Za Jaa - "religious" in contradistinction to Ag sys 

"secular",
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TRANSLATION 

G. Rinpocne, once you had done your Geshe, did you enter the tantra 
(college) immediately, or how did you do? 

R. Having done my Geshe in the first month, I entered into the 
Lower Tantra College on the first day of the second month. 

G. On first entering the tantra college, wnat did you have to do? 

R. To tell briefly the tnings to be done in thetantra college- 
on entering tne tantra college tnere are so many places to visit 
called tne tantra sessions, for a period of six years if one 
is a peeved rim pa and for one year if a Geshe. ‘these are areas 
around Lhasa and the three monastic centers (where) one must 
make the rounds of the tantra sessions. About the studying 
and practicing mainly of tne tantra system during this time- 
one practices meditation on the tantras pertaining to tne 
mandala rites of tne tnree, Guhyasamaja, Sambhara, and Yamantaka, 
etc.and gets much text-transmission and explanation on the 
developing and perfecting stages from the preceptor, and one 
hears, ponders, and practices tne tantric works continuously. 
For instance, on the ninth month during the Yamantaka session 

at Lhasa, tne Yamantaka mandala of colored stone powder 18 con- 
structed. Its ritual is performed. The preceptor does a 
recitation-check etc. on the Developing Stages of Yamantaka 
composed by tne Panchen Lama. Blo bzang chos rgyan, and one 

‘ practices mainly on Yamantaka. Likewise, at the respective 
tiwe of the Gunyasamaja and Sambhara sessions also,tne mandala of 
colored stone dust is constructed, and one practices mainly 
on the teaching of these two and tneir rites. Likewise in their 
individual sessions, one listens to and practices the texts 

.of the root tantras of Guhyasamaja, Sambhara, and Yamantaka, 
and their commentaries composed by Indian and Tibetan scho- 
lars along witn the subcommentaries. Not only that, in 
particular, in tne second Tibetan month, at the transmitting 
and explaining tne text of the renowned Gsa ‘dus rtsa 
reyud Kyi 'grel pa bshi sgrags, composed by the lord, the 
great Tsong kna pa; at each other individual session one picks 

{t up where one left off and so completes its transmission and 
exposition. Similarly, at the time of tne Dga' ldan session, 
one does the transmission and exposition of the 
Bekyed rim dngos grub Hea mtsho composed by Mkhas grub 

ga legs dpa zang. not only that, at each individual 

session the preceptor does a recitation check on tne Bde 

mehong and ‘Jigs byed Bskyed rim written by the 
anchen, Blo bzang chos rgyan, and the Gsang ‘dus rtsa rgyud
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kyi tika etc. by the founder of the Lower Tantra College, the 
lord, Shes rab seng ge. 

Within a single year two Geshes called the lead tika reci- 
ters are especially selected as reciters of the Guhyasamaja tika. 
These two chiefly among the individual tika-reciters have to 
offer up an examination on whatever recitation-check the precep- 
tor does. Consequently, at the end of one year, each (man) has 
obtained the completion of a major system, the commentaries on 
the root-tantras of Sambhara, Guhyasamaja, and Yamantaka, their 
subcommentaries, and their text-transmissions. 

G. Isn't the time period for doing the summer retreat somewhat dif- 
ferent for the Upper and Lower Tantra Colleges and for the three 
monastic centers? 

R. Yes, it is. The three monastic centers accept the precepts for 
the earlier summer retreat. Therefore, the earlier summer re- 
treat starts from the sixteenth day of the sixth Tibetan month, 
and the summer retreat is observed until the thirtieth day of 
the eighth Tibetan month. Both the Upper and Lower Tantra Col- 
leges take the later summer retreat precepts. This begins on 
the sixteenth day of the seventh Tibetan month, and the summer 
retreat is observed until the thirtieth day of the eighth month. 
Also, the members of the Sangha ought generally to accept the 
precepts of the earlier summer retreat. By virtue of the need 
to be allowed to accept a later summer retreat if one is unable 
to accept the earlier summer retreat, the Buddha taught two dif- 
ferent ways of accepting the summer retreat precepts. In order 
that this custom (i.e. of two ways of keeping the summer retreat) 
might not deteriorate, in Tibet also both the Upper and Lower 
Tantra Colleges and the three monastic centers observe two dif- 
ferent acceptances of the summer retreat precepts. 

Generally speaking, there are many purposes for the summer 
retreat. Since outside in the summertime there are quite many 
kinds of living creatures on the green grass and so on, the 
chief (purpose) is to avoid injury to the life and limb of 
these, It is said in the Vinaya of the Blessed One, "If one 
does not know the time of release from the summer retreat, 
when the leaves of the autumn trees become yellow, it is permis- 
sible to be released."" In conformity with the thought of this, 
since the leaves of the trees become yellow, etc., on about the 
eighth Tibetan month, it is permissible to be released from the 
summer retreat at that time. 

In later times, the place where the members of the Sangha
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of the Lower Tantra College accept the summer retreat precepts 
is at Chu mig lung. During that, the preceptor does a text- 
transmission and exposition of Sambhara, and likewise the prac- 
titioners of the developing stage, having done practice on the 
outline of the mandala, the colored powder, chanting, (the pro- 
duction of) the tantra-sound, etc., must take an examination 
with the lead lama. On the fifteenth day of the eighth Tibetan 
month, at the time of posadha, the preceptor must recite from 
memory the entire Pratimoksa sutra. 

Likewise, during the summer retreat, there is specially 
selected each year a teacher,called the lead-teacher, of the 
meditative system of Guhyasamaja to thirty-two persons, Geshes 
and the like, in keeping with the number of the thirty-two 
deities of the Guhyasamaja mandala, He instructs them, and 
they do meditation on Guhyasamaja. Moreover, each man doing 
meditation has separately a tiny meditation hut. During that 
time no one sees or meets them other than one or two persons, 
the lead-teacher and the recluse's helper. On the twenty-third 
day of the eighth month, once they are released from meditation, 
the lead-teacher and the Geshes who newly entered that year must 
get from the preceptor secret instruction on the steps of medi- 
tation. 

G. Aren't all the persons in the tantra college just Geshes? 

R. No. Generally speaking, in the tantra college there are two dif- 
ferent kinds called developing stage practitioners and perfec- 
tion stage practitioners. If one enters the tantra college and 
has finished his Geshe at any of the monastic centers, from the 
first he enters as a part of the perfecting stage practitioners. 
Otherwise, if he enters the tantra college at an early age, or 
enters before finishing his studies at another of the monastic 
centers, he has to enter as a part of the developing stage prac- 
titioners. A developing stage practitioner needs to memorize 
many tantric texts, the mandala rites, etc. of Sambhara, Guhyasamaja, 
and Yamantaka, They study a multitude of things, the observances 
of the Pratimoksa, Bodhisattva, and Tantra vows, the outlines 
(of the mandalas), the colored stone powder, and the performance 
of rituals and they must take an examination (on these). Not 
only that, as their chief practice they need to do study, exam- 
ination, and meditation on the developing stage which is prepar- 
atory to the perfecting stage, 

As for the perfecting stage practitioners, they do not 
need, like the developing stage practitioners, to take an 
examination on their memorization of the mandala rites etc.,
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and upon finishing the doings of the developing stage, they prac- 

tice the threefold study, examination, and meditation on the 

inner yoga of the perfecting stage of the illusory body, the 
clear light, etc. and meditation on the veins, breath, and semen, 

G. How do the Geshes in the tantra college rise through the 

cursus honorum? 

R. The higher Geshes after entering the tantra college need to 
take an examination with the government in both sutra and tantra. 
Depending on the quality of this examination, he gets the lead 
tika-recitership. In a single year, there are two Geshes who 
do the lead tika-recitership. Both these Geshes on the follow- 
ing year arrange a disputation on tantra in the tantra college, 
and they obtain a mentorship of the tantra college. The former 
lead reciter has to arrange his disputation during the Yamantaka 
session in the ninth month and latter reciter during the Sambhara 
session during the eleventh month. 

The so-called mentor is chiefly a watcher after the rules 
of the tantra college. If a major sort of contravention of the 
rules occurs, as a punishment for the transgression he has the 
power of expulsion etc. from membership in the tantra college. 
Then, some do the lead teachership. During the summer retreat 
at Chu mig lung, these instruct in the way of meditating the 
Guhyasamaja, and afterwards again they have to do a long exami- 
nation with the government in both sutra and tantra, and accord- 
ing to its quality they obtain the position of lead lama. 

Beneath the tantra college preceptor the lead lama is the 
bearer of the greatest responsibility for the activities (of 
the tantra college) (i.e.) giving the examinations, watching 
after the rules, performing the rituals of the tantra college, 
etc. One does the preceptorship of the tantra college after 
doing the lead lama (position) for three years. The preceptor- 
ship is for three. Then, if he is the preceptor from the Upper 
Tantra College, he obtains the dharma-mastership of Shar rtse, 
and if he is the preceptor from the Lower Tantra College the 
dharma-mastership from Byang rtse. Successively by turn they 
obtain the Dga' ldan throne for seven years. 

(The occupier of) the Dga' ldan throne represents the lord 
Tsong kha pa, the master of the Dge lugs pa teaching and is one 
of the highest religious leaders. He carries on in a likeness 
to the model life of the lord, the great Tsong kha pa, as exem- 
plified by his bearing generally the responsibility of the doc- 
trine through his exposition and practice of the complete (train-
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ing of the) sutras and tantras in general, and in particular 
through his teaching religion to the assemblages of the 'Bras 
spungs, Serwa and Dga' ldan daily at the smon lam and Tshog 
mchod festivals.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Three. 

#1, RAISIN RRACAITNAGSANARNS HUAN S, 

Ager Recres] 
~ 

2, QAVaa Sey htaansqacage agar) 
ABN {Aaa gn Bang Koad) 
oy oN 

13, AKARAATAG MAAR TIINGATARTSN SIN 
gaaagca'na) 

Ref NO AG Be ai, eg vv Nw 
4, GANRNSNATATASATDASAVTSTAN ARS) 
i ade Be ea ei ins) exes 5. Emaiaorgageneaygerke) 

Vv 

6, AAR MARS AA AATHAAVanaga anaes 
oe 

SUN Sie sy vv oy 
i, RSPAS ER RAW FONR ATMS ASQ MAA" 

ageN gNas6) 

8. AARamamacayqraaasy Ages) x 

9. Raansagnsssyn Bin AVA RASS aka Axe 

QHNABNTESAAG) 
Be aye Se eT ON 10, AN ANSNARHS BaayRAQ sR RS) 

~ \ ~ Me Nk a 
11, BINA AHN PASAT ATS AAAI SS 
BAGaRs) x 

12, APRA A TAVIS AHAUAVAG BAIA 95 
ANS aaqaes\ x Saar igag 1 

X ~ 4 ee “ Nv 
13, BRR VAG Sh I ey Ry ae S|
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14, EAR AKSWAT RIVA RTA ARRAN ZAVAGS 

RansasS5) 
Ne nena aE ns. SURIDAS QT AGIANAKYAaRayVTgas) 

Sy ~ OR \ ‘ AQ & 
ng RARER TN REN SEIT CHATS 

We aH Ree} 
\ SC aS > eh SEO 

15. EER RRNA iE Sm 
18, Riarapmerigesns PHBA AAN AS SANNA) 
1, PRBS AA GHATS BIAMTAS : 
20. as aarara BN DYSQAAMIN DIS wager Sane 

NAQAGTTHSNAVAG NS] 
\ nN ALN GY 

121, FRANAN RSV AR way Ga ays ARS AG Se) 
225 RAT RAMANA GANTT ENRG] 

SS ny SA ON ay ~N 
23, SBANENANARWR GN RGngaye savers 

a R34) 
~ x Sc Y 

24, AMQIA GAARA QIN IY LORIN AG] 
4125, aeRO ST Ee aang G35) “ 

26. BIBS OIONTIN AAA ISN STAIRS) 
Ne eh ie lied ~ VON 

27. BARRA ARNT Aer aR IN Rq) 

28, RaRRaAgasassAWAarary a 
29, ARSAGN RN EIARA Saya Zn Nageyrgey 

\ “Oy AAS a a 
RSA] SPARS ARAHAT QA RASTA ASV] 
Aa Ae eye ten ih Mevenmeaova Xa: 30, RAN ASS ABA AUS Rey Bs BN ATNSWANDAS 

eva)
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af 131, AHRENS ENGNG SA] 
BAR HSH AGA PRIA 

1 Ss wh te eee > 
33, es aa eR YAARD ASA AS) 

- haa . a fl ‘ e ome se S igen ‘ v1 434, Sever apa HANNA] ABH 
wr & 

er ere er a 
L : v ~ 

35. PQA aya RVD ARS) 
PE ala tie ee we ae 

36. FAWN SAA FaNSIVQINS QBN ae 

WR AQ maaan Wea aga 
xn SEN EN me eS 37. AVIAN NSS wo ) 

Ss 

38. PRAGA TS AIT AS AAMT AGA AS) 
139, RASGARSSDANAmMAaS Aa SAga a) 

a ~ 
40. WARS Shay THATS AAT) : 

“ 

41, ARRAN FAR BAHIA GNAS ANN’ 
ws AS) 

12. FAR BAD ARAVA ASA MR Qag Agerds) 
B. Take all the asterisked sentences in Exercise A, and if the 

sentence is plain, change it to honorific. If the sentence 
. is honorific, change it to plain. 

Key to Exercise B: 4 

\ ee ‘ 
1, AS AGASY =“ HAAAGDN}] AGR7 FSS] 

Qasr Qua 795) 
la 8 ig 

2, APA“ AAVNSS] 
< 

BHN- SIN DRS] 

3. BARAGTANTNATAI- Aagasyaga ax)
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Xe 
5. SAR -TASH- SST) 
6. eo ee 

aN 

15. BRYAN ARARG— QARAAA| 

16. ARS -AENAN) 
~N eS \ 

21, RAVAN QAUDASNN = GAVSA RNAS | 

SE SGA EN, ee PED 
25. ot eS 

22, EMMA GANAS) 
4), BBA) NEARS | 

nN AN 

24.2 A ee | 
39, AN'ANS-Sq' AG)
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LESSON FOUR 

1, das Gla eas Aas el See] RENNIN NARITA 
AREA ARENA SAT SAT TINS BANU ATAA” 
Baas RaeRas ay AAAS) RaAN TTS 
HSIN AT HA AAMAS SAA VSN” 
ANRSAAR RSNA TAR ATAHNGN ARIAT 

RAR ARAYA KR araRR) ARNE AS TAQS A Yanayag 
xy Sp ee ~— ~— 2 

BENG, Fase WURAAR Ra gRsaRaR BT ANY 
Ra Yan aaaheragnakeae tian hss 
B|ASAYRABAY RE RIAANHTASY HAA AH IAA RG) 
Ras D Raa eg aaa DAs) ansrssagayanes” 
mae HANNAN RYSNAYAA) Raa aery 

SERS RE ae 
RRR EN AES S| TATRA AINA 
WPrsaamRrannnds| aBaazanngea” 
RemciSiane Senne RANI EER 
Sasa Ginna Fa vawqunam eg AAQerrey 
PANNA GS YAMA APNE ansaasa) Ea 
Q x0 XC wg wg : Geis BO ~ BREN S AEA Rear| aeRL Staal 
RATA HOSA TGR PANES ne 5 Ns me N = 2 
TAN WSaaA Fe ARVANAESA Gey “BLASS AY
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Raderaandd ganadsucgeeradigar gg aq Xer) 
RS) RAQSRAS NINN DAT GANA AANA TANS 
AHEVNAR BAAR AA | smagacseda grey 
aR araa iad an Bane garcaaa Nas qarsy 

aq QRAFRRAN adage) TSANRADAAT IAAT 

BRAVA RETA Ray FasRsane' gaa” 
RRATQARATRNATNSA GATES 
BN QR RRe AQ RAK a SSA AT 
REA JRRTANVARNTA SABA NS BRAY STIR 
AgaN As) 
amadisganyd) Raa aadqage Naas 
FR] BRST aa ATA A aersgaaarss 
agasdaas | saciata ASNNALA S| AY 
BN Tada a sidgaqas yaraqaadaaass 

RACE Assaigsasraanwevsg” 
Raq araal TARAS Gas) TASTER AAAN 
MARIAN YNaRAGAA| SVAN TNSGAR|_ ASS 
Has asy asa qeseAQns Gass ganas ag 

So ~. FASS ANGE BITS AAA REN BONE ARAT 
SFINVARAGANAIAANS S| TqAUARTS AS” 
BEm IRATE QASIL S| ARYRADAAGINS” 
FA NV ERAN ETN VAGINA



BANARAS IA A YSETAIAS!| ABATE! 
BAA RAQAaqAGAAALGANNgNgssy_ 
BA TEAENGRA) AASRRSN Hassan ERAS 
“RRA QITANNG) SN Tae ggacisagancleandig 
Raa Asza| RaRRaN SeMANTAVE GAN Baar 

SRG saapaa ramanndgqardqak maigarasy 
BR RARQ MATAR TRAN TNT VAG SAI 
BRENNA ATA STEAN TERT GS 

Bernictage) neste ene Haete 
39 CRERSA ERAN FaGERR AHA) 
BRAT SNN TAIN BANANA 
maiaysieapaengeess| ESTA G AA HTO ON) 

AR TRA ZARA ATA MAgQe gag RTE 

RR Ba sraaidaysqenayeasya a | 
AARAS AGE RAMAN ASRS QTSSAAN 
AGATAAS TMV AISI) SAqerragraga gia 
HERR | Lae ar ai@sseas AIAN 
BEARETATAAT LATS qaaqeasSrs) wees 

<aarGEa| RRNA RAGAN RSE 
BARA sac RRNA REAR AY qazRsas) 
AKAQ AAR ane SRL ARRAS AAS 
ar Sqaanadsads Saas qaqQayaaegasys”



can {re kgna| san snnenegenaaadanney 
RaCYSRANA AN Fae ASTRA ARIANA] 9 
Maaradscay sankey i mA mas qe aN R\ Za 

ARTA ARN INTIS AI ARAT ANZA 
eayenea eek eA LORS EAGAN EN 

RRA BIR NYP PRAHVSATENSEAH PAIS 
Bana gases “Re MayaTA Ray ARAVASIS 

a) ARRAAAAT SAN AY IATA AN YATASS”™ 

RERRIRR SAN 
Kays arera| BR DESAAENY BIS ARAN” 

reverence ASNEN TATA AS” 

SR ARIAS RA MANERA SAAR GaN 
AR ANIARR AGS ENTR SATA AS RARE” 

BRIA Say PER AN AAV SN FAAS BHT TAQ] 

Rakastieqastaasna) sAatasassaggasa”™ 
AAAKAKTA AY ASA AR'AGH] ARRIGO EAA 

pave BARARATASRS ASS MATA RSV ASN ARE 

APQRANAIS AARNE SEGALL NAG 
WRAEESEIIASNTN DN RAIA RAEN 
Se Rewrea RVAAAA EY 

BAaaage sass RaQ QSAR AN RINSE
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Daigerke, Fdads) AVABNIANRS IA HaAARS? 

BRAN AIANS RSVR! Bla) SETA AMAA 
AQ Ke uaaqMAyATarSl ADR AgT Sean ga Wy 
ABSARSANRTA ATA LAANAARANAS 
SR \ as eA\Rqaye AVHEAAT EARN TIN D” 

Riccar ky aaa A Be” 
TALSAAAARAS| aacensaagrsas sara 
AN DERNAARAwATSAA| Za Ra Taweyass” 
Aaagags, Raaansaaay, Pea qardage 
Aare Agaqaacee aaa acs) gars 
aR AQRRA Hg aA | BANANAS INA TN | acy 

RAN WNT TAA, Aeneas aa) ERAN TS 
FASS _ A QPAVN Asa Aqaraasenneslgar yaa 
kqghaaqawaseas) grew @hancacs™ 
BATRA GAAAY| \
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LESSON FOUR 

VOCABULARY 

5a‘ Buddhist arn compassion 
~ 

ACA'HA'A' Buddhist Meavay Bye) to perfect, to 

~ S YEA complete, to finish 
TSR the Three Jewels,IaA, & a 

l.e., the Buddha 199.4 0a) a unmistaken; un- 
the Dharma, and erroneous; unper- 
the Sangha verted 

vv 

Na'5 5 qualities; CEN a right; real; 
virtues perfect 

™~ wv 

NG expectation; re- |(Q&q\ B\R\e' arya (see note 11); 
liance upon noble 

Rae to go into; to ef mental continuum; 
% be put into person 
wv ~~ 

RAZA the round of Re\>) to stop, to cease 
existence (sam- v 
sara) Aan real, actual 

\ i ~ 
RAINES misery BR real, actual 

REANA' sto fear RN’ to ascertain, 
to know 

Raa to save ~~ 
ABA firm, stable 

Fae power; ability; = : 
\3 potentiality : a4 to obtain, to get 
QoS 
WEAN to trust in; RY Ren pure; purified 
. to have confi- 4 ne 

dence in wl AY’ object 

% oy 
RN EN’ obscuration =e: nature 

HaQVes\ all ‘AQ specifics, par- 
\ a RA ticulars . 

ARAN wisdom, knowledg 
(H)
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= Aat' to identify; to Bi Bl ERY’ passion (see 
— NS recognize f 9 note 4, Lesson 5) 

NO 

HBA sign, mark ae power, force 
wv nal 

Fea) example, sign, Nags’ ordinary indivi- 
mark dual, (see note 11) 

WAR WAR Limitless; ASA val person 
unbounded 

aS sickness, disease 
Na part; limb 

AX to suffer 
AQ SAN’ habit-formation; x 

propensity gaye ' fierce; frightful 

bas 1: ay Wal without exceptio GVA sick-man; patient 

Py object of cogni- ee expert 
tion a x 

mM : to give 
AANA direct percep- 5 

‘o tion ana deep, profound; 
R in powerful 

WD RREAT' one to the end; a 
ms 3 netic: : aaa | explicitly; 

Ac X directly 
AAAS gnosis it 
\ on iy etal 4) nurse 

i partia y 
. ins qa activity; conduct 
a an _s unsurpassable 

v a ay RES to follow, to 
Kaarae ay admirable; well- \o follow according 

\o S endowed to 
Pe a 
ADA obstacle, im- AAAI auxiliary, helper 

pediment 
a 6S'5) sage; muni 

AX power een 
AD NA to clear away, 
Aq SR '&y° ultimate sas to remove 

NO ea 

5A phenomenal; on to transfer 
\3 conventional ee 
a Raye: {CaS valuable 

superior, SG : 
\> excellent Rae to restore; to 

recover
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

aR RRNA) what kind of (person or thing) 

BVNYRD to go to for refuge, to take refuge in 

ANS at least; at the lower extremity 

FA SIN to have an understanding of 

STN AR’ roughly 
\ Sak 

oo to rely upon 

cae evil destiny, unfortunate destiny 

Qe aaecasy from the very heart 
Baga the two obscurations 

RAIN from the root 

eae cessation and path 

& al nies REN ig to the custom, correctly, 

a a &\\' companion 

mAee often; many times 

WTA’ well 

Rea as it is (i.e. ultimately true) (see note 8) 

a oe ear 4 as (i.e. conventionally true) (see 

Henk get directly perceived; before one's eyes 

AN oo RYAN’ inconceivable 

AAD SRG Ey: the Truth of Path 

ayqagnian the Truth of Cessation 

a Ay At the three vehicles
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Lee eal) 
ARTE full vow (i.e. of a biksu) 

NT RY ‘ from. <<. on; from. . . up 

Boca” | to treat (medically); to cure 

as S84 to use, to employ 

q Ray SITNSS to help by urging on 

at yaay ( gaa) to experience; to practice
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NOTES 

Le aaN - "an insider" in contradistinction to 3Xara: 

"an outsider" carries no other connotation than a Buddhist in 

contradistinction to a non-Buddhist. 

2. Re aT - the creatures who have gone to the evil des- 

tinies, In Buddhism, these are the animals, the denizens of 

the hells, and the pretas or tantalized spirits, all of which 

endure especially prolongued or intense physical suffering in 

contradistinction to the ar ay the creatures who have 

gone to the fortunate destinies, i.e., men and deities, the 

former enduring comparatively slight physical suffering whereas 

the latter,although many classes of these are said to be without 

physical suffering, are said to experience mental anguish. 

These are discussed at some length in lessons 13 and 15 respec- 

tively. 

<) Det UeN 
3 Be - "the two obscurations", i.e., the pas- 

sion obscurations and the knowledge obscurations. The passion 

obscurations are hindrances mainly to deliverance from the 

round of existence or samsara. The knowledge obscurations are 

hindrances to all-knowledge or omniscience. These are discussed 

at some length in lesson 18. 

4. BN 3H - Some expressions, the preceeding, _ “ 

NBS "to find confidence", STV aN
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ee 
"to develop faith", A‘ BAHN "to produce doubt!'!, 

etc. are constructed with @: which is probably an accusative 

PQ and the word following the m+ is then the object of 

the action of the verbal idea contained in the above verb-derived 

nouns. 

5. QS’ - which is often used in comparative construction 

like Naysg aan syla gga AF 

"A Buddha has more virtuous qualities than 

sentient creatures."', here forms a kind of disjunctive compar- 

ison and signifies "other than" or "except". 

Nn ; ~ 6. mB HRI YB AISA: and 54): 

Sy asy = - The thirty-two auspicious signs 

and the eighty minor marks are characteristics of the corporeal 

form of a Buddha, as set forth in the three-body doctrine of 

the Prajnaparamita-sutras etc. Buddhism has always distinguished 

between the dharma-body ( ary ) and the form-body 

( wai ks aia «1 ) of a Buddha. The former refers to 

the cessation achieved by a Buddha as well as his knowledge 

introspectively of his own enlightenment. The latter refers 

to his corporeal features, and the above marks and signs are 

features indicative of a physical perfection belonging to 

Buddhahood. The developed three-body theory is discussed in 

lesson 21. 

7. ave) - "The objects to be eliminated" are the various
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objectionable qualities which are got rid of through the develop- 

ment of the Buddhist paths, in particular the two obscurations 
Sy Sn 

C1 SN: ) noted above, the misery of the round 

of existence, etc. 
\ =\ oN 8. AVERETT HSH thio at 
ject of cognition! is synonymous with a dharma ( aN: ) 

(see note 5, lesson 5), and an object of right cognition ( 

NANG). All these terms signify an existent such as is 

ascertainable as to its existence by means of correct cognition. 

These existents in turn are either bona-fide phenomena in which 

YN 
instance they are variously ( 535 ‘ey: ) named and con- 

ceived, or they are ultimate objects of knowledge of things 

nN 
just as they are ( en ), * ultimate in the sense of be- 

ing the final objects of understanding attainable on a given 

path searching for the reality limit of phenomenal things. 

S =D . ~ ‘ The terms ae and & BS A consequently are synony- 

mous with the Buddhist theories of two truths, an ultimate 

truth ( Fagaragac: ) and a phenomenal ( 04) 

> Atay ) tional ( 4% a oy or conven na. ‘ * Shas any 
a ) truth respectively. 

Vv al 
9. TET OG & Sweat - "to know by direct 

perception" (i.e. in this instance by yogic perception). Al- 

though an exhaustive treatment of the subject had to await the 

masters of logic, Dignaga and Dharmakirti, who distinguished
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four kinds of direct perception, Buddhism has always made some ! 

key differences between directly perceiving something and con- 

ceiving it, especially in the instance of meditation where an 

imagined meditative object appears to the meditator with all 

the clarity and vividness of sense perception. This particular 

kind of direct seeing came later to be designated as yogic- 

perception ( Ru RE ay Xa eyo: ye ain 

Buddhism, the cultivation of this yogic-perception is an im- 

portant technique for reconditioning the mentality of the me- 

ditator and is the basis for the development of many kinds of 

panoramal cognition. 

"10% AS == generally is used to signify gnosis or knowledge 

conducive to gnosis, gnosis here denoting the direct experience 

of 'spiritual' truth. 

y 36 ie NCE: 4 Thy A ey ge Ce ee oe en 
) - The word ST means the mental continuum, 

i.e. the stream of psycho-mental moments or events constitut- 

ing the individuality. Consequently the word oF" is often 

used simply to signify an individuality, a personality, a per- 

son. In Buddhism the Aryan individual is the person who 

through study, examination, and meditation has obtained the 

power of direct perception of the true or real via yogic-per- 

ception (see note 9 above). All other personalities are desig- 

nated as ordinary individuals.
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12. Besa ass - "the ten non-virtues'"' is a classifica- 

tion of ten non-virtues which encompasses the major moral evils. 

These are discussed at some length in lesson 14. 

13: Baye ya - "the three vehicles", i.e., the 

vehicles of echernktins Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas. Ac- 

cording to the Mahayana, these are the three kinds of paths 

set forth by the Buddha. The first two belong to the Hinayana, 

the last to the Mahayana. 

14. a ASS - In the modern spoken language the term 

means "animals", The Tibetans have also used this term to 

render into Tibetan the Sanskrit "sattva'', an important term 

in Buddhism signifying any sentient or living creature or 

being with the single exception of a Buddha.
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TRANSLATION 

I. What sort of person is called "a Buddhist''? 

G. In general the term "Buddhist" is applied via whether or not 
there is a taking of refuge which goes for refuge to the Three 
Jewels, The reason is that there is no way of being placed 
among Buddhists if there is not at least some thought of rely- 
ing upon the Three Jewels once one has roughly an understand- 
ing of their virtuous qualities. Now, as for the way of 
going for refuge to the Three Jewels, - one has confidence that 
the Three Jewels have the capacity to save from anxiety about 
the miseries of the round of existence and the unfortunate 
destinies etc., and the attitude which relies upon them from 
the very heart is the real taking of refuge. This is also 
called taking refuge mentally. With this sort of attitude the 
utterance of the expression, 'I go to the Buddha for refuge" 
etc. is called taking refuge verbally. 

Moreover, as for the Buddha Jewel, - he himself has ex- 
tirpated all the defects of the two obscurations, and by way 
of his own perfection of the qualities of wisdom, compassion, 
power, etc. he is the perfect teacher who shows without error 
a refuge to others. The qualities extirpated and the qualities 
of knowledge belonging to (the Truth of) Cessation and Path 
of the Aryan individual which he teaches is the actual Dharma 
Jewel, and the members of the Sangha who rightly achieve these 
qualities and this actual Dharma Jewel is the right religious- 
companion who affords a refuge; this refuge taking which relies 
upon these when one has obtained a firm ascertainment of the a- 

bove is likewise a purified taking of refuge. Otherwise, with- 
out having at least a rough understanding of the virtues of 
the Three Jewels, even though one often repeats the words, 
"I go for refuge", other than the mere benefit of saying the 
words, there will not come any pure taking of refuge. 

As for the causes for taking refuge, - generally speaking, 
the principal causes are two, anxiety about whatever sort of 
misery there is, of one's self and of others, and confidence 
that the refuge-object has the ability to deliver from it. 

I. How does the refuge-object, each of the Three Jewels, have the 
power to protect from anxiety about the misery etc. of the 
round of existence and the unfortunate destinies? 

G. There is a way in which they can, and since one will understand
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if one beforehand identifies the virtues of the nature and the 
particular qualities of each of the Three Jewels, - first the 
nature of the Three Jewels (may be set forth as follows): - 
the Jewel of the Buddha for instance - his virtues of body are 
his possession of the endless qualities of the thirty-two 
auspicious signs, the eighty minor marks, etc.; the qualities 
of his speech are his endowment with the sixteen elements of 
eloquent speech; the qualities of mind are his endowment with 
the qualities of being completely rid of the two obscurations 
along with their inherent tendencies, with the gnosis which 
reaches the limit of perceiving directly all knowables, both 
phenomenal and ultimately real, with unsurpassable compassion 
which proceeds to all beings without partiality, with the per- 
fection of inconceivable power and capacity to act without ob- 
struction for the accomplishment of the noble aims of himself 
and others; such are his body,speech, and mind, and one possess- 
ing unsurpassable qualities of wisdom, compassion, and power 
is called "Buddha". The so-called Jewel of the Dharma is both 

the Dharma Jewel which is actual and which is conventional. 
The highest Dharma is the Dharma Jewel which is actual. As 
for this, the ultimate Dharma Jewel is both the Truth of Path 
and the Truth of Cessation, (that is to say) (the Truth of Cess- 
ation) belonging to the mental continuum of the Aryan (indivi- 
dual) such as is endowed with the Truth of Cessation which is 
the extirpation of whatsoever of the objects to be eliminated, 
(i.e.) the passions etc., by the power of the Truth of Path 
and also the Truth of the Path belonging to the Aryan indivi- 
dual (which is) the antidote effecting the extirpation of 
whatsoever of the objects to be eliminated, the passions etc. 
The two, the Truth of Path and of Cessation, are the actual 
Jewel of Dharma. The Dharma Jewel which is conventional are 
the scriptures of the Buddha which teach unerroneously these 
actual Dharma Jewels as well as the commentaries which explain 
their thought. Not only that, but also the smallest virtue 
up to (the greatest) of an ordinary individual's conduct which 
relinquishes the ten non-virtues is counted as the conventional 
Dharma Jewel. Similarly, the Jewel of the Sangha also is di- 
vided into two, the Sangha Jewel which is actual and which is 
conventional. That which is called the actual Sangha Jewel 
are the actual Aryan individuals of the three vehicles, (in- 
dividuals) endowed with whatever of the Truth of Path and the 
Truth of Cessation. The conventional Sangha is an assembly 
of from four monks on up, ordinary individuals who possess 
the vow of a Bhikeu; +;.-... .-... this is called the Sangha 
which is conventional, To identify only roughly the nature 
of each of the Three Jewels is just the above.
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The way in which the Three Jewels save others from fear 
(is thus): for example, just as in the instance of deliver- 
ing from fear of an illness a sick man who is siezed by a vir- 
ulent disease, a doctor highly skilled in the method of treat- 
ment which frees from the nature of the disease along with its 
causes, a skillful doctor who gives medicine etc. with a skill- 
ful method delivers from the sick man's misery, - just so the 
Buddha, the Blessed Lord, knowing exactly the misery of living 
creatures and its cause, delivers beings from misery by way 
of teaching without error the deep path (which is) the method 
of release from this. As for the Dharma Jewel - like a power- 
ful medicine which destroys the root of the illness and its 
causes, the Dharmas of Path and Cessation which were taught 
by the Buddha, provide a refuge which truly saves from anxiety 
by way of stopping and extirpating misery and the passions 
which are its cause along with the knowledge-hindrances. 
Likewise, the Sangha Jewel, a good nurse, stays together with 
the sick man, and however much he benefits the patient by fol- 
lowing the skillful physician's method of employing good medi- 
cine and the conduct of walking, sleeping, eating, drinking, 
etc., that much the Jewel of the Sangha itself accomplishes 
according to the way the illustrious Dharma which is shown by 
the teacher, the Buddha, and it saves from fear by way of en- 
couraging other companions to accomplish likewise. 

Therefore, if the sick man doesn't take the good medicine 
given by a skilled physician, however excellent the physician, 
the medicine, and the nurse may be, there will be no deliver- 
ance from the illness. In such a way, if one does not by one~ 
self take up properly the practice of the Dharma shown by the 
teacher, the Buddha, although the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 
Sangha are powerful, there will be no real deliverance from 
the fear of misery etc, It is stated in the scriptures, ''The 
Munis do not wash away sin with water, and they do not remove 
by hand the misery of living creatures. They do not transfer 
their own understanding to others. They deliver by teaching 
this very Dharma."" Similarly, it is said in the Royal Medi- 
tation Sutra, "Having received much excellent and rare medicine, 
one does not swallow the medicine which will save one's life. 
The fault is not the physician's. The fault is not the medi- 
cine's. It is the fault of the sick man himself."' By way of 
understanding well the virtues of the refuge-object and the 
way of going to it for a refuge, to take refuge is not only 
very important but it is like the gate of entry into Buddhism.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Four. 

“ 
nm FRarcmcavguadgalgraraggaaaqayrs) 

v 

12 ERMA AAA BAN ARTA PAANTRGAG) 
3 SARQAa TQ A INRARARANA AGA 
ARSNRMSNAA aaqngqassy Ager Ry ees) 

 # Ass ypev asian) saps Yaar edraqccte34) 
¢ wv 

5 Qnaqaqgas sae ngqe dy 
“ Re he ae me 

6 BRNRAC HANSA ayrASq) 
7 BAWRY FYSS| NSN Kaan gaara sae 

Ra) a 
8 NANBM a HTHTRRAR GAR AG acds) 
9 RAK AG gasas ay Snead Naqgass 
Wears) 

10 Aancngm ara gaat geragagu RHR AT ATS 

AT AgNa Sa) 
~~ wr ~~ N ~~ ny Sgt cs ant AL AN SARA ANQALAS aga arse aes asa ss) 
Sg — ~~ ENN “bn ian XS 12 BAYER AN VISIR HAVA AS AS TS) 

mf I~ SOU RE EN NL Ssh 13 REYSA|R HANSAVN YAS ISN <a 
14 aaaqaatiae aay a5 Re y'=3 RANNAN DR AR 

mi v % 
BARQYAGARTAN) 
~ vv mal ~ v 

15 FNRGA SN GA At OUray Naqayency a Aqag) 

16 NEB AINVIS ARS ASS agjaaya BRAS
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areevey2 Fa ar-aqg Avgqg shay ngs} 
nN v 

17 RRQHAR RAGA TARAS TAR IAS SA AGA 
~~ ~ we ae 

SrRAnaaIND BRaTacRe A sQa\35) 

18 RINGANHNVSTSRS aye Hazan a ayqrgaasy Sa BS 

aaivadga Ri aye Naeger) 

19 Ren ARSSAYRSIARN Savgrqa ay Aqerdq 

Aa\ 

20 ay RQS Bandy yaqaiayscaga naga gs 

AgRS) 
Se vee oa ~ < 

#21 SANFAANNQAYNAD ao 

Bay ress BMaQasAd) aqanqasn a” 

agree kgaisy 
~ v Sic. Te ~ De \ 

22 RN'SNTAH ANTHERS AIAN sa aa 

BATS AS) yee 
*23 meal BN GHNAY AAA TRS GNTH BT AV BREN 

RY PVT RTILA ANS BAAN Ra Oargagy 
NN ~ soy ae SS x 

24 REIN BEV AH FVNA SSS NG A AM NYHA AN 
nN nN 

Qawaaqarasy HAARENS HAE BRYASA'SQRV 

BRIG QDR AN]
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B. Take all the asterisked sentences in Exercise A, and if the 
sentence is plain, change it to honorific. Tf the sentence 
is honorific, change it to plain. 

ne 2 an Key to Exercise B: 

1 RENTS — RENAN) 
2 RAY RAEN aie QANBIC 

3 RQMGHRERT- RAIN MISS) NSS “AINA 
R aqacs o RAS DNAGLAS| 

ll Revamactay - Lay RP gasais) 

n Rak "RaeBaasy gqoasewngy aqasay- 
Re gaasa . 

23 eee Ve ees a aaqses AHA QSN'S | 

aad ~asqacs| 

REVIEW 

Change the honorific level of the following: 

Pe, ~\ 
1 RSS AR ENR) 

Nim ativan” TEN 
2. Re YT Qangngyerysgrg ag) 

~ 

5. RaQrraqa gedaan deadeg gnyssg & 
SUQTNVSAS] 

wc vy ae Pee ; : , ee oy ; 
4, aa aaa Se age 5S RAAAT'A yah] 

5 5A) BA TDYH ae qQax Janae Roeser Sasi) 
SEN Ng \ 

(6 BARR GA e eq adtaaas a’ amaera Raney 
a aaaeRs|
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7 TE EQ aaa Karey ade gained 

8, aqr Bandage Qn eqn RNa) 
is bea ~~ 

9. HAA KY STAN ITAA AS YS AAA) 

10. RSHAGANA NATAL VAN ETAT BIN AGS 

aainee4) 

in. SRA RRS GARR QAN AVY YAS) 
12; Ba aye a" ax RAW S Vers) Wesay 

13. Ema nag quday gags earrsqa sacs 55 

ea 
CO \ a 

BY RSSVSSA TAN TAT AAN REAR 5 5 
« | 

NI oN ow NG AC ne \ 15. ag daa ae Rv Aaa sg AVSYNASS) 
oS i ae re NOG \ 

16. REARS SAAD RRR SAAS OT) 
x \ —G 

1 BUDE AIAINS NOL RAR TAS Hay gs 
18. Aegnaraga nara qa ds)
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LESSON FIVE 

ea ARRUERARARANAARRSARNR AAS 
agigass aay 

AANA HAAS Aeadq) aacdgqazaagaas 
aranaNaungacdeagaciaQaaaagyangaara 
aXqarssag) Qraccdeapadaciagaaea ge lag 
ee ee 
BOMSAGAAR RARE, BAH 
DING AAS AN AAAS MN NY 
ARR ARANS| BNRAYSSASY AGA) YAR MAN RINSY 

Ral SAQWALT AG Hasagngnasndescsr any 
ARAYA ASR Banas aaa ga \ Kagaesxevdo 
ABAVAR RA ATA ASA ADASNIIAATAIAA ANT 

mR aTVAR’S AASART AS AAR Amanqea ada 
SRGANAIR RAN VRARHER "ADRTTIAAAANIAR 

— Aeveqaqalasasay queda sharsegnanyag 
a Ree PTRRAaT SRSA RGA TARA” 
AT ENIAARAY NGS) 
BSAA RAVES BT SERVANT RANA ARAL 
Ra AENEAN TATA AA BAAN ASA AAS 
REANRRABAN IR AANA Sees GRAS HAs) Saaray
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BARA RRA TYNES DARA ARGS AGERE 
AEASAA| REAQATYANS \ SBR aan" Avaiaaysa 

SRR eR CR RATTAN AGAR 
ANAENYSAT FAN RYN AATAAS| ATARAYADS 
RAGA ASE AQAIR S'S 55 | AYSENYSNSI 

SaeRaceageRateaas eve renee: Smee 
BRAAG STTSAISANSANAS | 
ZNAANEFAGAGVARN]) AVHADAAAAR VES 
MAATARKS AT AAV AGAR As, ASQAGARTEN 

PRIA ASST ASS MANAG BHGUT IIA” 
Baas AGRA Pagan ag aDgasassansyaqy 

AKMSATIN WAAR) BATT ASRascs aay 
FRQUASH YNCNAGATS STA | AAAI GNSS 
ByAa) RASERSNAOMANAATSGHAING| CARIN 
BANA AER Basseansensce| ARP RAAAEAAS IAIN 
ERA Aes assay BPVSAHTUTTAAR AAT AT RGA 
TRERAAN ES GAKNAAAA] AGIA QIAN TNA] 
BRERA RNAS SAAR Aa RA AAIAGTSAAT A] 
BRR Rom ANBAR TAIT STAT NAAT 
ME GATENRSN HAAG] AERA ABISSD ITI 
aacRgnnanasqaraal Negerdanraraandqnan 
QAR RIAA ANAS] TANG BUT GAS



SEES RARERT ES SAARI YR RNAI] SOSARE 
SAMA Tanskaes eardanidacaqnasagqnwnssg nae 
REAAINRASA TERAQAR | AATSASVAATRAT I 
RASA QATAR AS TARE HSA 
Seay ARS A eS ore 
RAAT GREATS qNSaRMSRRRAR 
AAR D ENTE RSRASA DATABASES SAR 

BN YRERAATS AAA HAVSATAAATN INABA AS) 
BAMA ATARNA) YRSARAAEATARTTEAA GIST 
SBANT RAAT UNNI RA TRS ATARI RRA 
ARSE en aKaRR TDN TERETE 

SaaqepAGAg| ADRAN ESV TO AAG MASA AAR RG 
FrarQasigetas ala MAReraagasinndaan teeny 
Pmasadsasasaan Madsen Wnsesiqgananarsae 
ANAT ANAT aXopaiean ro rasant ected 
saa Aes iactioste se aaa oH ANRENDOR 

AA AT AATTASTASN GAS SA AAS) AS sBapRaaresc 
Ba | QAR Arete | BAAR AS ANTR REBAR 
FARA E SH | ASR FAR AMY SRATA TSS 
adqagasd ey amiaggrda Qasr ena yyy 
ATRIA ALAR BAAS DASA) \
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: LESSON FIVE 

VOCABULARY 

QANAA' tenet 3 a to es t enets 2 : count; to 

“ z (PAES } reckon; to 

QAANAQ' A one who holds th calculate 
~ tenets of ... 

(see note 1) aon &" power, force 

‘Qs difference N'q' effect, result; 
‘s frui ruiLt 

i view; theory 
: : to beyond; 

ag in addition to ae (PR ss) to eranseate 

yy 3) seal; mudra RAG = are aon) 

REN'SSN' caused, condi- 
oo tioned, samskrta a ee independent 

NEA impermanent oe action, karma 

AMNAZN = defiled Ray eZq ey Yogacara 

Q QQ A ithout a self } Ne Vaibhasik RIOR chen: eitee(Semigin Teleeft 
andtma BN Py RA ; Sautrantika 

‘EG 'AR' ROR nirvana QQ 'eS' kandhas, (mind- 
on ee Spr oa 
(a Q' pacification ‘ 
hehe 4 Ane: different 
Se. an actual exis- \ 

tent (see BAS partless, with- 

By, note 3) é out parts 

WA 5) moment, instant SSN single, unitary 

gee pot, jar Bs aay Joc ech quality, 
property 

2'q' hamme Cia 
aa : ee. AN higher 

eo to die 
BRP Rice fomuthaatiae, being
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wee vatsiputriya ROR E|' Brahma 

"Gas dispute, debate; ! ' Visnu 
a4 discussion @A 5 @ 

~ $ ' mundane, worldly 

QRave non-Buddhist ion #4 ken 
— AN ‘Sey actualized, pre- 

Raa liking for; oS sent actually 
admission, (in contradis- 

acceptance tinction to 
Sv : tentially) 
NRA position, status Y 

| final 

qARAS austerity, 
\S penance 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

Aly . ‘ ae ae the Four Seals signifying a Buddhist 
‘ ‘ theory 

~ OF 
© N34 causes and conditions 

Rion 

Ron ASS. to be changed, to be turned into 
a a 

AYR Ga' ‘2\' to break off the continuum of the 
nn QReaer seemingly identical object 

Sage’ me cause and effect, causality 

PA VRY'SF all-pervasive conditionedness 
~~ 
wis as whatever exists 

oe scripture and reason 

Te = - our own schools (i.e. the Buddhist schools) 

a A'S one who controls or dominates 
" Nv 

xS o gar Eatis ‘existent as an independent substantive
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aynay the other schools (i.e. the non-Buddhist 
schools) 

RAR AR) some . . . others 
~~ 
RSA EY to supress, to push down the head of 

CP) Ra EY
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NOTES 

Pe AVAaR and A ey - (philosophi- 

cal) tenets and tenet holders, respectively, The term 

Qvaa4 R* is also applied to a class of more or less 

pedagogical literature which presents systematically, from very 

briefly to at great length, the theories of Indian philosophy, 

both Buddhist and non-Buddhist. Here, the classification of 

the major philosophical systems or schools of Buddhism employed 

by Tibetan scholars is fourfold, i.e., the Vaibhagika, 

Sautrantika, Yogacara, and Madhyamika. Each has a variety of 

subdivisions. The classification of the four schools and their 

subdivisions may be shown as follows: 

1 Vaibhasika S474 9 3 Yog&cara ASA soy: ay: 

18 sub-schools (A) 

(B) 

2 Sautrantika mea 4 Madhyamika Raa 

(A) (A) Svatantrika 

| (B) (a) Sautrantika- 
svatantrika 

(db) Yogac4ra-svatantrika 

(B) Prasangika 

The Vaibhagika and Sautraéntika are Hinayana theories. The 

Yogacara and Madhyamika are theories of the Mahayana. Also, 

the two former are often designated as the lower schools of
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Buddhism, and the two latter as the higher schools. 

Tibetan scholarship has produced a large amount of this 

siddhanta, QAR ASy literature or systematic exposition 

of the Buddhist theories and systems of thought. As this li- 

terature is based upon Indian models like the Madhyemikalamkara 

of $antareksita and the Tarkajvéla of Bhavaviveka, its perspec- 

tive is that of the Madhyamika. Consequently, the arrangement 

of the Buddhist schools from the Vaibhagika through the Sautr@ntika 

and Yogacara to the Madhyamika, in that order, is an order- 

ing of the Buddhist theories from the comparative realism of 

the Vaibhagika to the no-realism of the Madhyamika, the 

Sautraéntika and Yogacara occupying intermediate positions ac- 

cording as they accept fewer and fewer realistic theories or 

presuppositions. 

2. aay ada - "not shared", "not common 

(to)", etc, This expression often occurs in this sort of ex- 

planation of philosophical theories when the writer or speaker 

wishes to single out some unique features of a given philo- 

sophical theory or practise. Here, for instance, the Four 

Seals are said to be not common, that is to say, not common 

to the non-Buddhists. Whenever this expression so occurs there 

is something quite specific although implicit to be understood 

from the context. Thus, if the discussion is about Buddhism 

in general, aqaoa sd — signifies "not
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common (to non-Buddhists)"; if the discussion is about the 

Mahayana, then agra daa: signifies "not common 

(to the Hinayana)"; if discussion is about the tantra, then 

ajAcadac: signifies "not common (to the 

Paramitayana)"; etc, 

3. jane - In everyday language "a thing". However, 

in Buddhist philosophy the ascertainment of the actual thing 

is just as important and controversial as in European philo- 

sophy. The meaning of this term in Buddhist philosophy can- 

not be given here the treatment it needs and deserves. For 

the purpose of our context it suffices to note that it signi- 

fies a caused or originating entity in contradistinction to 

an uncaused and permanent one like space. The definition of 

a thing being ''to be able to perform a function" ( 4535) 

SA“) ) all the schools of Buddhism, except the 

Vaibhasika, have agreed that only a caused or originating en- 

tity can be a functional entity, viz., an actual thing. A 

consequence of this is that all actual things ( 58a 4) 

' become impermanents, and this appears to be tautological, be- 

cause even by way of a definition which is not self-contradic- 

tory, a permanent entity like space cannot be allowed at one 

time to be nonproductive, i.e. performing a function, and 

at another time producing an effect, say motion, for in such 

an instance it would become impermanent by way of a change in
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its nature. 

4. Baa - (Sanskt. kleéas) "the passions", Here 

the word passion which is being used to translate a Roa: 

needs to be taken in its etymological sense of "to suffer" 

(Lat. passus), a sense which it often has in western ethical 

philosophy, - in other words, the passions viewed as afflic- 

tions of the mind or psyche. In this sense also "passion" is 

quite wider in scope than just a synonym for a strong attach- 

ment to an object and encompasses all the affections charac- 

terizable as impediments to emancipation, like hatred, anger, 

jealousy, covetessness, etc. 

5. Pon - Tibetan translation for the Sanskrit "dharma", a 

word having a wide variety of meanings, at least four of which 

ought to be noted for the purposes of the lectures in this book, 

viz: 1. One of the Three Jewels, Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. 

2. The religious sphere as opposed to the secular ( as )s 

3. The virtuous ( aaa ) as opposed to the non-virtuous 

( asaya ). 4, <A technical term in Buddhist philo- 

sophy signifying a "thing" or "entity" or "an existent". In 

this last meaning there is some overlap between " xm: '" and 

Hy ga ", another word signifying "a thing" (see 

note 3 above). There are at times a complete synonymity be- 

tween these two terms, i.e. whenever the term sae 

is being used (in philosophy) extremely generally or loosely.
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| 
However, in most instances where these terms designate "a | 

| 
thing"their meanings are significantly different, and all the | 

a | 
Buddhist systems excepting the Vaibhasika make some ' AN' "' | 

"SSNS" and others" SSQUHS SY 1, A Ra | 

then is a phenomenon ascertainably existent through a source 

~~ 
of right cognition like a \\7\'S; (see note 8, lesson 4), 

whereas among these phenomena some are produced, productive 

ae 
i and impermanent ( i al nae ) and others are unproduced, 

~~ vn 
unproductive, and permanent ( ye ) like 

space, 

N ae! 
6. ANAND ve eer, - "from the Cittamatra (i.e. 

Yogacara) up'' means the subschools of the Yogacara and of the 

Madhyamika (see note 1 above). 

>a ~ 
Ke ao “eS - "the (psycho-physical) aggregates 

etc."'", The five aggregates, the Sanskrit skandhas, are one of 

the principal systems of classification of the entities or 

a7 
elements ( @&@N' ) into which Buddhist philosophy has an- 

alysed existence. The Au TNS “etc.'' means the ayatanas 

and dhatus, two other important systems of classification of 

: the above. Among other purposes, these three systems of 

classification of existents are important descriptive devices 

in Buddhist philosophy for explaining the workings of person- 

ality, consciousness, etc., particularly with reference to the 

development of the path to emancipation. |
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8. aasys Tama: - "the mundane path", Buddhism 

distinguishes two kinds of path for purifying the passions, 

a mundane path ( RE =e ray Bay ) and a trans- 

mundane path ( AR FEA Qa’ aay ). The 

former by the cultivation of transic meditation on the objec- 

tionableness of attachment and the comparative superiority of 

a mind free of attachment produces a mentality, or rather a 

progressive series of mentalities, gradually devoid of the at- 

tachments, excepting the most subtle; the latter by transic 

meditation on the Buddhist theory of no self ( aga ais: ) 

eliminates the passions through obliteration of their ground, 

i.e. the apprehension of a self. The former is said to bring 

about a temporary suppression of the passions, the latter 

their definitive extirpation.
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TRANSLATION 

I. Is there a difference between the two, a Buddhist and a 
holder of Buddhist tenets? 

G. There is some difference between the two. Although all who 
hold Buddhist tenets are Buddhists, it is uncertain that all 
Buddhists are holders of Buddhist tenets. In general, if one 
is a tenet-holder who accepts a Buddhist viewpoint, in addition 
to being a Buddhist one needs to accept the so-called Four 
Seals signifying a specifically Buddhist theory. The Four 
Seals signifying a Buddhist theory are stated thus, ''All 
causeds are impermanent. All defileds are suffering. All 
things are non-self, Nirvaya is pacification." 

Moreover, to say "caused" is to signify all real existents 
which are created by causes and conditions, or which originate. 
Whatever nature of change from moment to moment such real ex- 
istents have is designated "momentariness'' or "impermanence", 
Here, a pot etc, is also annihilated in each single brief in- 
stant, and this nature of change is called subtle impermanence, 
whereas the breaking off of the continuum of the seemingly 
identical object, like the destruction of the pot by a hammer 
or the death of a living creature etc., is called gross im- 
permanence. 

As for the "defiled" in "All defileds are suffering.", - 
reckoning the 'defilements' as the passions, one calls de- 
filed those things the activity and causal process of which 
occurs through the power of the passions. Since all of these 
do not go beyond the nature of whichever of the three kinds 
of misery, they are called suffering, The three kinds of mi- 
sery, for example, are: - the misery of misery, (i.e.) the 
suffering of the feeling of pain etc., the misery of vicissi- 
tude, since the defiled happiness belonging to the round of 
existence elicits or turns into the suffering (of pain etc.) ; 
and the (process of) becoming of all defiled things, being 
not independent but under the conditioning power of action 
and the passions, is called the misery of an all-pervasive 
conditionedness. 

As for ''All things are non-self.", - One does not count 
merely the virtuous etc. ''Things" then, signifies all of 
whatever exists. Also, a non-self has both a no-self of enti- 
ties and a no-self of individuals; nonetheless the non-self 
of the Four Seals needs to make (only) the no-self of indi-
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viduals without making the no-self of entities. The reason 
is that although our own schools from Yogacara up accept a no- 
self of entities, both the Vaibhasika and Sautrantika do not 
admit it. Consequently, as for the way of all things being 
without a self, - all the other schools admit the existence 
of a single nature (which is) partless, permanent, and dif- 
ferent from the (mind-body) aggregates, a self which exists 
as an independent substantive, or an independent self which 
is controller of the entities of the skandhas etc.; a self 
such as this is rejected by scripture and reason, and the spe- 
cial quality of Buddhism which is not shared by others is 
its acceptance that (the above ens) does not exist. Although 
there is another way in which the higher schools of Buddhism 
accept a no-self of individuals which is much more subtle than 
this, it will not be discussed for the time being. The ab- 
sence of such a self which is a permanent, independent unity 
is common to all holders of Buddhist tenets. Nonetheless, it 
is explained that among the Vaibhasikas, some, the Vatsiputriyas 
and others, admit a self which is existent as an independent 
substantive and which is not designatable as permanent or im- 
permanent, or the same as or different from the (mind-body) 
aggregates. Therefore, scholars have many disputes as to 
whether or not such a Vaibhasika is a holder of Buddhist tenets 
who accepts a Buddhist theory. Again, some scholars say that 
since these types of Vaibhasika accept a self of an individual, 
they are Buddhists merely; however, they are not holders of 
Buddhist tenets by way of their theory. Likewise, others say 
that even though they admit a self which is existent as an 
independent substantive, they are holders of Buddhist tenets 
also by way of their theory since they accept that there is 
no self which is an independent, permanent unity such as is 
admitted by the non-Buddhists; and so on, there are many ways 

of explaining this. 

As for "Nirvana (lit. passing beyond sorrow) is pacifi- 
cation.", - having determined sorrow as the misery of the round 

of existence, one calls the status of deliverance which is pa- 
cification from the root or extirpation of this (misery) and 

its causes by means of the Truth of Path, its antidote. More- 

over, the ultimate root of the passions, (which are) the cause 

of the misery of the round of existence, is the apprehension 

of a self. Inasmuch as the antidote extirpating this is the 

Truth of the Path which directly perceives the absence of a 

self, there is no way of extirpating the passions without me- 

ditating this (antidote) ,(the Truth of Path); and as the non- 

Buddhists never meditate the antidote which is the method of 

extirpating the apprehension of a self, the root of the misery
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of the round of existence, they hold as a path of deliverance 
just some corporeal austerities like not eating food, placing 
fire on the body, lustrations in the water of the Ganges, etc. 
or some specifics endowed with defilement like the ceremonial 
offering of the bloody flesh of slaughtered animals; and then 
they accept that (through these) they obtain the highest paci- 
fication and deliverance; or they accept as the highest paci- 
fication some special properties of the mundane gods, Brahma, 
Visnu, etc., or some special properties (still) having defile- 
ments, like the alleviation of a temporary surpression of the 
arising of the passions such as are relinquishable through a 
mundane path,
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Five. 

Nn v bay N l FC AWZATAMN FSA’ DVARR HARSHA] 

2 SAA QIAAR RANA ae Aga Aagserads) 

3 BAAMRAGANDYNSTAQAS AAAS} 
4 REN QNLAN SHR TANT ASAT RS AS) 

aeeeme wea 5 REN QAVAR SS) RAVDAG) 
~ ~ So ey ae *6 Rema eae RQ aqvasa saga gsgagsas 

agiaiaAs| 
*7 ARAN LAN SISTVAIRANIT NARS] andes 

Ny Sit SG io 
RER RARER RAG AVA aver) 

rN mY, me 
x3 AR SEAS BY FRVARAVA DSR Asay 

oS 
YAS) 

VAX NU sf ay 
8 Se a eo ne eo 

110 RNRANSGAGAY AGAR NASR PANERA 
ABA RG 2 

- Ram QRQdaaagayaqasae AQAA 
eRiayeyRs) 

m2 SR Vasa aRIqaaga Sana Naan 
13 AAARAWASATAYSASAALIAIS ASAT EVA 
BNeaRe) 
or = iN Ny GN 14 RHA RATERS SSAA Ne Sly 
Ra Aagrigaaeany
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*15 gaqaas arqeya aQe aS aw aa 3S aE agey 

Aga ag) gash 

16 ByRqasy arash Zirh ed 
aX NG 17 BREwRwdas as gaa cer 

~ S 
13 SIAN BTS TARTAR) es 

*19 ASS AGarRyes SEV Ry AAKAGAS QYAR’ 

Pagar ia aan da qaargqeagss| 
“ee 

20 SX ma Say Qa asnaqrasy®aqaaqaa arcer 
sy N 

RRA DATS) 
21 Raga Ayaan ara gqcaaaa SIS5 & 

wv 

area RAQASRWA'D Aa Aaa AAasey 
s 25 

eX ™~ Nei eto 

22 ANDER AVARSS 1S SF) 
B. Take all the asterisked sentences in Exercise A, and if the 

sentence is plain, change it to the honorific. If the sentence 

is honorific, change it to the plain. 

Key to Exercise B. 

~\ 

6 RA\- ageanges 
7 gaye —agssyay Aaseymengssisyy 

he ae EN eco raw 

s NDT ABAD 
Ph ee ae SN No -— Aes {ee 9 a enaes Sener “ae 

\ s 
10 APA) -aBQQas
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2 RIA “RNS 
is Weavagn Aga qacerRg] 

19 Ragaay -Geageaceany 
~ — = 20 Ley RAR D — Sev Qkaaacs
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LESSON SIX 

‘el _Rrrementncenase gg 
BQ RERININ ENA ERNIE SAGAN 

aRRAEN ANGE, EA DRANARATHSRIA EE TANY 
RAAT KQaag| aBQAE RRS DHA Gg aT 
RaqAQakaDRawacNanVqay asd Paqseagygx95] 
RATAN A RASA TANS ASNT YVAN AAA RVAATS] 

UA EAR crgracgtngeener 
CATR BIA RA RERRNT AR NEA RAAT AAABAN'SS | 
HASAN RA AZARAE HARTA AMIN BRAS 
RAAREANG VRAIN CAAA QRS) 
RAND oe Ae ARE Sagaasnalan asa gaaaaeg 
Barra FaAQse gana gan) VARGAS Sasa 
RENNER gaRDaqaahaaDquantaacdys 

BASRA] BGAN AT WSN TST AAS 
RAN TRS Ay’ QQ 'ay'A6 | RR 
Rey ARABS SANA RGNATEM FRAC THA IAS 
RAVES AAQATRAR NA RATTAN ASSIS ™ 

acm SEN 
RFERSRSAMARRAAQY KAGAeeqasn Pega 
SAN PAQANTNAYS ARTA ASH TIN SAS
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RAAT NENA S ARIE QAEA\ SAILSNHASA YAR 

aN w WE DAS TEA aE Garmtagseay HAAN 
SAT TENANT ETERS TRE] BRARIN YR 
RABAT ARSENATE A QRRATATA CEN TAR 
BRagREESARe TA a> Rearge “sv alraganadgprsanrlagga gas saraa 
ange Qarasqarsaay Rawiadataqada 
Ay AaearTg) FaBanaagasaa SARDAP SAW 

FRRATSATRARIARA| aetna Rad 
LRQca\ RIANA EX Wranaday Qed’ 
Qakaanas Ba SLREAANSNEN TAIRA SINS 

BREA RRA RAN TENSES ENS IAGTS 
DRAAN HARA HUAI asasiaceragaysy 
SNEINTASALTSATAA ansag Anda siagg 

OReuS So SARE Raa 
RQAsanas FARAT ARR a HRA SSA ES | 

Ratganas ARRAN DEN RATAN SANSA RIA 
DIAAHSTAATASAS) AGE) AGASSI S| 
SEH Ratagaraganan) Za Beaqakany 
QR ALARA oR RETR EA REN SEEN 

SRR AATRSARR SAAR) ARIS Arg Qa 
AVBNSTA TAN WNGIAS AT MANA Kageangg
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38 NESARTTRARS GRRL RTGS BRAS aeBarArac 

RATAN T RRS) STAIR GAIN T HAR 
QAsay VA AWSRAA 

Rage ~¢ MRA QENIRE AAALAC] 
RReS Sal ol ARARRERL ARAN SNA TNSAA 
AQAA Meas A GAsEASA| SURMAAT SIN a 

SRA FTAA Ser Galaa Garage PAVE 
RARER NAGLE NASA S TAPIA | 
anatssargraan HIRVJARVNUSSANG — aay 
eee eens ARS ATR 
SeaRasN BARAT IYANAIL TSN A HRARA ATS 
BRRTTN ST WN QIAN ANAT SEA ITTY” 
ANNES Se FA ASTAGT AABN AGS 

PRNASART AQ 
RERERGRASAD NARS ASEAN TAA TIT 
BRNREBAAASRASS | SEN ATNATATSQGAINST 
AQAA) SUAS VQeA aay eaqaressay 
BARRA INNA HASSAN STAN TI y 
A <n RASA TNSPNAAS] AAAS ASAI ATS 
aesaseaagyara| aARGAT ART ANGa| BRI AAG 

Al RONEN SNH T INTESTINES 
AR Ea Sa CERAUSAH ASNT) ARTAATE Qa asa
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DES QaeaNgaagahaaqAsneaIn AQASaRSRS SAR 
BRN RTA ATA AAT ETE 
Waka\ FEINSPAS ASS AANEIRAR ARI QNSERRA 

SAGUAARER AARNE RETR HSS 

3q\ TAGRASAN HI san hiehna inca anna 
ABI AN TARE A 
NRBRE RATT A IGS ARREARS | aieny 

SERA UARATAR INGA RAT | BABAR HL 
REO REAACANT INS axa ABNER 
BOASTING A GANS waTIGASSATN YQ 

TARATERWNAGG RRA RAIA TANTS RRR 
“ 

KIARA SAAN GUA) VENER FAAS 
a Se 
BRU MSARTAR SAAN PHAN AHARTVSTA| Faq] 

RADE TAINAN e BNR TR 
Cu ~ = We 

FEARS) SONQUNTATE TA) ERAT 
Rady PIR Wy RSA MASH BAT RA GRAIN 
RATES| TENA HAGA ANTES GAIN 
SATIN Q RATES AAA AQeA PAYA! 

ARID RENTON AA RRS RAR TN 

ARAFAT TRQAIAS oe waSS 
NY BAA VAATED TANS on 

Bee HerAsnsqwwey]
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SHARRAR Hansen gna aaa Bek 
NKR BASE QA TAN A Teaes ae 
BREST ES NTN GTA IN RR YW 
{ABTA TAA TARAS AIT AAGEGALTN 
ARANSTYNEALAAA | RATNAPSFQT A ROIATS, 
BANA TENangenggernds| AeA SaaRTA 
BHAVAN SN AIPA ARRAN AAS ABSAAAR TS SA 

atest SR Ren GA TINTR THN 
SRRGNSETS AEE TEATS] BANS ENR 
BRAGA FRS GUS NTN AANA EATERS 
RARGRTES EASES ARHATERAARNAS 
ARSRASTRSERSA AGA ATARI HOH 
ae Farqhaqassen Vga Fay Asadasasra tga 

TERR RREMN TARA BAA a eS 

SAMIR WM MATRA GTN 
BANAT RISABATENSRAI RA | BRUNA Sa Re SeVWT 

| RABBIS BN YS IRR ETA SAIS 

RENAARE AQAA BT ATRIAL 
<p] RaQSNG RSA Rages dRaasgnasanas 
BALA TARRINIRSY ANAS |, \
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LESSON SIX 

VOCABULARY 

qx to spread, to Ba Urdu 
ate 

~ alii SqAS: dbu med, unheaded 
AN’ history, \ letters 

S res gestae one 
NYASSA title of a 

aga doctrine, grammatical work 
teaching or 2) ele : 

\ : eofa 

RSs (73) to divide; to RS grammatical work 
distinguish a lle 

araay a 5 P.N. of a person 
‘ royal line Cr. 
A Raae P.N. of a person 

exergy ‘ P.N. of a person bart 
\ ad ETAL queen 

Aye Re . title of a sutra wt 
Ry Bie - mA: share 

aa Ree ~~, title of a sutra Soe $2 eo 

yankees book a oN é 
5) Saag aS (PRajeo invite (H) 

BH Fav AN ay! dream (H) mdey: \o ee ns 
m 8 

Peay generation principal; to 

3: be the principal 

A : . dream omen (H i 2 ream 0 ) AaaANA] iG pee 

RRQ 4. H'P.N. of a person{/ 
yao Y Ga P.N. of a person 
AFAA 3 P.N. of a person San i Eis sta p¥deon 

\ sound; grammar 
x x p AVRA a invitation (H) 

‘a! lantsh 
4 4 acs a BAAN AAT Avalokitedvara 

SW Aa dbu_can, headed | - _ 
letters aN to translate 

NS
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ans to start, to FA e' long hair 

\ Ree Ky bolt of cloth 
BaNR9" 5 P.N. of a person m 3% ribbon : 

abs: ~~ 
Rae Pgs ovakcgts RETNA (PAGS) to hang 

Agev §'Q Padmasambhava g ai ee menecehle ‘ 

XK no 
Aaa'erg Vimalamitra 

RES PQ to allow; to 
aaa Lotsaba, trans- : eX) enjoin 

lator 
Yue ani & hommage, service 
AXA a Vairocana SS 9 

5 BY & Jinamitra 
Wacear Rear, of a person de i 
Mere, SY Ou og AGA 4 ‘ie Ratnaraksita 

Ye ‘ ‘P.N. of a person 
=ee ee E QARRNAZS' retranslation 
BR eae 4 P.N. of a person \ 

oe or 8 qQayan correction, 
a RAQS follower purification 

ye" ‘ "the lotus born" Has relative (H) 
Rhee tan epithe of q : 

Padmasambhava) |‘@)\S a al P.N. of a person 
XN 

S ax extensively SA Be kingdom 
wa 

Anas favor, kindness ,| |) envy 
service (H) aa xe yoked 

a minister 
San to commemorate S aye P.N. of a person 

: to k ay o keep AV (PR ay) to incite, to 
‘ea aa \' ruler 3 § 2 arouse 

eon P.N. of a person ARN (PAAR) to kill (H) 

SR) donor, supporter SRN. kingship, monarchy 
ce 

Tests hair (of the Bris aanie to destroy; to 
‘8 q head) (H) 5 i level 
Nv ~ ; 
: iad end RAAN (Raq) to descend; to 

come down
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y+ Se 
' 10 to exile; t 'EYRAAIQA PN. of a per oe ee 

: RA (Pegdar’) to search for 
Aa central Tibet 

‘ (Ay ceremony (ritual 

RBS P.N. of a place ~ action) 

as mark, trace Lo P.N. of a person 

Wa 
yey P.N. of a place a P.N. of a place 

Aa) hermit eastern Tibet 

BAS P.N. of a place im embers 
ban YN 

ease P.N. of a person pa én lha bla ma 

ASR’ arrow RS wn’ P.N. of a person 
j V 

_ 2s ‘84 P.N. of a place SF SARS! P.N. of a person 

a (R) to escape; to ox to be at (other 
Bay eaqn } flee than one's or- 

RR dinary place) 
area ‘ey ry 

‘ anaes Dharmapala 

WANN custom RR@c 
: P.N. of a place 

MARR AAP.N. of a person RN ; 
ON i ‘ ‘ » PN. of a person 

ANS NRS P.N, of a person ae dbase ‘ 
i : Vee akyagri 

eae P.N. of a person nao’ 
., RR ARR A P.N. of a person 

54 a western Tibet Mae vw : 
: ‘REX P.N. 

ASRAN’ p.N. of a place — So ae 
ag ee ee 

: through a , 

e. XN “ aq: TD ate (H) 
: ‘ P.N. of a — 

Sug ‘ a naeeaty as ‘ey grandfather 

{Aa chief
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

ee according to, relying upon 

a earlier propagation 

mo a later propagation 

SIGAS> to receive (H) 

ADSVAQ’‘NT’ object of worship 

Sa ‘ western year, year of the western calendar 

a. i. pious king, dharmaraja 

ze BY a very precious, of great value 

SAS. me to model on 

fs AVRAROS yer) to initiate, to introduce 

Raa an object of worship belonging to one's 
x share (of the family estate) 

VST R | «Li fe-sized 

a fame 

assoc to study and practice (H) 

ARF RT (anne ween paboeytor 
ar waarr ) a] Ms ; Lotsaba - a great Pandit 

ASN : anguage, letter 

BAAS in particular 

asaX greatly, widely 

ee | "the seven probationers" 

AVS TNS to lecture on, to give explanation 

RA 3) BN'H A! on preceptor, the master, and the pious
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al 

Sa BS’ worship 

AAS likeness, image 

a NS AW: here, there and everywhere 

ai religious veneration 

aA family 
—- 

Ame i expressed wishes; order (H) 

Beas exactly 

ATARI ASG ae new language (i.e. for trans- 

vw \ ws 

a Re4 a to make progress, to progress 

YAAK . Ng Xd respect and service 

~ 
Aas) ri the Bon religion 

AN AB A'S 5A evil thought and action 

AS RASA to shoot an arrow 

eS RRay quite many 

Ra +, ag? so much 

a SA harm, injury 

ay Ae §) discipleship-lineage 

a feey Dale 
Qs (4 A aaa ) great lama 

NaN’ from... . (i.e. of a person) 

i a a Ba secret preceptor 

RRS to complete the number 

ee story, news 
fa ’ . , 

% Al A "Divine Guru", Guru-king
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fe 

oS ee SQ shaving patrilineal descent from 

2 Ha: * . Ce similarly 

= & oy unsuitable surroundings or climate 

Vas Aa a's taking it from that point; beginning 
\o 4 from that
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NOTES 

Ls Ane - "according to Tibetan history" - is a 

AN' time clause construction followed by another verb, e.g. 

45:9 A Gerjan BRAN GRAV SVAN SANS 

ae. "If I tell 

according to Tibetan history, Glang dar ma was killed by an 

arrow."' Otherwise ae direct historical statement A, 

we wv 

is used, OB. AT YUEN eae 

AN \ “according to 

Tibetan history, Glang dar ma was killed by an arrow." 

2. Qi Qad (etc.) - "Zhang ye shes sde", In 

the Tibetan religious histories the names of important histori- 

cal figures have often acquired epithets, - probably to single 

out a specific person from among many others bearing the same 

name, In the course of time these epithets have become almost 

indissolubly associated with the names even when their origi- 

nal significations have become obscure, as in the present in- 

stance. Here Da BW is identified as asS* » vari- 

ously explainable as his family name, his region of birth, 

literally "an elder'' signifying a person of distinction, etc. 

The same uncertainty applies to = ay aN called 

ao and Qvswn Ba called Lay X _ 

Exact determinations of the significations of the above epithets 

and the like must be left to modern researchers into Tibetan
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history. For the purposes of this book, both the names and 

the epithets are untranslated transliterations of the Tibetan. 

3. BRAS - "the three baskets", Sanskrit Tripitaka - 

the Buddhist canon and its threefold division into the sutras, 

the abhidharma, and the vinaya, 

4. a52ta5 a - "the seven probationers" - were the 

first Tibetans to be ordained as monks. Here, 35° is being 

understood as ZANSN nic "to put or to be put on trial", 

"to test or be tested", 

5. RAF Se - Here eliptical for A A8.. 3* 

. ASHES: "to make to enter monastic life" or 

"to ordain as monks (nuns)", AIS being an 

intransitive. 

6. aaan - "venerable" a very common epithet in refer- 

ing to monks in the third person; nuns are refered to as a2) 

A. 
~ SNe 

1p BRE RUNG AS: - "The 
laymen who held to the tantras"' here merely signifies an im- 

portant class of the religious but does not imply that monks 

also were not often holders to the tantras. 

8. AANA A AS A - "enjoined to sit on. . ." 

The Tibetan histories generally explain this as signifying 

“that he carried the doctrine on his head", i.e. bore respon- 

sibility for the development of the Buddhist religion in Tibet.
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9, ARpaS anata aa - "to institute new language", 

ABS signifying ''to make rules, laws, prescriptions, canons, 

etc."' refers here to the instituting of a new canon for trans- 

lation from Sanskrit into Tibetan, - as exemplified by the con- 

struction of the Mahavyutpatti, a Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary, 

etc, 

BGS SNe SS, 
10, A a BN - "the Bon religion", i.e. the original 

shamanistic type of religion in Tibet at the time of the intro- 

duction of Buddhism. 
~~ \ ose 

ll. GANAS and Se aor - "the Bodhisattva 

and tantric vows". Of the three vows in Buddhism, the Pratimokéa 

vow, which in its sevenfold subdivision subsumes the vow of a 

bhiksu (see note 14, lesson 1), the Bodhisattva vow, and the 

tantra vow, the two latter do not entail any change in outer 

appearance and dress as do all the divisions of the former with 

the exception of the updsaka-upasika. 
a vT til a 

12 SP Reneene [FOR Rae” whey See - Under the Vinaya 

regulations regulating the conduct of the Sangha, the formali- 

ties of monastic ordination and admission into the Sangha in- 

volves these three functionaries. The upadyadya is the member 

of the Sangha who sponsors and bears the responsibility for 

sponsoring a candidate for admission into the Sangha. He in 

turn selects another member of the Sangha as the acarya, the 

man who actually recites the ordination ritual. The secret
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preceptor, who functions to examine privately and to resubmit 

a candidate to the Sangha for approval, is required under the 

Vinaya rules to be selected as a fifth by four other members, 

and hence there is a necessity for minimally five persons in 

order to confer a bhiksu vow and so admit into the Sangha a 

new member. 

13. SRR and ay aes): - "monastic ordination 
S 

and a full bhikgu vow'', A man may enter monastic life ( x<‘\‘ 

vo, ), i.e. by changing his garb, cutting his hair, 

following the monastery life, etc.; however, he does not become 

- member of the Sangha until taking the bhiksu vow( aya 

ean ). A single member of the Sangha functioning as 

upadyaya may admit another person into monastic life ( A 

a a ), whereas five are required for admitting an- 

other person into the Sangha. Also, from the point of view 

of the ceremonial, the formal confering of the bhiksu vow may 

only be done for a person who has already entered monastic 

life. Here, the two rites, i.e. of entry into monastic life 

( AeOce ) and of as au the Sangha or the 

taking of the bhikgu vow ( 8 RV ) may 

directly follow one another. 

14, ANS - "action" here signifies in general the "action" 

of the Sangha and in particular the "ritual action" of confer- 

ing the bhiksu vow upon another person.
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TRANSLATION 

I. How did the doctrine of Buddhism spread in Tibet? 

G. If one answers briefly according to Tibetan history how Buddhism 
spread in Tibet, from the point of view of time one distinguishes 
both an earlier propagation and a later propagation. As for 
the earlier propagation - in the period of Lha tho tho ri gnyen 
bstan, the 27th of the Tibetan royal line, several books of 
the noble doctrine, the utterance of the Buddha, Mdo_ sde spang 
gong phyag rgya pa, Zam tog bkod pa'i mdo, etc. were received, 
and although in that period there was no one who understood 
their meaning, there appeared in the king's dream an omen which 
declared that in five generations one would come who would un- 
derstand their meaning. The king counted these (books) as of 
great value, and because he held them as an object of worship, 
it is said that (here) one finds the bare starting point of 
the noble doctrine (in Tibet). 

Then, at the time of the pious king, Srong bstan sgam po, 
the 32nd of the royal line, who was born in the year6j7 of 
the western calendar, Thonmi sambhota was sent to Indie:to study 
grammar and the alphabet, and later Thonmi not only initiated 
the system of both the present Tibetan dbu_can alphabet modeled 
on the Indian Lantsha and the present dbu med alphabet modeled 
on Urdu, but he also composed several commentaries on grammar, 
the Sum becu pa and Rtag ‘jug pa etc. This king took as his 
queen, Kongjo, the daughter of the king of China, and Khribtsun, 
the daughter of the king of Nepal. The two queens each brought 
as her object of worship belonging to her share (of the family 
estate) a life-sized figure of the teacher Sakyamuni. The pious 
king along with his court built many temples of which the two 
principal are the famous temples in Lhasa which are the dwell- 
ing place for these two lords. He invited the teacher Kumara 
from India and the teacher Silamanju from Nepal, etc. and trans- 
lated several sutras and tantras on the teaching about Avalokitesvara 
etc. The king himself also studied and practiced and afterward 
taught the Tibetan people the doctrine on Avalokitesvara and 
opened up the system of the (Buddhist) teaching in Tibet. 

Then at the time of Khri srong lde'u bstan, the 37th king, 
born in the year 739 of the western calendar, about one hundred 
and eight pandits were invited from India, the great preceptor 
Santaraksita, the great master Padmasambhava, the master Vimalamitra, 
Kamalasila, etc, The great pandits and translators, these (be- 
forementioned) pandits and the Tibetan translators, Vairocana,
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Ska ba pal rtags, Cog ro glu'i rgyal musan, Zhan Ye shes sde, 
etc., translated into the Tibetan language many of the princi- 
pal scriptures of the Buddha, the "three baskets", and the com- 
mentaries which explain their thought. In particular, the great 
teacher Padmasambhava propagated widely the teaching of the 
tantras. In the beginning the great upadyaya Santaraksita or- 
dained into religious life "the seven probationers" and estab- 
lished (in Tibet) the system of monastic ordination. He did 

much explanation principally on the system of the sutras as 
exemplified by the Vinaya of the noble doctrine, and the teach- 
ing of the sutras and tantras was spread widely by the follow- 
ers of these two great teachers. Thus, the teachings of the 
sutras and tantras were at the beginning made widespread in 
Tibet by the three, the great upadyaya Santaraksita, the great 
acarya Padmasambhava, and the pious king Khri srong lde'u bstan, 
and because this was a very great service to the people of Tibet 
the so-called mkhen slob chos gsum have been made an object 
of veneration of the Tibetan people. In order to commemorate 
the service of these three, the custom of making and keeping 
images and thang khas of the three in the various monasteries 
and many houses of the laity spread everywhere up to the pre- 
sent, 

Next, in the time of the sovereign Khri ral, the 41st of 
the royal line, who was born in the year 806 of the western 
calendar, many temples were built. Out of his great religious 
veneration for the doctrine he offered the support of seven 
lay-families to every monk, Enjoining the venerable monks and 
laymen who held to the tantra to sit on the ends of ribbons 
hung from the ends of both the braids of his hair, he offered 
well homage and worship. He invited many Indian scholars, the 
upadyaya Jinamitra and others. Many scholars, the Tibetan 
lotsaba Ratnaraksita and others, by instituting new language 
(for translation) according to the expressed wishes of the king 
made well retranslations of the scriptures and commentaries 
which could not be translated exactly in the time of the former 
pious kings, and by way of correcting the doctrine they furthered 
its progress without deterioration. The time of the so-called 
earlier propagation of the doctrine is up to this. 

Subsequently, Glang dar ma, the older brother of the pious 
king Khri ral, was displeased at his younger brother's having 
the kingdom and through envy could not endure the wide respect 
and service being paid to the Buddhist doctrine. In particu- 
lar, the ministers who favored the way of the Bon religion, 
Sba stag sna and others, incited him to evil thought and action, 
and he killed Khri ral.
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In the year 836 of the western calendar, Glang dar ma held 
the kingdom. During that time, many Buddhist temples were razed. 
Many members of the Sangha were killed or brought down to lay 
life or exiled from the country etc., and when it came about 
that there was no having of even a trace of monastic ordination 
in Dbus and Gtsang, a hermit of Yer pa named Dpal dor je of 
Lha lung shot and killed (Glang dar ma) with an arrow. Then, 
he took many texts of the Vinaya and Abhidharma and escaped 
in the direction of Mdo smad. Therefore, though Glang dar ma 
did not hold the kingdom over six years, once the teaching of 
the Vinaya was destroyed in the area of Dbus and Gtsang, (this 
situation) is said to have gone on for more than seventy years. 
At that time those holding the Bodhisattva and tantra vow (and 
so) having the customs of the laity did not incur injury to 
such an extent. 

Also, three (men) Gstang rab gsal, Gyo dge chung, and Dmar 
Shakya, who were holders of the discipleship-lineage of the 
upadyaya Santaraksita, took many books of the Vinaya and the 
Abhidharma etc, and escaped first in the direction of Mnga ris 
in the west. There, as the west was not tolerable, they escaped 
in the direction of Mdo smad along the road north and practised 
meditation in the monasteries of Ten tig shel etc. During their 
stay there, the great Lama Dgongs pa rab gsal, asked them for 
ordination and full Bhiksu-ship. Then, since he requested this 
and since at least five monks are generally a necessity for 
(confering) full Bhiksu-ship, and (that number) was incomplete, 
they searched for two Chinese monks. Gtsang rab gsal was made 
upadyaya, Gyo dge chung,acarya, and Dmar Shakya ,secret preceptor. 
The number for the ceremony was completed by the two monks of 
China, and they confered upon the great Lama monastic ordina- 
tion and the vow of a Bhiksu successively. When afterwards 
the story of the continuation of ordination and of the Bhiksu 
vow at Mdo smad was heard at Dbus and Gtsang, ten men, Klu mes 
and others, went to Mdo smad and received the vow from the great 
Lama, They returned again to Dbus and Gtsang, and this exten- 
sive repropagation of the doctrine by way of their spreading 
the continuation of the ordination vow is called "'the recovery 
of the embers of the doctrine from the east"’, The beginning 
of the "later spread" of the doctrine commences from this. 

As for the way of recovery of the embers of the doctrine 
from the west, - it happened that the two so-called "guru kings", 
Ye shes ‘od and Byang chub ‘od, who held descent from Glang dar ma, 
were in the west at Mnga ris and held that small principality. 
During this period, pandits from the eastern part of India, 
Dharmapala and the others called the three Palas, went to
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Mnga' ris in the west. The Zhang Zhung Rgyal ba'i shes rab 
took the vow from these. Similarly, the transmission of the 
Pratimokhsa vow spread from a pandit named Sakyasri who had 
come to Tibet, and the spread of the Vinaya of the noble doc- 
trine down from these into Dbus and Gtsang is called "'the 
recovery of the embers of the doctrine from the west''. Thus, 
the transmissions of the Pratimokhsa vow from the east through 
the great Lama Dgongs pa rab gsal is called the eastern lineage 
of the Vinaya vow, and the transmission of the Pratimokhsa vow 
from the west through the Zhang Zhung Rgyal ba'i shes rab to- 
gether with the pandit Sakyasri is called the western lineage 
of the Vinaya vow. 

Not only that, the guru-king,Ye shes 'od,sent about 
twenty Tibetan children to India to study for the purpose of 
furthering the teaching. With the exception of three, the 
Lotsaba Rin chen bzang po, Lo chung, and Rnogs legs pa'i shes 
rab, the others died of the unsuitable conditions and were 
unable to return. These three completed their studies in 
India, and, having returned to Tibet, translated many scriptures 
and commentaries, In particular, the great translator Rin chen 
bzang po translated many scriptures and commentaries of the 
Mantrayana of the Mahayana, The tantras translated from this 
point are called the "new tantras", and the tantras translated 
in the time of the chief 'grandfathers', the former three pious 
kings, are called the "old tantras"'.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions > Or ike. 

RqmgQaciASNsr RINNE NAAR 
‘ As Den da raguaasdadaqaa gears 

» BPS ATIRA RaarncngeVaygay Sanaa 
Palen Gazamakenny 

HAA Aavqca Hey Vanesa RAVAN’ sR MIS 

er85) 
sin ES f= \ 7 Sn Asa agar HG RAS BAW GVA Fe] a 

Ha RAQ’RSRS AG D AAA TERA IA BAAS 
“y ABATE TRAN GTS DQ or Aran agave 

SATE An DRAaqQagrAAQar Mas santasagn 
RASA ag vA v\ 

» SASQR ARTA AARANIAVA SA” 

ARayey RS) 
ey RBRRAINASN AAT a RAGA IQRVNS 

eyR5) 

s Bvgangaadsagradcaas eancaqa aay 
Ages) 

| AAAS DEN Qarasasgangcaggesag 
MA WATAR RRA QWA CARS AR 
BAA PEQaTaangandsasqagadqade) aq



pac 

(5 Baga gariQaase Saas QRaqngy gana 
SIAIN'D SN AQ TRG AS Aas | Fagear®qay) 

/ RRANBAANIGQSR QA a gangadsgay] 
“5s Batquneadseggasgqeqagaqsasaqsage 

ARayAGarRe) 
None) SS Sy Sat 

Nee ee es 
ABN YSSASHVAS NS'S'9 ans arqaa) 
ae ARRAY AFINN SHAFT HAY 

RRA HEI D AGS Fa AG G4 aq0 
DARQIAAA ganas agnrs) 
RAS BWAQVHATS SVS 

#26 RQ Der Say ray -VaRGQesnqQa Oye 
HANSA AAA ARIS) SagGasqr rq) 

eee Sscoge VANS FH HYTS VALLE 

qsAsaks 

> Baanagq {sq dgnsnnga Aged) 
23 RAEN BR arAUGIN GTA Qala se] : 
© ARF REABAETNS ANGAD AOD VN TY 
RRA) 

» Rem Pa SASAS| 
we RaQ GRAN ARV AQSNSY SAN a ~<a SS “ 

qa 8s <8)
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& aN 
TAA SERN gsernsegnaan| i 

rn 
. BASGADNAYINAGINGN IIA GIADA H 

wf 

Fayngne Aayaiqg Farge Nagar 

SPAR GRA WYNN 
3) Rane to Qq5'9 ag STN eras agaq) 

31 AQFARAT HG ay qdanakawsaqcagad 5] 
S SN DS 2 RERRR ERRATA BN RATA AGaNAD™ 

SaaaQyars) 
Arnwvw N S 

BASRA |YSAAAIN AS HAHA QT 
Nx VN SE eX NX 
BAAN ANAT WAG AH) 7 

9 BARA AI Ga waqaagsqaas sagas: 
5 Aq Qa dgaSyaay) ile 

pe \ : 
56 Bq AQAGS NI RAGWAT AAS NAGAI] oli he 

\ ayRR5\ 
ELEN = S NN S 

37 RAQANDRAINKNA SHVANSRAN YAR 
NC 

B. Take all the asteviskec sentences in Exercise A, and i: the 

sentence is plain, change it to the honorific. If the sentence 
is honorilic, change it to the plain. 

Key to Exercise B 

oe —C 
5 GAG ~A1G | ee S| 

5 Hae AAG AGHA ~ SASS)
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HRIBR ~Saiay i See 
ARS -QaNq) 

2 AgAEY-ABT 
es 

b i... 

1 HFHARH AN BWISGG Sas} 
3 Raney — Kws1945) 

Sy x 5 aay 8] 
2) BVS)\— YRS) 
Nx ~ 

21 BANA —9 36 QA) 

Oe hh AS 
2% ADSNVSRY—-“ INGA)
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LESSON SEVEN 

S29} Bq rrancikdarssaieashaiagaaneey 

SES \ ac 2 SO eRe Ren 

ena) cardsa| nena a 
BER AAIRYTINSASATR| RAGEEST) BIAN|Q 
AMAIARW AMA OANA A SR TARAS A RY ASA 
JAF) aRGA'aaqegasy] AAG TIANSY” 

| SRR HATH INASA TINA TANT IAIN 

ARAAGARYSSACTASRAHAAA SAA TOA GS 
BREAN WIAA) FassSqgy Brera99| 
TARTAN AEN TAINIATNGS) ARRAS 

ATRIA) FARSI SSG Ganclaaf 
BN ACAGANTSS) AVA ANRRHAAASRRAIN 
“| BN ASERIATANI ADH aa staggansds)| 

RANT ERSATW AAR BAITING ARS | 
ASSaneaS ota SA QTATETN TARAS SRS AINR 
AONIANAT ANTES DIRT SENAY 
‘RABRARR WIAA) GSssNan ZA TWA TARAS 

ASR| AEA GUY ASE PIN GSTS RR 
DBAS] ARAN ASS Sa Berrang naka aq
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Wada) qSRRRRSNA BARTS GANTT IRE 
SRE MAAR ATES TARE SARN TANT 

ee ee 
SRSRRACT WEN Swe Vr AARC ETA 

BARS STS TEN GE AA 
gmaven ARR EAR qasageeqag~ : 
RNA E ages Ba ciansayg Rasen 
TENTS ETERS | RBNANH WAYS Sagan 
Naqassarides BRRERTAS ASANTE TaN 
se cteysnigs BRAN IARAA AAR GA 
WT aQaRgaewagy HAF ARSN TGS TAAAY 
BRERA LG BANAT NAHE YERAA 
SORA ARRARR RSET “sree PA 
WN WARN SAVANNA ATR ANA TATATY YN 
S93 aay AAVTATEIN STAR TIARAS’ ZS] 
FRAT RRS EN AQATRAARUAT ERS TRAN) 
SARAFASART AA AIA TANG TAY 
LASTS FETA] _FHNLATAAFTTS| 
Fs gan Val 2079 RRA 
a — oe VAM GASTAAASA RANA 
FY SPRRRAA AQ AeA) Yea SAgy 
AR RASAGAAA ARNIS ASNT ALES
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Rag HRRSNSNTANSIAGNASS| a aetna” 
acentn TRSRABEREN ASAT an saatn a 
ap Rgen SRR RSENS ETN TER 

ae 

See an ae eT 
Ramet DAES Taqarmawags| agetay” 
SNE ERA RAAEA ET AAU SIAN ANT 

Aan aaggqaegaseraays) ASHANTI ES 

FHAIRTR| AVRAWA ANAT SAAT SAT Asay PRs 
= Pe ~ HAASAN TA ASIAA AR Seer 

BANANA ARS TANA) MANA RVR 
~~ Ne ~ ey 

Aq9\ Aaa QsarragankarYsarss| Re 

Beer eR Raq TRIACS AANA TY| 
A RANAEAAR AYIA BER BN AQT ANANSI” 
ANRAPAVAR| AALRAGUVASAI AAT ne 
ATEAFATR_ SAAVATAAA] SA TIANRAT HT 
WATRAGGATANAITAFH TAA BAVARIA 
RARE) < 
aeQRaqnHargy HX DOAt MRARNAR AAAS IS” 
HEY HAVA QA agaarat BASS NRA BAAS 
ARRAN ARTI PR Aasa) “at Ravang 
NSS oN a Sai 
AAVTAAVSMNIAANAGAVAR BaTaaraea os 
oe wc = 
X5)A\\ AQTARH STSNATVSSLR ENQIS BS
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RESIN T AG HAaSES Bacay qaakask" 
MABAAVYAAA), ROT ngnsnagqaa narrya 
TERR QNARAT RAGA ANAT TATA TNT 
TRATAIIATRA YSN ANAR Jaen aarins” 
BSR\ SRERTANAATNA ANAGISA TASS 

aN RQRTRAENS A BRATS . 
EIT SS a 

yo oe be * see 

Serer eae eee 
SHAS TS SS DEW BRS eee 

REE araTaees EN Tey aaa TIRNSNQAANAYAR TA TAS BASS” 
BIN YReGaaqgnsaaas| SAARAAT AQHA AY 
PAH SANK EET AR VAGANN AAS | aS 
= GRU DS Sea aan Ga BAAR AGITATING 

Sree VRAIS 
STARE R ERAT TEN EN GN TANI GEN 
NTA IAL ANAAN BBVA BAD NIHWAAIS ATR’ 
ARAN VASA TA AAT ANANDA Haan 
RaaasRassada, Aannasgenegas” 
SEQ AATRTAAWYAR) LAAT AANA Sarg
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Ee BM case ARagansa 
ESAS SOS en PRR 
TRPANARHAR VENRA RRA ITR 
ARTA Se aN 
BARINH BL TANGRI AUER 

LANAER) SANHIT TAS ABATE GTN 
UAATER AAT GRASS H] WRASTTATGOY 

NARA ANAS USRARENARASAA] DEG™ 
QAQENRSATASama gg BaAgNs RQ =o. 
NN PASA GAsassAgaayy| ARYAI 
Ra ATASAIANSAS | Rat agg: Gaaesanagwy 
RGAARENRANSRAENS ARTA) 
AN RAGHNTDRRNAASARD HHLRS I] \\
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LESSON SEVEN 

o VOCABULARY 

are P.N. of a sect aaa to ripen, to 
hd mature 

SA P.N. of a sect 

e ; : : RAA'AAR' P.N. of a region 

ABA AR Reegerasiet HANNA P.N. of a district 
ANR'AKANN pin. of a sect 3 in Beam Yas 

‘ac! P.N. of a sect QBs: one hav good 
Rae a a oe. 
RS*\ P.N. of a sect 

AS convert; trainee 
QIAN’ P.N. of a sect 
NONNOR CD ass treasure 

RSAN'ERY practical in- 
structions; Qa to bury, to hide 
precepts nN 

se ; REV RE 3 activity (H) 
‘ . n 

3 ‘ie seis ARQ’ Way ey without limit, 
AANA P.N. of a sect ai die illimitable 

dads P.N. of a sect By Dharmakirti (P.N.) 

B85 P.N. of a sect VA F Vimalamitra (P.N.) 
~N 

Ra4)5 P.N. of a sect oe in, within 

BANS P.N. of a sect Raa P.N. of a sect 

: ’ supernormal QYAANR’ 'P.N. of a sect 
Sa Sevenic power Rey “ 84 i : 

nickname o 
ENRAIAGE ‘unobstructed Ray x Sey 

A'a)' ac lishment, |, Vv 
8 aie ela BNVA TN P.N. of a person 

Wy NBS wonder; miracu-_ QQ! time, occasion 
lous feat ca aele 

eh Naropa (P.N.)
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ey Tilopa (P.N.) gaa adept 

a> back from aaa Virupa (P.N.) 

ae the Six aN Gayadhara (P.N.) 

\ ARRAN’ title of a work 
N'ARNA)' nickname of Vv 

AVA SAR Ce epithet of a person 

‘Z)' ithet of. 
Aga ‘ incomparable BRA a fe 

ek Raya say Vikramagila (an 
S484 Se) epithet og Indian monastery) 

re XQ 
BNA epithet fa a SV'H AQ) Atiga 

Ax BR back and forth BTARAR es partic- 

aa 5 SRaEVA a Bodhimarga-pradipa 
ey) Bey Maitri pa (P.N.) - a ie 

a 10,000 RAS ree s 
“wn ' $ ‘ 

RAR’ dream aiaaksans ie a person 

ge magical illusion a AYES ee 

SAS initiation AA VaR refine : 

eae P.N. of a sect aa aqRa5 P.N. of a place 

Rane P.N. of a sect REYES P.N. of a person 
SYR SSF eed 

aaa \ PN: ofa person AR ; “ " 

neat see SSRSTQSS Pa of «em 
R35) person BRAY "PN. of a sect 
4 
RNS P.N. of a person 

Vy AYBNSE 
SAG 'A'3" P.N. of a place 

: ' \ Sridharmap4la . 
a a (P.N.) 

Q
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

BAER small sorts of; minor kinds of; 
small stuff 

RNVRES: , 
eres 4 follower, adherent (i.e., of a 

philosophical or religious system) 

7 6A to spread everywhere 

ARE: the profound doctrine 

\ 
See Or the twenty-five, king and subjects 

z ‘seq ‘ ‘ Se 

VESST HQWTA' AE TAl prahdparamita P 

STN WN Sa4 eae mind or thought; 
sciple 

ha ‘ 

one stages or steps of a (the) path 

S AA re RK 2 the five great former Sakyas 

BES all, complete, entire 

ARAQ RASS without error or mistake ; 

ARAN ASS: : to become contaminated 
DIRS 

\ ‘ 
S) AWSR threefold examination 

AN ® religious center or community
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NOTES 

Ls ZN ADN - "denominational systems" or"sects". 

itis i be noted that the Tibetan religious sects unlike their 

western counterparts do not have their genesis in schismatic 

or splinter groups separating from a parent body by way of 

. disagreement on matters of doctrine. They represent rather 

the different facets of Indian Buddhist tradition mastered by 

a given individual, their founder, and subsequently transmit- 

ted by lines of disciples in Tibet. These lines of transmis- 

sion are of interest mainly to monks, scholars, etc. and 

Tibetan laymen at large do not identify themselves as members 

of a particular sect or denominational system. 

2. AGS - "quite a few". The English expression "quite 

a few'' which in everyday usage denotes somewhat illogically 

“rather many" instead of "extremely few'' renders the sense of 

NS SR’ quite well. 

3% anary - Here the first four SVAYS or 

denominational systems are widely represented today. The last 

three are mainly of historical importance, 

bee SAE SAY - "(religious) precepts", the Sanskrit 

. upadesa, simply signifies religious instruction in general, 

However, in usage its meaning tends at times to overlap with 

a cognate expression, ALARA .
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"also signifies religious instruction in general but is often 

taken to mean more or less brief textual or oral instructions 

of important acdryas the aim of which is predominately peda- 

gogical, viz. , to reformulate a vast body of doctrine through 

comparatively few leading principles or concepts in order to 

make it more readily accessible to the understanding and prac- 

tice of beginners or to epitomize it for the review of the more 

advanced. Such precepts in the latter sense often reflect the 

individual point of departure of their formulator, 

Se 

naa Rea s4aea iss inc. : 
HAND AR Qa ase Hy WA "the four philosoph 

ical schools of Indian Buddhism", i.e., the Vaibhagika, 

Sautraéntika, Yogacara, and Madhyamika (see note 1, lesson 5). 

6. Ha eq" - "on the sutra side" is in contradis- 

tinction to "the tantra side" ( BIVAAN Ve 

The former is the teaching of the Paramitayana ( aq X Ay a 

ax a aayay ) the latter the teaching of the Mantrayana 

( NSE SYS ). These two systems are re- 

garded by Tibetan scholarship as the two path systems of the 

Mahayana, 

Ve BAIR TS - "the twenty-five, king and subjects", i.e., 

the king himself, and one of his queens, several of the "seven 

probationers", several lotsabas, some of his ministers, etc. 

8. RAST - "one possessing the good fortune", i.e., the
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good fortune to come into contact with Buddhist teaching. 

9. Saya - "the profound doctrine" signifies speci- 

fically the Mahayana theory of emptiness ( —- goa 

35° ds 

10. RSF AVANR' SAIN: “precept transmissions" another way of class- 

ification as for the subjects and practices covered by the Six 

Doctrines or Yogas of Naropa. 

Th ae - "the divine doctor'' - a common epithet for the 

physician in Tibet, saa 

x, Neal 
2, 2s" ( Qvad ) - "an adept" 

signifies in general a person who has obtained paranormal 

knowledge or powers, etc. through the cultivation of any of 

the paths, Buddhist or non-Buddhist. In particular it signi- 

fies the adepts of the Mantrayana as exemplified by the 84 tantric 

adepts of India such as the adept Virupa. © 

13, aNeARRN YSN AAA - "the sevenfold 

Bka'gdams deities and doctrine'', The doctrine is the "three 

baskets'' of the Buddhist scripture, ( PRED 

), and the four deities are the Buddha Saicyamurit., the 

goddess Tara, a form of AvalokiteSvara called Loke vara, and 

Bhairavacala, 

14, a5 VS - "threefold examination", The term 

“threefold examination" stems from the statement of the Buddha, 

“Let monks and scholars accept what I say not out of veneration
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for me, but after testing it well like gold by burning, cut- 

ting, and rubbing."' This is discussed at some length in 

Lesson 10,
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TRANSLATION 

I. Once the doctrine had spread in Tibet, how did the different f 

demoninational systems come about? 

G. Generally speaking, quite a few denominational systems arose 

by way of their being designated by names, for instance, 

Rnying ma pa, Sa skya pa, Bka' brgyud pa, and Bka' gdams pa 

the four better known, and in addition there are many minor 

sorts of systems, the Jo nang pa, Zhi byed pa, Bu lugs pa, 

ete. As for these systems, - some are deSignated by name by 

way of a time or an area, others by way of Ca: practice) 

instructions or a teacher. Excepting this, their 1s notning 

definite in distinguishing them by way of just tneir theories 

which are like tne four philosophical systems of Indian Buddhism 

as regards their basic viewpoint and tenets. Also, for in- 

stance, the Rnying ma pa and the Gsar ma pa are classified by 

way of time, the Bka' gdams pa and Bka' brgyud pa, and Rdzogs 

chen pa, and Phyag chen pa by way of their practise-instructions, 
the Sa skya pa and the ‘Bri gung pa and Stag lung pa, which 

are within the Bka' brgyud pa, and others are classified by 

way of an area. 

I. How does one distinguish the Gsar ma and the Rnying ma? 

G. Once the way in wnich the teaching of the tantras spread in 

Tibet nas been distinguisned as old and new, -sceriptures and 

commentaries on the tantras were translated during tne tiwe 

ot the three early pious kings up to tne time of tne Lotsaba 

Rin chen bzang bo, and these were spread by the great tantric 

teachers of their time, and the followers of their way are cal- 

led the Rnying ma pa. Therefore, this distinction of old 

and new, not being made according to the way in which the doc- 

trine on the sutra side spread in Tibet, is made principally 

by way of the manner of the spreading of the tantric doctrine. 

The main occasion for the appearance of the system of the old 

tantras was in tne time of the pious king Khri srong, for in 

the year 776 of the western calendar, the great tantric master 
Padmasambhava, who was without impediment in his capacity and 

power to work wonders, came to Tibet, and he ripened the people 

of Tibet at first through faitn py way of snowing many wonder- 

ful feats of magic as a sign of his having obtained a great 

accouplishment. Afterwards at Sam yes Mechim ou, etc., he 

taught many of the Mahayana doctrines of the tantras, botn tne 

common and tne uncommon (1i.e., to tne patn of the Prajnapara- 

mita), and, having ripened many fortunate converts, tne twenty- 

five, king and subjects, etc. he brougnt them to emancipation. Not
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only that, he performed activity without limit, burying as 
treasure many profound doctrines for the sake of converts yet 
to come, etc., and similarly, the masters Dharmakirti, 
Vimalamitra, and others taught the doctrines of the mantrayana 
to various fortunate disciples, and from these the system of 
the old tantras became widespread. The followers of their 
system are called the Rnying ma pa. 

I. Of what kind is the system of the Bka' brgyud pa? 

G. Within this there are two varieties. The two are called the 
Dwags po Bka' brgyud pa and the Shangs pa Bka' brgyud pa. Chos 
Kyi blo gros, called Marpa the translator - born in the year 
1012 of the western calendar, - went several times to India 
and had recourse to many Gurus, the pandit Naropa and others. 
He heard many instructions on the four tantric "precept trans~- 
missions" etc, from Tilopa, and, upon his return to Tibet, he 
translated many scriptures and commentaries on the sutras and 
tantras, the Prajnaparamita, the Guhyasamaja, etc. Doing 
principally the mahayana tantras, the instructions of the 
mahamudra, the six yogas (of Naropa), etc.,he extended greatly 

: the doctrine by way of teaching and practice. His instruc- 
tions, the system transmitted successively through the chief 
son of his thought, the venerable Mi la ras pa, and the incom- 
parable Dwags po lha rje is called the system of the Dwags po 
Bka' brgyud pa. Also, the accomplished scholar, Khyung po went 
back and forth many times to India and Nepal, and, having had 
recourse to about 150 Indian and Nepalese Gurus, Maitri pa 
and others, he heard many teachings. He established a monastery 
in the area called Shangs and taught illimitable mahayana doc- 
trines, (i.e.) the initiation of the dream state illusory body, 
the stages of the magical path, etc. to many tens of thousands 
of disciples, The followers of the system transmitted from 
him are called the Shangs pa Bka' brgyud pa. Within the Dwags 
po Bka' brgyud pa, there are four major Bka' brgyud (subsects), 
the Ka rma Bka' brgyud, the 'Brug pa Bka' brgyud, the 'Bri 
gung Bka' brgyud, and the Stag lung Bka' brgyud. Similarly, 
there are eight minor(subsects). 

As for the Sa skya sect, - ‘Khon dkon mchog rgyal po, who 
was born in the yearl1042: of the western calendar, had recourse 
to many Gurus (who were) accomplished scholars, 'Brog mi 
Lotsaba, 'gos khug pa lhas btsas, Rin chen mchog, and others. 
The monastery which he founded on the "white earth" side of 
Dbon po hill received the name of Sa skya monastery. He heard 
the general mahayana doctrine from 'Brog mi and in particular 
the new mahayana tantras of which he made the chief the lam
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'pras which was transmitted from the Indian master Sridharmapala, 
the (other) name of the adept Virupa, and the master Sayadhara, 
and by way of the teaching and practice of these he extended 
the doctrine; and the followers of the system transmitted from 
him through the five great former Sa skyas and through Ngor 
pa, Rdsong pa, and others are called the Saskya pa. 

I. Are the systems called Bka’ gdams pa and Dge lugs pa the same? 

G. As for the Bka' gdams pa - the great master Atisa of Vikramasila 
in India came to Tibet in the year 1042 of the western calendar. 
Abridging all the subjects of the Buddha's teaching, the three 
baskets, into the path stages of three (kinds) of religious 
individuals, he composed the Bodhipatha-pradipa, (his) special 
instructions on the way of putting these into practice, a book 
without error and (making) 1t easy to practice all the essen- 
tials of the path of the sutras and tantras. By way of teach- 
ing and practice, the three Bka' gdams brothers held and spread 
the profound instructions which have the sevenfold Bka' gdams 
deities and doctrine, (i.e.) the father doctrine taught (by 
Itisa) at the request of the chief sons of his thought, the 
father ‘Brom ston rgyal ba'i "byung gnas, and the son doctrine 
taught at the request of the sons, both Khu ston brtson 'grus 
g@yu drung and Rngogs legs pa'i shes rab, etc. The followers 
of their system are called the Bka’ gdams pa. 

Here, there 1s also a division into both an early and a 
new Bka' gdams. ‘The Bka' gdams pas up to the lord, the great 
Tsong kha pa, - born in the year 1357 of the western calendar,- 
are called the early Bka' gdams. Subsequently, the lord Tsong 

. kha pa held principally to the good system of the early Bka' 
gdams. ‘Through reason and scripture (purified) by a threefold 
examination he made a consummate scrutiny of the contaminated 
and degenerate (condition of) the system of the Lord (Atisa) 
and the Bka' gdams pas in particular, and of the Buddhist teach- 

ing in general and again spread the pure system of the Bka' 
gdams pa and made it extensive. He founded a great religious 
center, the monastery on the hill of Dga’ ldan. ‘the followers 
of the system transmitted through the principal sons of his 
thought, Rgyal tshab dar ma rin chen, Mkhas grub dge legs 
dpal bzang, and the Lord dge ‘dun grub pa, and others are 
called the new Bka’ gdams pa or Ri bo dge lugs pa.
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EXERCISES 

4. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Seven. 

f o.4 - x “ L Aqwacar AN ATA REAALANASAGARS) 
x NAAN 

2 BWANA Rangagasaaaga yanks) 
; Ba Qansiagagew aasaare Raevgsaks| 
4 Raaqaaqncacenssasags: 
5 TNAHANARSAA Hass sy Ganga ry) 

6 Hag aqeraga nan gatas aIn9s ggg 

SHAQINAS agnaaay 
7 AMRIBABTAVASAGANARG) 

agecicr gies Be 8 Sa aayeq Raa NearRsoay Fengevayy 
S 26) : 

9 MENVEARAQSSATIS MARSA ESHA] 
10 Ga Fanaagger age qrang_ Kagan eqs say 

af ANS i 
LL RAN YAARWw Das qaysqyNVaRs) 

be ~ x a x ~ 
12 RRASARRAN HPA QI EN HYAVHS Weeks) 

L eygRaaRQnasadaqaagwags dead) 
QV \ = ce Se Lo SRRANYMN ANT VAN ANT ASTAVSN VIN 

xn 

wal rN oy 
15 RRANR AGAR ARARTATRYS RaNs ars 

16 AnRaqua cada gaevaraqrasDry 
ip ee BS eae m4 ok 7 BARVAKANTNLEAS| BRAS qs RSA R35 zy 

ASA)
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1a RRANRNSAN DATS Gras agg gH) 

1) AMRAGKANASSSAANAN AAJA ABA TRAG 

aR5\ 
ie he 

20 SA QING STEEN ESAS} 

New Honorifics in Lesson Seven. 

~~ 

6 RAAMAS—Hascqysy) 
Aes -agas, Ageyq-gssvseagy
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LESSON EIGHT 

Seg] pashan saameelce aL ana 
NFP TIAAAAMSAVAAV SAG] ‘ 
Ragqqacay Sa TRAE sgal ASVTNAE 

SAE NRN SN ATR AHe SR RTE MARS] HAGA aG RASA AMR ASAN AR 
TERGANAWASINAVTA TA] BAIR AAVAGAT 
MBNA FRET INGN ATTA] RAEN 
BTNAHNL GATT GNI AUN SIT INIA 
SYASA TIN BARRA REA SSA AAAS INN SERIA 
ad ER TTA TRAA RENEE Ag nsins ag 
AVR Ss | Se eee 
ARS AGA AARAkRe ana SAV AsTQngs| a8 
LE NAR ERE TTEMN AIENATTNSANSSSS| IGANG 
ARS" RAR sassTsaegyy 

«> ~~) WEDD NSRIAATSRISS] AR asenRatay 

aaicay manag gia qansaaakassy| SQasay 
qaRaayng Raa daadssa aq Sng*qgadaaaay 
RATAN GASAGTANSAY BAHIA AIAG] B 
ANA GN BATSN AT ANIAATAENS SASHA AT 
ATA BNSHSESSAH AAA IPA LAHIRI A VAY
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Aaigadaaqaganaaadagnvgnn gress 

BRAS AHA AIA ATS RETNA HEIR 
RQ ATRL ATA BA ASE RA AAR AN BRAT 

Senger RINTARAR GNIAR 
Ra yrgne dai gatey awa qaasans Tag gnven gp 
AWAY ANASSA TARA SAAT ATT MARA! A 

AanAraranaaaa Bayer RANA SA BAAR AS” 

BRAN SAR GUESS IRIN NGS) WARNES aS 
BATARAcacngsa sA parade ge gagsay 
SOBA Rasa ASNT ARAN ASS Sa Sq 
ABR EN RTA GRABS NSH MRA ZArdaysy 
BSAA GATARAARAHFA AN PAARATE AES 
AQAGISR SN ATRIA” TAS RIAA args) 
ARQ NASsASARA Bev Baaga’ BRIA ag ay ayeeay 
BAY RAAT AVN IRS YQ] SRST HAAN TRH NR 

GRA MONSNGN DAIS AAV age 
UA RAB TARAS AANTETR] RBar gages 
BANA SA AQAA Ranagasaasysaraes 
aE eA a maa akagagags) ANsatsgazqas: 
\o GN. ey 4 SN ae =A ana SA Ra Nane 2 wade Ven grgangn 
A GayqedAaass | ASSRBNIRAL IRIAYTA) BS 

NSA VIA Taga) SAL grgr Rasa
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Sag Raansas eS Sasa asada Fangs 
REALH AGAR aad BAT QNGATSA RASA 
mA RE GSARS| seers 
sBaaickenanst TaNrRannagsqngarasis 
AAG TANASITT STSAEARAANTAIIAG]_-NANSS 
ZAsea9 FARANT ATP ENVATASTRIT) Rare 
TSAI TARAS AS} 
Rene dace eyhan Fea ciamanan amen yenigs| 
BA\RRST AVANT AAD AANA TENANT QTGKSS 
ARAYA) Aaa Aaya QanakAqcaa keygen 
VEANTANGASTPNGAPNAT GEG IVA AAT 
TERN AN ATR ARETE AI ETA AN TH 

BRAN TSNSATNT LNT FITS] AAA 
ASSIS FSS Ny SN INS ae 

BAF} EORAGS | TANIETNALATATINA ASN VER 
~voS me | ed he ~ RRARSRRQAN SAAT ARRAS BR] ASN” 

RAG ENON SSS 8S BRETT NET REA” 

REA AST AT EQUI IRAN 
BABA TSMR VE TARA AN BATA} |] i
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LESSON EIGHT 

VOCABULARY 

A WG ~“ 

ANA esteem; liking |[QQ&A' RS3) pf. of 

a Gan Ae Sey 
BNAA rare Raa to seek; to find 

\ a 

8e'94 to pretend ARIAS) P.N. of @ place 
vw 

QR invention, aaa prisoner 
fabrication ei 

' i, to give 

bs ABTA peculiar, 8 ) \ ' 

eccentric EQ ARH A! almost 
SN i 

qas' competence 4 to pay in exchange 
Re for; to ransom 

beer = 

ie \ BSG instead of 

Q585 won . 
Ae RA AAN' bequest, will 

AZZ BcBrya a 
aan all a P.N. of aplace 

‘AY epithet of a ‘ : 
person ug A escort 

a ; ; 
See ae epithet of a ah ia bea nowadays, 

ey'\ person at present 

aS*) Ha crown ornament GRR \! deteriorated, 
degenerate 

HR : 4 reputation, fie ‘ 
4A ei Kreg g to report (H) 

oc ‘ 1 

RAN RYN 'to be attracted “ 4 whatever 

(H) a 
~ AVR Tara 

ABARQN -N, of a person Lees 
Ach SVARF — wakaake 

AKT to send; to aes 

5 x commission ae = % 4 prophecy 

BAASA to invite (H) DIN AGET elder, sthavira
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AVIAN’ Ratnakara aga gaa P.N. of a person 

aaa permission (H) |RVER to meet (H) 

See 
Sa BTN along with 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

SS NC 
egas aes master of the teaching 

& 2 "The, Respectful Lord", epithet of 
Atisa 

S32 Ba'S) on account of 

RTs to depreciate 

Sey Ra biased 

as a RRR contention 
~ 

gs a in fact, actually 

in oor . essence, pith 

aw Asee'ss to pretend to have in memory 

ie 9 RS to allege 

RQ as according to one's like or under- 
“~ standing 

B a5 coarse or barbarous behavior 

RRSVA SRN: in such a way 

98s = theory and practice 

Sas eas = unable to endure (H)
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PS aay 
§7) 8595) to purify, to refine 

ww 

SASF ~ investigation; search 

oe BASF) to try to find (see note ) 

eo about a body's weight in gold 
a 

AAR — a head's weight 

= 3 R9 doctrine and living creatures 

ora: ee a life 

oo to give up 
Sa: ’ 

CI a uy in fine detail 

RATNER - 
S ~ 
a ee along with this 

Pe ee to be surprised or astonished 

eee a to be fully satisfied 
vw 

RA 5 = benefit to living creatures 

FAR AAAS to receive permission
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NOTES 

1. oe - "to allege" - signifies to state some- 

thing the veracity or factualness of which is uncertain to 

the person designating the stating as aARN'A BAIN: 

Zs ax ale: - "the Gar log''. It is uncertain what people 

in the 1lth century were being called qx ee: ’ 

except that they were invaders from the Indian side, possibly 

into Kashmir. 

me N 
3. BAN'R Ba gA* - "to try to find", The usual 

formation of "'to try to... ." is verb + aang 

or aan wax - However, it is to be noted 

that in a few instances the verb occurs between the AAA: 

and the 35 » and that this construction modifies the 

meaning, e.g: aang Paras "to try to find" 

vs. a avaan as "to try to seek''; Aas 

a 35 “Co BLY! anisisitieawes!! VE. Wasa: 

35 or MVNA BIN Qa gs 

"to try to know"; APN SANG: "to try 

to master" vs, BAN HAN SS "to do expertly;"' 

etc. 

rN 
4. 3 N (etc.) - "the two", In enumeration of two or more, 

Tibetan usage will often, but not necessarily, conclude the
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enumeration with stating the number of things or persons 

enumerated, e.g.: Kaas ge aQansss: 

"Blo bzang and Bkra shis"; QUT AVN SAIN R 

cf ae oe "Serwa, 'Brasspungs and Dga' ldan''; 

IE TEP AT Yass "Book, pen, 
pencil, and paper'', Also, Tibetan like English uses "and"! 

with the last object of an enumeration of more than two. Here 

the "and'"' is the enclitic "and" Q35N' and follows the 

last object named in the enumeration. 

5s SVAN - "a bit difficult", 3a4' some- 

times functions as a particle limiting or diminishing the de- 

gree or amount of the word it modifies, e.g. HASH! 

"quite a few'', 

6. GVsBR - "an upasaka", i.e. agargaa.
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TRANSLATION 

1. How did the master of the Bka' gdams pa doctrine, 'The Re- 
spectful Lord', the noble Atisa come to Tibet? 

G. To tell briefly about the way of his coming to Tibet - Al- 
though after the destruction of the doctrine by Glang dar ma, 
the teaching of the Vinaya of the noble doctrine had spread 
and become extended in the direction of Central Tibet and 
Gtsang from the east through Dgongs pa rab gsal and from the 
west through the Lotsaba Rin chen bzang po and others; nonethe- 
less, some on account of esteem for the Vinaya depreciated the 
tantras, whereas others on account of esteem for the tantras 
depreciated the Vinaya, and by way of this, except for the de- 
velopment of an assortment of biased contentions, someone who, 
having understood the pith of the sutras and tantras, knew 
them from experience, in fact, was extremely rare. Not only 
that, - some tantrics pretended to have the subjects of the 
tantras in their memory and composed many eccentric subjects 
of their own fabrication. Without the competence of an inner 
understanding, they disseminated many bad practices, action 
conforming to their own inclinations, (like) beer drinking, 
the use of women, etc., and claimed it as tantra. Also, some 
had come to Tibet from India, a master called Dmar po, a 
pandit Zham thabs sngong po, and others and they taught pers . 
verted religious practices, called "union" and "emancipation", 
- calling (sexual) activity with women "union" and the (ritual) 
murder of living creatures, who are enemies etc., "emancipation". 
Calling this tantra, they spread much barbarous behavior, At 
the time of the pure theory and practice (of the Buddhist re- 
ligion's) becoming scarce in such a way, when the guru-king, 
Ye shes 'od, unable to endure (the situation) sought for some- 
one in India who could purify the doctrine, he was attracted 
by the renown of one called the Lord Atisa, the crown orna- 
ment of the scholars of VikramaSila. He sent much gold with 
Rgya brtson seng (ge) and commissioned him to invite him, but 
he did not (succeed with the) invitation. 

Afterwards, when the guru-king, Ye shes ‘od, himself went 
"to seek more gold for inviting the pandit, he was taken prisoner 

by the king of the Gar log, and the king of the Gar log said, 
"Either give up your going for refuge (in the three jewels) 
or give your body's weight in gold; otherwise I cannot give 
you up."" To this the guru-king, Ye shes ‘od, replied, ''I 
will not give up my going for refuge.'', and had to remain for 
a long while a prisoner, Byang chub 'od tried to find much
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gold, at this time and at the time when there was almost 
(his) body's weight in gold he said to Ye shes ‘od, "I have 
already found almost your body's weight in gold and went to 
ransom you, (but) the Gar log king without listening, said, 
"Still about a head's weight is needed."" Since I have not 
found it yet, I shall seek it quickly and then ransom you." 
Upon his saying this, Ye shes ‘od stated his bequest that 
the unstained teaching of the Buddha be furthered in Tibet; 
"I£ you have found even this much gold, even though you ransom 
me, there is no benefit to the doctrine or to living creatures; 
hence, I will (rather) give up my life. Instead of me invite 
the pandit from India."" Afterwards he died. 

Then, Byang chub 'od sent Nag tsho Lotsaba with much 
gold and some escort to invite 'the Respectful Lord'. When 
the two, Nag tsho and Rgya brtson Lotsaba who was already 
there, reported to ‘the Respectful Lord' the need of his com- 
ing to Tibet along with various detailed news of how the doc- 
trine was developed by the former pious kings of Tibet, how 
the doctrine was destroyed by Glang dar ma, how the Tibetan 
doctrine was degenerating these days, how the Bodhisattva 
king gave up his life for the sake of the doctrine, etc., 
it was at first a bit difficult to accept. Notwithstanding, 
later the Lady Tara prophesied that if he went to Tibet, after 
meeting with an upasaka, wide benefit would come to the teach- 
ing, and finally he accepted the invitation. At that time it 
was difficult for the Lord's sthavira, Ratnakara, to give his 
permission. Finally, he consented to allow him to go for 
three years. Afterwards the lord went to Mnga ris and taught 
the doctrine to the king and his court, and in particular, he 
composed A Lamp to the Path of Enlightenment which abridges 
all the essentials of the path of the sutras and tantras. Then 
after the three years, when the lord and Nag tsho in keeping 
with their committment to the sthavira Akara to have to return 
began to leave for India, a war arose along the way, and they 
sent the sthavira a message for permission (to stay) with the 
news of their being unable to return. With that (despatch) 
they also sent A Lamp to the Path of Enlightenment to India, 
and when all the scholars of Vikramasila saw it, they were 
amazed, The sthavira Akara also was fully satisfied and gave 
also his consent allowing him to remain if there was to be such 
a great benefit as this to the living creatures. Later in 
accord with the earlier prophecy of Tara he met with 'Brom 
ston pa, the principal son of his thought, and with him he went 
to Dbus and Gtsang and gradually spread widely the Bka' gdams 
teaching like the rising sun.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Eight. 

Sy, Vo ~, 
a SR MGARE SR aeregTRaRGNS AS] 

» x 2 GANA MNRTIAQIEIATSN BAG AVANT ASE 
x 

QAINNagadayRRq) 
3 RRQAARAA\ RAK er yaaa ahanads) 
RagnarAaaqaada @aneygagssks) FARKAS 
Sees Hanaqrrargs| HAARNVATBN TR 

nsqerds) ‘ 
5 As aqaazaaagayerSs) 

PY Den ok sy YON 6 ARNRRZ AAG AQINATAQAESRT ONT MAR 
a5) 

7 SAREA AGG RAT QATAYAGSSAG) 
wv 

«3 BS ARasy Qada @grk aan aaaicqnaas 

AIVAVASA| 
S \ ~v sd os 9 SERS HQ RQ VAS'D WHANARAANAS) 
Woe NN SS v 

WR EN GR Ra Mag garsaqa qos qaanesay 

Ll RA acaRevey Arqagra gna gana Anaya 
RIVE AS Ag} 
~ o > > #12 AS AKRANANTAS BAAR NAT EN AI SY 
rs 

Qawa Rast AQSDIRSAG) : 
"BA Ramevag wiasaag A AaaRRTTARA aS 

“ 

Aqsa)
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14 Ban aqaradagaen Bagassva 5) 
NX 

ns BABA Ras RA negaqaygAre qaqa agra 
RS) 

B. Take all the asterisked srntences in Exercise A. If the 

sentence is plain, change it to the honorific. If the sentence 

is honorific, change it to the plain. 

Key. to Exercise B: 

AARRAKY-AIIIS] 
> ~e. x Wag as-sAoae) 

BRS ARR RSS) 
rs 

BANT AN MAN RAV’AGS ~ AT BANS) 

ar aANARS — RNAS AS ARN) 

AQNAZN NAV -al aR Wa) 
aN oN ~~ 

=A A RN SS RASS] 
4 ' Gian } SG . AGAVADRS As as AS) 

QRSIQ -—YRH99G] 
AENEAN ricag
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LESSON NINE 

20) EarQqaarAaaerggengacakerqnedey 

TA DASTR IATA pA] 
EVRA GANGA oe AERA R Qe a'ya sary] & 
wage dia dayerss ATGSNND) HaRRrcadqaenggay 
S erg ahaa Raye ae waaze: Barna Aa] AUsAaa) SRA aR A pas rRael Ra ga 
sBaa Rag] RS Aa agdRo TSR wARnes ey 
aR aaa < BERET ATRIA NNN FAAS alas 

3qe4 AA RALALTYA SIN RHA ae Gaaas | 

cain WAI SRB DEV Fa garaqacnesa gay 
RESP SST ATL NEN AAAS ATRYN AVY RA 

LARA say WBAVAasqaancrayAq diya Bie~ 
anyaigats) Segnq3qy TPasetacey sandy 

N 

AABIANTVIAS ASIAN GS] _ TAINAN ANA 
WEST YHA NARS] TAYWVARS| ee 
Ng SSS ee ; 
WNANASSAR RH SA | ASTAS' ITA ATA AS | RN 
HETYASHART" PQ akqAs Fer Anes gyass 
ARAB VA TRA TA GAARA a AAAS YRARIMEAS SALA 
RATAN] 

\ on =G, Rad ‘ 
Aage dads ARRAY RAR AANA AR) NERA 

ARQ Rag Ra gesysyeagayagars|
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TTARRARA) TRRANEVIERRRTN ATA AAAANTAG 
we) FaARamanagyag SAARAETAS| asanay . 

waiter ganar Rs, ARSE AM ad ASRS 
HA YATASA] BVARAHVSTIBTA QAATAT TANS] 
<aRa\ ABR PAG RTARTA aS 

A Ba RAEN ERSAATN SIN | AIAAR TIT 
RAgag gg gaaarsqvaaaaaayy Sagwhaasy 
AAAS GAACUSTYA SS | ssa qa aaa 
ATRASAgASS AA BAVENAGY ErRIAAN TIN 
Baa aadQacaasayada Sar Vang) VA 
Fashasngsda Wgaaaequciqaayy 
RATANKINSAg ATRIA Ack SH DEMS 
SRT UA AAT AAGAN ARS) aegadigagasa” 
SAN RERUN TANGA) HATTA IST 
BRAGA AES ARAN TRIN TRASH VA DIANA AKA 
Karta) ayRRg 358) Rasta ga ganas] 363) 
adAga da Rew aarsQgais) ZNTASNSES| ‘oe 
aXQadaqrARansaagan SArayesaasears 
ARAN Sa Rasgayad qaavas| FARQ” 

ahs sq as WNRTSEAANSAT TREES Y 
PARVIASSS) ARRAN GANERARERR RASS 
aA MENSAANAT AN ASARIA WA IIT AIS”
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eR] ABRAM RKO RARE DN ATRIA BAS may Rang] 
FIR BAA Bag Maersrnganagnanasgasesgny” 
BNaqadarct amaqaaagraeagqaras ssa as 
BARNS NAT DT VANS IITA ITS, 
PARRA AYALA PSN ASN PRAT 
TRAAPNARARSANG] Hag Aegaqagnsage 
BAVARIA FAevaaguays avaggad RAHN SANA 

BANAQV AA NGSAG|| 
HIVKETAT YA ARAMA Gg AVA SA AIRTG 
VAGNENS NAAT ANT AGATA] TVA HEN WN 
SERA EA BAN AAA GAIA TAA YD AM 
ARR AT SNAYFN YAN HARA TYTN 
TAGRDSAAR| HAR DASAEN RETRY EN NTN 
Senetagy ASTANA YBN] q 
Madar ANAT AANY SANSA TVA Beg See 
Ja RAIN BANANA ANBAR Ragan sy 
TRAAANAAALIR IEG GENES GRETA TASTY 
ATIF SE) A Aaraasageaas PAB UETANG ANY 
BN ATA AN GTN SATAY TT IATA ATA 
AHSAN BUNS A AAMT S |) 
Feasgqagss| Qasadbardsagagen tga y : 

ftante gees REESE
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AN G wie ON S 
XAR8x3 PA en 
ALRRABAT ALAR BSA YIGIN | RAS asin 
QAR RSE vaRaqayage We ansngnvey 

ANTYANAA RAB 9 Fa WOYRASTRAN THAN TAA 
ARANTAQ] AAGadve sa qaradiqaayagay 

VaqadsagasaQaayayy =AA9) AT ATITAS 
SATE MA TANATAT| REGAN GRANTS ETAVABR 
a55] SARNIA AGIAN PRATT OR Sa 
Sma RA Rag AAR AAT GAGATR TASTER 
Ra FAAAagQarsqadsaangadyeqsary 4 
AAAS RAAT ANA YN RAAT AG 
GABAA) BRAT AAG A RIT ND UNS 
STARA AAA 49) seVansqadgavHynsa 
SATAY AITAIAT ASHRAM RAT IAA BIA 
WINS Sagara Wear QuEyGAaQayaqarsss’ 
ea RERWANA TNA aRG) A Aaadeetaqaden 
adage equars, TARAIa) ATI WGA 
aRUaAGS MRaNSRRAT Ne SRS Bee 
TATENARNAA TS PKA IA TAS] HOS 
ARES AATAAAINAN YYIH} SIA ganas 

VAS SAT HINT AAS] 
TEV RSNSAAT AAR SerQavancTayvaggngs~
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\ \ ny ~ 
Aa AAHAS] SANA) SRSLY PESTA AHN] AS 
HAART TgRT asrgsissy REAGAN TINTS | 
Seo 
SR RATAN UTR RANA) Sey 

nasnergnag aya ease sRaagaeg aan 
‘ Beara i EN NG YQ ~~ F 

BARRA RES SRT ae SVASD 
BIASA NSE AIT ANI AMA RII AST] 1]
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LESSON NINE 

VOCABULARY 
" 

HRT final perfect RA TANS Candrakirti 

n h Be ee 

aN PRR object of am RAR arhant (Lit. a 
meditation; slayer of the 

object of enemy) 

awareness Sasi 
oO & oa to move (v.)3; 

ENA HA sequence ’ motion (n.) 

Ras bay numeration, AQHA ARTS transic absorb- 

™ number o (n.)3 . 

Pe e absorbed in 

cae ascertainment trance (v.) 
os 

NGA confidence nes to goad (H) 
rN 

aa maimed oes hy without purpose 

hall crag ENQE following 
\ Pe 

QEAN' to climb EVES: lazy 

aga finger alas’ fodlish, stupid 

= wo aa 

R ae rat high en = Aévagho fa 

x summit, peak gers Jataka . : 

a Q\N' impediment , AF mae ignorance 
obstacle, Lee 

ue hindrance QA im darkness 

SaaS prison AQAS lamp 

Ban’ iron Ax to flash; to 
Se flame, to illu- 

4" chain minate 
— Lal 

RRS [emeRay) to bind, to tie |>GASN' shape 
“a ed 
q 3 cloud Pm ae: color
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aac thief Ba R' almost 

RQ l Rea RAS Fl : to stea : : to preten aay aaRas 
ax" wealth alps lbh to assist 

Baie thief Ha Wl weapon 

EAA! robber, bandit 35 comfort, ease 

ARR: to cherish an difficulty 
OF ea EN 5 
DANN friend akan: to be reluctant 
~~ about 

as position 
et Bower 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

ES ARH A 
ba ie learning, reflection, and me- 

ditation 

Bras all three 

ZacdaRqadses 
‘Xo 5 on 84 A to fix the thought correctly 

aan a true object, an ultimately real 

— object; the ultimately real 

Rar dq a great yogin 

STR a 
—_- SN \ mutilated arms or hands or fingers 

aa oe 84 to be a great yogin 

BOLO St to do meditation 

qa" ee Es whichever, no matter which 

aa al a” HS RA whatever one thinks about (of) ...ceee
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BRASS without nero ent indifferently 

‘ ‘Tan! th tivity of cultivati d qrgraga wedding y of cultivating an 

Sa. \ without activity, inactivity 

RANA FARA A' omniscience, all-knowledge 
~ 
SAn future life 

Haas in this life, the present life 

xy . 

S ty body 

H Saas the 10 non-virtues 

ARS a "the arising of all'', i.e. the 
‘s second of the four truths, the 

“. cause of misery 
aN ‘ . ‘ 

8 v to see, to perceive 

aaReak the four Noble Truths 
~S 

BAA great river 

eae ' to be satisfied 

ane aN (RAS RA) sense consciousnesses 
oy ON 
ASRS (ASQ) mental consciousness 

OA a aR to wake up (trans.), to arouse 

at a ' 

mak meaning; meaning to be understood 

aR ‘AAS N, to take as a basis 

Soo a to practice (H) 

eet as well as one can 

NAAN ce . an important point 

RSA na the four elements
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‘ ‘ZA material stuff gnae BAN aye destitute 

Ses 
Saat unacquainted with 

ait. all the time, always 

ay 4>' cultivation and elimination 
x 

Ase ) 
5 happiness and ease 

iy ‘ ‘ 

ARS A to aim at, to aspire to, to 
strive for 

RS A difficulties, pains 
BC 

Aq) Qe expense 
Ss 2d EN 

AN =| the religious and the secular; 
religion and politics
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NOTES 

l. FV ANA RATS - "learning, reflec- 

tion, and meditation. This expression is an abreviated form 

of SNA’ agsagaasa: "the 

understanding which arises from learning", ANAS: 

AARAQVARWENRA "the under- 

standing which arises from reflection", and Bara 

ae, ag Qarna "the understanding which 

arises from meditation". In both Buddhist and Upanisadic 

traditions this triad is of cardinal importance in the develop- 

ment of a direct or gnostic type understanding of their re- 

spective views of the ultimately real. Save: means 

literally, as a verb,"'to hear", and as a noun ,"hearing", and 

is a quite literal rendering into Tibetan of the Sanskrit 

$ruti "hearing", In ancient India, before the writing down 

of religious texts like the Vedas and their auxiliary studies, 

the procedure of education was one of a pupil's learning by 

hearing texts and their traditional commentarial explanation 

from a teacher who had them in his memory. Subsequently, even 

when texts were written down and studied in written form, this 

procedure of learning also was designated "“hearing''. Moreover, 

during the Buddhist period in India and in Tibet subsequently, 

the importance of learning even written texts with a teacher
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who is master of them can hardly be over estimated. In 

Buddhism then the word Saye: signifies primarily 

the learning of the ideas of Buddhism as set forth in the pri- 

mary Buddhist scriptures; however, both Indian and classical 

Tibetan writers often employ the word for the learning of any- 

thing from philosophy to bridge building. In the Tibetan col- 

loquial language, however, the commonly used word for learning 

is gage 

Similarly the word ANE! means simply ''to 

reflect" or "consider". However, in its classical usage it 

frequently connotes quite specifically, as in the above in- 

stance, a very rigorous and critical reflection or examination. 

These three are discussed at some length through lessons 9, 

10, and 11. 

2. gre HAR cee eee NNR 

- "the Natha Maitreya says ...... ", i.e. in the 

SiitrGlLapkdic. 
36 Aa Sav - "a great yogin'', yoga ( aoe 

ag ) and meditation ( aaa . ) being 

synonymous. 

4. ARVSS SHWETA’ - "de- 

liverance and all-knowledge". They are the two objectives of 

. the transmundane paths of Buddhism (see note 8 , lesson 5 ). 

Together they are often designated Caraga AA
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"the summum bonum" or "highest good" in contradistinction to 

another quite important religious objective, viz. nee 

AT AEA: “a high condition (in the 

world)'' meaning specifically human and divine rebirth in 

future life. 

5. aces xa sa: - "a high condition (in 

the world)'' - See note 4 above. 

6. any aon Seah - "the enemy-slayer", Sanskrit Arhant 

- designates an individual who has achieved perfect purifica- 

— through the complete extirpation of the passions ( 5a 

ASN A ye 

7. sAeqngs Aa QarD ga agar aaa gaya) 
“NT @ 

"the cessation which is the stoppage of the gross function- 

ings of the sense and mental conscigusnesses" - With the excep- 

tion of certain minor subschools of the Vijtenavada (see note 

lesson 5), Buddhist philosophy has been singularly reluctant 

to view consciousness as a single stuff or substratum function- 

ing through the various doors of the five senses. In lieu of 

a single consciousness utilizing a manifold of sense organs, 

Buddhism has rather viewed consciousness itself as a manifold 

of five sense consciousnesses ( saan: ), a- 

rising from the contact of a sense organ with its respective 

objects, plus still a sixth consciousness called mental con-
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sciousness ( Dada ). This last is conscious- 

ness of ideas, the remembered images of things heard and seen, 

etc.; its organ is viewed as of the same nature as conscious- 

ness itself, and its objects are dharmas, i.e. whatever exists. 

FUME AY AVA 
* - "the cessation which is the stoppage of the gross 

functionings of ... . .'' refers to a condition tantamount 

to unconsciousness, which the Mahayana theories hold occurs 

at the time when the practicers of the Hinayana paths, of a 

Sravaka or a Pratyakebuddha, reach the end of their respective 

paths of purification of the passions; having stopped defini- 

tively the arisings of the passions but dedicated only to the 

accomplishment of their own deliverance, they enter a condition 

in which the sense and mental consciousnesses do not arise. 

This condition is understood by the Hinayanist themselves as 

the attainment of a nirvana on account of which upon the death 

of the Arhant the psycho-physical aggregates ( qa ) 

constituting the individuality cease to arise, and by the 

Mahayanists as a trance type condition of a long duration from 

which they are finally aroused by the Buddhas. 

8, BUAQVS Qa Das: - "the 

small, middle, and great paths'', i.e. the paths of a Sravaka, 

a Pratyakebuddha, and of a Boddhisattva respectively. (see 

note 13, lesson 4)
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9, BAVOGN Dea - "a doctrine of width and 

breath" specifically signifies the Mahayana theory of two 

truths.' "depth" indicates an ultimate truth ( aR 5a 

asa: ), and SA "width" a phenomenal 

truth, ( qaEe sage ). The expression 

AVS is parallel to Beages ys 

a" for which see note 8, lesson 5. 

10. BARN! - "the Jatakas". These are the 

stories of the Buddha's previous lives during his career as 

a Bodhisattva.
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TRANSLATION : Me 

I. Among the three, learning, reflection, and meditation, - which 
is more important for perfecting one's practice of the doctrine? 

G. For perfecting (the practice of) the doctrine, all three, learn- 
ing, reflection, and meditation, are of great importance. A- 
gain, learning is of great importance at the first, reflection 
in the middle, and meditation at the end; it's like that. A- 
gain, for instance, - the reason for the way of learning's be- 
ing so very important at first is that in order for all of us 
living creatures to be freed from all ills and to obtain the 
condition of a Buddha which has perfect felicity, it is neces- 
sary to complete meditation upon the path. To do this, - 
one ought to develop a great ascertainment and confidence 
once one has done a good examination by way of considering 
the nature of the path, its objects of meditation, its stages, 
their number, the method of meditation, etc. To develop this 
(ascertainment and confidence) also, there is no way of its 
coming if there is no good learning at first. Therefore, the 
Savior Maitreya says, "From recourse first to learning comes 
correct fixing of the thought. From a correct fixing of the 
thought comes gnostic knowledge of the real.'' Also, scholars 
say, "A great yogin without learning is like mutilated hands 
climbing a crag."' Thus, it is being said that one who wishes 
to be a great yogin without any study is like a man with his 
fingers cut off trying to climb to the peak of a high moun- 
tain, 

Therefore, some say that although it is necessary to do 
meditation in order to be free from (the miseries of) the round 
of existence and to obtain Buddhahood, study and reflection 
are both obstacles to meditation. The reason is that whatever 
one thinks about the meaning of that which is heard from an- 
other or read in a book by oneself, whichever, is idea-construc- 
tion; and moreover, since,whether it be a good or a bad thought, 
is idea-construction, these without distinction are obstacles 
to meditation, and obstacles to the attainment of deliverance 
and all-knowledge. For instance, - it's just as it creates 
an obstacle to escape from prison whether one is bound in a 
prison by an iron or a golden chain, and likewise it's just 
as there is no difference in the obscuration of the sun and 
moon whether by a black or a white cloud. Therefore, once 
they call the non-performance of any action to cultivate or 

to avoid and the no-thinking of any thought of good or evil, -
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(once it is) the absence of doing these (that they call), - 
"the yoga of no idea-construction', then also they eall this 
staying without fixing the thought on anything ''the highest 
meditation"and "highest method of release from the round of 
existence". 

This, since it rejects that the action of achieving 
virtue and relinquishing vice (is) the cause of obtaining 
temporarily a high condition (in the world) (i.e.) the state 
of a human or a god, makes an obstacle to obtaining a high 
condition and its causes and result, and it is a real obstacle- 
maker to the path of obtaining final emancipation and all- 
knowledge along with its causes and result. The reason is 
that - as the acarya Candrakirti says, "The cause of a high 
condition is no other than right conduct." - to obtain in fu- 
ture life a high condition, the desirable body of a man or a 
god, there is no means of its coming to one who does not ob- 
serve in this life the right conduct of avoiding the ten non- 
virtues. Similarly, as the Blessed One says, ‘Recognize misery. 
Relinquish its causes. See cessation. Meditate (its) path", 
- he is stating that to obtain emaneipation one has to culti- 
vate and avoid (things) by way of understanding the actuali- 
ties of the Four Noble Truths, and similarly, the Blessed One 
says, "Even though you are free from the great river of the 
round of existence, now you shall not pass completely into 
nirvana. Search for the Buddha vehicle.'"' Thus, the Arhant 
is freed from the (miseries of the) round of existence and 
once he is satisfied with the mere felicity of his own paci- 
fication, he is absorbed in trance for a long time in the cess- 
ation which is the stoppage of the gross functionings of the 
sense and mental consciousnesses, and the Buddha arouses those 
who so remain from this absorption, and they practice the il- 
limitable activity of a Bodhisattva who accomplishes the vast 
aim of living creatures, and they are goaded on to having to 
become a Buddha. 

Once one has made the meaning of "inactivity" and ''no 
idea-construction" to remain without any activity at all and 
without thinking anything at all, - if one is freed from the 
(miseries of the) round of existence by these, (then), it is 

without purpose for the Teacher, the Buddha, from his 30th to 
his 80th year, to take as his basis the paths of the three, 
the small, middle, and great vehicles and so to teach an il- 
limitable doctrine of depth and breadth, - and not only that, 
- but for the masters who followed the Teacher to compose many 
sastras explaining the thought behind the utterances of the 
Buddha, The great adepts, having practised, went to a high
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level of attainment, and it was without purpose for them to 

compose etc. sastras which clearly teach to others the nature, 

sequence, etc. of the path which was practised by themselves. 

Putting far away such a foolish doctrine which pleases laziness, 

one ought to do at first, as well as one can, an extensive 

learning of the doctrine which teaches clearly the gospel of 

good and evil, - (this is) a very important point. 

The acarya Asvaghosa says thus in the Jatakas: Learn- 
ing is said to be like a lamp for clearing away the darkness 
of ignorance. The reason is that as when a lamp illuminates 
in a pitch dark house which has a variety of things, one sees 
clearly the color and shape etc. of the manifold things, when 
there is good learning one comes to understand clearly things 
to be avoided and cultivated, the faults and good qualities 
(respectively), which are taught in the doctrine of the Buddha. 
Similarly, learning is said to be the best of wealth, which 
is not stolen by a thief etc. For instance, - although the 
other worldly wealth of gold, silver, and the like is carried 
off by thief and robber and is overcome etc. by the four 
elements, fire and the rest, the wealth of learning, not being 
such, is like the best of wealth which one has always. Learn- 
ing is like the best of friends who doesn't change. In the 
world, cherished boy and girl friends are like dear friends 
at the time when one has riches and position etc., but at the 
time when one is poor and destitute, shifting from a friendly 
attitude, they pretend almost to be unacquainted. The friend 

of learning, not being such, is a real friend who assists one 
all the time without shifting. Similarly, learning is like 
a weapon for defeating the enemy. The reason is that the inner 
enemy, the great enemy of never knowing any of the points 
to cultivate and relinquish is overcome by this learning which 
studies what is to be cultivated and avoided. What need is 
there to say that it is necessary to learn in order to perform 
the great action of the doctrine, the method of help from the 
future life on? 

To achieve even the temporary happiness and ease of this 
life also, if there is no good learning, it is impossible to 
achieve. For instance, - we from early childhood learn first 
from parents the way of eating, the way of drinking, etc., and 
have to understand (many things) gradually. Then one goes to 
school etc. and has to do a great amount of learning and in 
order to do the work for the happiness and ease of this life 
needs to know its method. Here also, once one sees that one 
is ignorant, if one does not do learning, without being re- 
luctant about the difficulties and expenses one aims at
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learning, - just so the necessity for recourse to learning is 
of great importance for any activity, the secular and the re- 
ligious.



EXERCISES 182 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Nine. 

1 ERQqandnanagarqgagacanarnvsser 

Nagar 
2 Sey sed eyqnd Vays Rgnrs) 
3 Hayeydqax Her Ba QRIReAqVaaqaSARqaAQ 

aaa amevey Savenge'ey Ha cyRs) 

4 SaRscern dey qayer ar qaiaqcrayar a5 <19 89: Ho 
Banya RAR RaW deer HAGAN) 

5 LaBua dia ae DQgaansevaggQad vq sevrg 

ange ae Bay Raggd Ages) 

6 VWAQn aig gQaaagrrqrasgsqars aa%e 

FAYDRASRINAY HRW A GAS VraNa Gand 

SgarRq) 
: Borsa aay dares Rasiqa aga nyse Rs 

A] SRS BRANTDIAWNAD) 
8 KaaiQaa Aa med qqaqnays TA aQsa 849) 

25) 
9 AgueRagnarqensa de qaqa s Ra Qass 

Agadga SaayXr5\ 

10 Kar Ages are nag RaQNas qa'ey axaad 

AAW ARAN IS ASN S|
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Li adaae g SP Aawys aYAS) a ea ayaa BARIRRQ 

RQRHW ANS Ra aasgay GeaQast aay 
ARYSEVa NS 369] 

12 Gqasaaagsyaay ARR AgAgQaaaaQqays’ 

RaRREA ART 
13 Fey RQqwQ aan gears as) 

Nig PO ~ = 
14) eee’ Sy Asan gs aa AYN BNVEVAS BA) 

LR RIS ga Qaway2Pq 
NN 0 x SOB EN nN 15 BASTIEN AA AQ AAR Aq aN AH BS MATH 

SS ~N nS 

missaey names aga ‘agage BN FHSA 
~— 

AR AR Qea aqs\ 45) 
New honorifics in Lesson Nine. 

iN we wv 

3 STS ee | 
cN oN Sn es ; Te ae 

15 FWRRTANIS'S|~“ANV'AETD}
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LESSON TEN 

‘egy RNaNadaqargaravanaraaar yey 
AT AARRER SNAG 
QR TATI RAS TNT URAVATAN VANS SAA SY 
SAA G IAT SUA ANNA GNA ARAN SNES STSANR 
ARSAUATAARHAGRY QAO Nag sasagaggss 
FRG RNENIER TTT GNTS] ASTANA 

SEY SERA EN FRAT MANS AA’ SHAH SGA AR 
cRaQRTAS ATT AAHAAIVGS] FRAGA’ 
star SAAITSAT FEASTS SNA TNS 
RAVENNA eee ia ale! 

BINA] SRS] PAT FAT MINS RAAT RAINS 
BWMSAVVEI DNS BAVA YAHATAjas 
AIAN T” VAN" BINNS TANG] 
BagaRees) BRAS TRARSY YVAN VSIA TS 
ENFSGSART ALAR AT AINA SN GHL YAS VATS 
BASEN GANNETT SANA SSS \\ 
REL GNATH YS AGN IN TREN BEY IATA ABS EN 
CRTORAREN ASN VATA] “ERG TARARE TANTS 
BOGART SRR ATA aay ANTS] 
RanssqedhananasAngsasaqaay {Reps
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ARENAS sFea gestae gmasagag G"sys65 
AEATDYA GNIS SAN AAGAGZ HA AIVAAS IS TAY 

sda gates) ERR AIA ASTSATANSAN BASS wan 
S ae ~" 

FRTANTE TA AN VTS AGN TAS BN 
RRB SATAN YN NG ARG NIN SAVES 

BH REET ARPT AEA TEN TATA NAN AA 

TRWATSAR] FAMUAZAR) Sera Saver say gay 
AAAAATAG MALAY SYA T TNA SIN” 
WP aas sa] Ase 
Had aAanngry Eger agaicadgaaRar ana’ 
sasWqads) kegansseressaqganaaqs Say 

we SS ng 
SENATE YS NSAI] asada gaan gay 
TTANQIENAA] Vacgparessiaciqn Aang" 
aacren seas BRAIN Faas eRavagey sn as 

SARNIA AGUPASA] GA RQasAaagarensaaaya 
PANY AAT QANS EN Seinen as aN 25 

FRASARAA IVA FARA YSVIAA ARAIAFAAVA 
qay55] AalgaRawamaqn aga scqayerqakess 

™s ~ ~e 

Qa SRESA ENISHI Ragadagssa dese aay 

Bae ARRAS AHS AAR Saqaaay qaronsinnsie a5) 

Braces masGanaasasss] agaisanqa gare 
ce ~N y vy in @ eo ia 5 
ASS SHAT Tsnggqasaagasasyagy
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ms ~ Ry pion’ Sev ~~ SD ASR) SARA MAND ASA ATA RAN ISRSsIAVSZ 

Sant 
AmaNaRAa] Aaa Aan aq aasaywyaaansy 
ATIVAN NERS GAN AQT ATATANSA 
SAS SNG AA Darn yada ada gqvgngyss 
ARR RERRABRAR A AR GAETAS] Asyass shes 
RTA DASATN NS AUATANAAS] {signage saiay 
eigeray SBN ATANRAR EASA SRAT TN 
ancissnaiy smn ctolg gage ig REARS RRS AaR 

Amsqqasreqgagasayy Vaqasasaqaasase 
Beale dase deasqessny Agraqssakahazg 
gas ays] ioamioergnAnene ane ae 
Baa, dareedilennereaeseci= qe ee 
TAL ARTVAWTPIRISOVSSS] Yaa HRayRsag ar” 
a ar qasnQysAnagngqsasrgy Aassegeas 
ARTA AWA Tanase sa sya Gane 
Aan) seas) OMT Geen 
FAN AAR RASA ZARTA AMEN] 
ANANDA AS SATN VARS T TANIA 
HASRIQa BXqadsy) Tvss daa rarqaavagss 
BNZAA| SATNAV ET SBA STS OANA BSS
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Gs SG VEN 
Bay Sagadaqads FaXaa Ran aa AGATA] . a) = 25) Bra Kaasgs AARQARTINTERS 

NAAT be a x ~~ RY WAY Fass] Req Hetynssy pela oe Xe ean aac ~ WANAS AH AsyARS ST Se aS See yx SS Rey ‘Ata: 
: Bee areas SSeS AASBANA 

ST ae Kaas aka Raraqavs ANBAR GAIA TAA A ees Xan = 1 ERR EN AT AAA 

|
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LESSON TEN 

VOCABULARY 

es CN 
Ce ascertainment BRAN’ object of a _ 

pa ception, or o 
*) x lung a conception, 

~ ~\ or of meditation 
AA (PANN to burn ne 

; i to run 
A 3 3) color S ‘ ON Se 

FA'ARANG' to be distracted 
54 impurity Y tins 

> a5 ms frivolity; 
wWe's BA again laughter; 

a excitement 

& stone . 
ox to lose 

Aes’ to rub BCE Ly 
as a4 4) loose (ly) 

qe)" respect Oe kee 
x) = ass lethargy 

&= 5 mCi REA to mix up, 
asa leading principle to confuse 

ar part qaqa darkness 

Aree mental stabili- | HAAN‘! heaviness, 
zation; calming, | © torpor 
Samatha i 

y =} a sleepiness, 

Bs AAG transcendental drowsiness 
vision; ae 
vipagyana NAN & steadiness 

i i ~ ' ‘ . 
(a8 ain) Reaay to conquer aS RQq union, joining, 

des rn - coupling 
esire; attach- 

ae ment to 

x. 8, 

(AeReR)EqR to take delight 
or pleasure in
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

aS INSA bate cies tients 
a rigearee eb mistaken, deluded 

REA to tell, to report 

SRS 55 oma 
Tne Oh even more so 

SAN most detailed; finest 

NEVAS indeed! of course! 

DEae oh goldsexpert 
San ore scripture and reason 
HRARTG literally 

a TAs to make nil, to anihilate 

Si e Buddhist and non-Buddhist 

HVARSR meditative concentration, samadhi 

x eokss one-pointedly 

once ate yay as long as one likes; whatever one likes 

moras in the presence of .... 

We Lie ‘analytic meditation' 

ARN RAN ‘fixative meditation '
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NOTES 

vy 

Le Se LN - "the scriptures etc.", i.e., the 

scriptures and their commentarial explanation. 

2. CANS )  Qxaay ,( 8eEaE ) 
AAA » etc. - 'to conquer", '"'to be pleased", etc. 

In the classical language adverbial type expressions like 

aay a Sac + the verb most often re- 

present the devices systematically employed by the Tibetan 

lotsabas to render in the Tibetan language Sanskrit preposi- 

tions like vi-, abhi-, etc. which in the Sanskrit language 

are prefixed to verb roots thereby modifying the meaning of 

the basic verb. As a consequence, the literary Tibetan language 

is a repositary of a vast number of the above type verb com- 

pounds which were originally neologisms invented expressly for 

the purposes of translating Sanskrit, and these for the most 

part have not found tieic way into the colloquial Language. 

In this book, such verb compounds occur principally in direct 

quotations from classical texts as in the present instances, 

also as technical terms, and even occasionally they represent 

words in usage in the colloquial language as well, e.g. 

gaan s' or Ravax a SQ «6"to be distracted", 

RA'4 oo "to be purified''. Again, in the present in- 

stances, both the simple form QRaR: and sqRa'
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are commonly used in the spoken language and with the above 

meanings. 

3. Sey - "an object of cognition" "a cognitum". Here, 

the cognition itself is designated by Quss’ » 

and the cognition-cognitum relation by a aay » 

Sanskrit visaya-visay in. 

4. gars & ¢ RET aS BS ) - "dis- 

traction''. See note 5 below. 

Ss os a and Roe - "lethargy and excitement" 

Sanskrit layauddhatya. These two obstacles to meditative 

concentration represent 'the too low' and 'the teo high' re- 

spectively, Pot (laya) designating a "lethargy" or 

"torpor" or "sluggishness", whereas ays means "wild", 

and auddhatya "high" or''elevated". As a term in use for de- 

scribing meditative procedure RTS! denotes excitement 

in general such as distracts the mind from remaining fixed on 

its meditative object. However, it is at times contrasted 

with aaah sa "distraction" in which in- - 

stance ASe denotes the excitement caused by attachment 

or desire to another object whereas FAAS an NA 

denotes the excitement or distraction caused by 

hostility and the other passions to another object. 

6. Fed Qee - "mental focus" Sanskrit 

samadhi. This is a mental focusing or concentration, which
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the Vaibhasika school of Buddhism for instance holds to be 

present to some extent in every mental act, whereas the other 

Buddhist schools hold it to be present only in some mental 

acts, i.e. whenever there is an actual absorption or a deli- 

berate focusing of the mind upon an object. This focusing 

of consciousness is not necessarily meditative, and the word 

NER CK 
GTS RR signifies in general just a mental 

focus on an object. Such is the general meaning of the word; 

however, the term is also used in particular - as in the pre- 

sent text - to signify the mental focus effected by the deli- 

berate act of meditating, and here also the term denotes pri- 

marily "mental focus" or “concentration". 

7. Ra aka aaa) - "immediately on (after) re- 

cognising", A‘ means literally "no distance (i.e. 

in time) from'' and is never used alone. With the notable ex- 

ception of A agy “immediately upon that'' or 

"right after that", it is used enclitically with verbs only 

and so constructed forms an adverbial compound signifying that 

in a sequence of temporally proximate actions the action 

governed by the ART is followed at once by the other 

action signified by the main verb of the clause or sentence. 

Also, interchangeable with the above construction is the equi- 

valent construction of: verb + genetive + x‘ a > 

C.8.5 Fa gkeaa Fae mye :
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TRANSLATION 

I. Among the three, learning, reflection, and meditation, how 
does one identify reflection. 

G. This so-called consideration signifies a consideration which 

functions to find an ascertainment by way of doing well a 

correct examination of the meaning once one has heard the scrip- 

tures and the rest of the Buddha. Even though one has heard 
from another or read in books by oneself these meanings which 
show the points to develop and to avoid, one does a good exam- 
ination by considering these, for if one does not search out 
the actual meaning it is impossible to develop a good ascer- 
tainment which is in conformity with the meaning, and one will 
be mistaken; therefore, it is necessary to find an ascertain- 
ment by performing a good examination by consideration. For 
an example of the necessity to do a good examination by consi- 
deration after one has learned, - in merely hearing a report- 
ing of even a situation in the world, one does a good exam- 
ination of its worth, without trusting it at once like a dog 
encountering ea lung, and then if there is (something) to develop 
or avoid (on the basis of the report) this is especially im- 
portant, - and even more so with the actuality of a religious 
doctrine which is difficult to understand, - there is of course 
a necessity for a firm ascertainment which trusts (it) after 
one has done a most detailed examination of its meaning by 
reflection, without leaving it as merely (something) learned. 

In sutra the Buddha the Blessed Lord also says to the dis- 

ciples who are followers, "When you practise the doctrine which 
I have taught, - for example, (it is) like when a gold expert 
is collecting gold, first he burns it with fire, and by way 
of its exterior color (sees) whether or not there is a de- 
fect, and then by way of cutting (he sees) whether or not 
there is an impurity in the gold inside, and then again he 

rubs it with a stone (and sees) whether or not there is a 

fine impurity which is difficult to detect, - he investigates 
it well by burning, cutting, and rubbing and holds it as the 
best gold when he perceives no defects, - also other than the 

necessity of practising and meditating my doctrine after hav- 
ing done a good examination by scripture and reason as to 

what faults and good qualities there are and are not, it is 
not fitting to practise holding literally all which I have 
taught, on account of respect for me." Therefore, the necess- 
ity t6 find an ascertainment of the meaning of what one has 
learned tlrrough doing a good investigation by reflection before
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the practice of meditation is of great importance. 

Also, for meditation, - generally speaking there are 
many kinds of meditation (which are) common and not common 
(to Buddhists and non-Buddhists). Nonetheless if one brings 
all these together by way of their specifics and leading prin- 
ciples, they are subsumed by two, meditation in the direction 
of stabilization, and meditation in the direction of transcen- 
dental vision. Moreover, the Savior Maitreya says, "One un- 
derstands the passions to be vanquished by transcendental vi- 
sion together with stabilization, In the beginning this find- 
ing of stabilization brings about pleasure in the absence of 
attachment to the world.” Thus as said, in order to make nil 
from the root, the passions and their habit-formations, it is 
necessary to make nil the apprehension of a self (which is) 
the root of the passions, and in order to make this nil, it 
is necessary to develop the wisdom of transcendental vision 
which perceives non-self as manifest (before the eyes). In 
order to develop the wisdom of transcendental vision such as 
this which is not common (to non-Buddhists), it is necessary 
to attain (mental) stabilization beforehand. Not only that, 
- although generally speaking there is even a variety of tran- 
scendental vision which is common to Buddhist and non-Buddhist 
and which is not common, there is no way of attaining any of 
these without stabilization's coming beforehand; therefore, 
at the start one must develop stabilization concentration, - 
this is of great importance. 

As for so-called "stabilization", - at the time when this 
mind of ours thinks on a virtuous object, being unable to re- 
main one~pointedly on the object,it runs by force of attrac- 
tion to outer objects of desire etc., and this ensuing coming 
under the power of distraction is termed "excitement''; and even 
though the mind remains on its object, it is necessary to hold 
this object clearly and firmly. As once a portion of the clar- 
ity of the object is lost, it becomes slightly unclear, or 
even though there is clarity, once a portion of holding (the 
object) firmly is lost, the manner of holding (the object) be- 
comes loose; such is termed "lethargy". Since mental focus 
becomes confused with this (fine state of lethargy), it is dif- 
ficult to identify, and when it arises, once mental focus comes 

to have this defect, however much one meditates, it is not poss- 
ible to achieve a flawless stabilization. Not just this, - 
but since a torpor like a darkness descending on the mind, and 
drowsiness etc. also arise, the necessity of trying to check 
this lethargy immediately on recognising it 1s of great importance. 
By way of avoiding the two defects of excitement and lethargy,
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such as this, the particular mental focus which can concen- 
trate the mind on its object one-pointedly, clearly, firmly, 

and for as long as one likes is termed "stabilization". 

This (mental) stabilization effects chiefly the steadi- 
ness of the mind's remaining one-pointedly upon its object. 
The particular wisdom which investigates the meditative 
object while this steadiness is present without deterioration 
is termed "transcendental vision''. When there comes the at- 

tainment of transcendental vision such as this, it is also 
termed the attainment of the coupling of stabilization and 
transcendental vision, Therefore, generally speaking, there 
are two(types of) meditations (i.e.) analytic and fixative. 
One calls analytic meditation, a meditation which mainly 
investigates its object by way of many reasons etc. at the time 
of doing meditation. All analytic meditations are meditations 
which are subsumed on the side of transcendental vision. As 
for fixative meditation, a meditation which effects chiefly 
the mind's remaining one-pointedly on its object without any 
investigation of the object at the time of doing meditation 
is called fixative meditation. All these fixative medita- 
tions happily are subsumed on the side of stabilization.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson 1, 

1 RRaR Kane qa RNAse das) Aaa esayas 

ARENAS] 
2 sratagaray daw Aasai5 Aganss) 

3 Ramage DanRadaaya danas seaaarcay 

AGATE RATAN 
6 RARENSYOTHSIND IA WANAZS GBS A 
AETSSRAT AN mQaaaay Nga R4a] FS 
ala talia tata 

~ S SS. yy mi 
5 ENR SSE AVA AS SN 

NASAL ANAS NAS MSV ARS) 
he a aie ele: 6 oe oe es SSA) 

7 Ra BR hs deor Geagenrg Tay Var qagn 
Ny 

Sos01 — 8 RAAMINGSR ASAIN AR BIN ARIS 

a" 
) Aqsa saadaqdaggandyyr as) 

an “Nt tS Se 
1) RRA SRA SSA AS 
a} Saassaqeasay sas ares Ages) 
2 Baeaaas ga agra S325) 

aie ee os le: 
1 RR gqadaasaemaag aya asgys say
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x “ ie Mae 1s SBR RANGS REA Baagey SAHARA RINT D 
RoeyRe) 

15 Rake ade Reagan tgay) 
6 REBAR S ER GyR Nays eyR Gass) 

New honorifics in Lesson 19: 

| MAY “NYSE 
1 Bqy-qaga) ansasy—aaiaggnaay As 
ay 3457 a SRV NIS RS) 

6 BARE STAN AR)
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LESSON ELEVEN 

7S Radaanaandacagnnde FNeky : 
ATMA HaaagacrsaggqasaKass) RAAVHIASN 

Rasa) AeasaraaQuqaksara) Qanwense 
BRA] NENA AAA ATT AATAR TNS) 
Baas RES RSARERIT NE Is Branegaasnen 

Seen nT RET SR] AAGTSASAR RA ASS] AQARHN TN SAAS 

casa dgarss) ARAMA INRA ISR ERS EET AR 

BART RAALAA TANG RAT A RHA” 
SRA MTAAT] > — EX SC ie 
RENE URNA] ETSAQNT RANE T RSNA NGS 
BA BAAN SNAG SAARINEN BH ABSA DIG 

BEN UEAANAGAAT AAG Asssea qn analy, 34 
ERA R SAVER BN FAVA ISAT] Aaraa a 

BRE ASSN TAGS] TSESAAA gn gnsesssiss 
saat FASTIN TEATS WAFS saNQ" 
ae Sees rai AAaRARaRaNaG AS” 

WARTS TASS AAR BRINN TA SAG 
AAA TVAGTS) TAN AGAGYTTTAAAA] BH
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Fay) ae VIIA ATETATIINY See iO Dptes AAYSTA) RAY ANA HPITGANSIGR] HBA a SIRISAN] SIVA] BH Radhiayan gazes ssraqqaensayy cl 
OE ixcents ARRCARE WARS Be RMS “GRR RR EN 89 BHAINAAVAAN YIM] aa 

St os eg ot C 

Rann Rr seaga ge : 7 oe ee tama 
RIN SATAN ANE FSR esa 
he Siw my opaaanagees da eaxay Qasnde TRANG ANON Y pled: chet ee 

Rag ANI IVAN AIRS AAA] NS AANA SE: ee RATAN YETTAS ee REMAN TAAATARALAH NY a 
sonst “Sine stare es DR) SUSAN FSSA NS AAA] AE ws Sy BA'GNAATSAG) Saigsaasreacsenyaiecaay Seana ree ANAR A ~ E 

Resa aden Baa g RAT SANSA mam 
Ramses {nen gray eyqasn ay aL 

“3 we ae S “AG RENAL T EA Se a 
eS Samay Favqssay ASNT & 
noe ot as 35] Sa PERNT BKRaIAARS oe 
Eacanahgriheniengieee eaten. 
2 eQSV SA RY AYA A SATAY AY NARINSAAN SAA Se a 
WWE AS aaa {eSaseac PLBANRSNG 4
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Si ms ~C x = 
WaRsey AQNERATASGAIEAG | Assay 
SARIN GAR] BASSAS ETNA TQS] TINT 
JAGAN] RAN TSNTAA ARAN ASN TSS AIAN 
AAG AGT NTA TINS GIT ANAT Y AGN 
HSA FASANN HARTA YNGASSATSAAI SIGS 
RRS RTVARS] TSS] BSAA] Asrgns|seicy 
NATINAAAAGAET IT] RSA gsgeyTy 
FATAL AZM GE SIAQ NIN ATS AAR) AHATRY 
SPeEAT ENA RANA SANTI ASANTE ARS 
RBS TARA HAN TASIAN TINA GSAT ARS} 
Xeerds) ARLVYST ASA AI} RAR QTNSAL ARTS’ 

KBITMAAGARIGRTVANA) asserts seer 
RR Qaeda waraga Ay aqeds] RAUGaagggag| 

ARAARIN Raa RANG BN ASA SSG FERSESTTSN 
BaaqHiAqasqagganigdsy Rqanhanrasggyarery 
AVES SATAY SaAomnqaaaqnaey a Xqasaa 

SAGA H HATA DAG FA MATA TaN Aaaraawacy 
Hg tnsey AEseasasay Aeeqs erates 
MFR KAVA “SAGARA SYRIA] SS 
RAN Q| RN TEN BAA RAN YASH ASTASAY SES 
RA NIQRA SY Aq qadegaaeay YAVIRTBNS BAS 
GASANASHAYATTALIGL ATA] AGHVTHAHSLIS
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Sa) Rareeyaeese ADIN 
ABNER AGN THON SAT IA AAAS IAN 
RRASAASNTRHSASTIAINAN] BASS TTA 

SPIqAAA AA SATA AAAAARAING BR] SH 
oT BIEN TRAN TREN NSA 

TERSAATA RSAC IAT] PEVTEMAGHN 8 
ASEAN AMPS GHANA AE EN SA IRS TAG 
SRANAINTGTARRTS ASFA] AAA" 
ARTAPASAAAAH SAHA VAMAG) STVAASHK 
paavaaga) ABAVTSNAEHAV HSN aaqeasagan 

SRNR PAR RATER AAIENASASS FATS 

seas Reaqy SRAAA IETS Ange asa 
Sete WeRSSQeaDasyar BAA Maas 

Seca) Sse aaseeena egies wank 

AGRA SEHITAGA ARAaAema TS AAA 
SAN AGERENS A] ROMANE T AA AHS SATA 
Sarensadnnaag degen sgVAse" 
FRAQAVADNSS) mar atQeragersey BAAR” 
ASTREAB FAA AN SAGAN TAA NLA ASSIA 

BARA SA TANS TEAN RR YAN TS NTSB] 
SenslRT] ke 4 
AVA] SAAN AS YRS] AaQcASXeR
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RANA RRO SGN] SAA TPMNAA ATA YSN 

RASH Ranta tRaanaadigy ahs saa: 
WIAay Gara aaneqanraehaqngsgay aes 
Zar @qaagyds ara] RENTS GTAAHIV ASNT 
BASS QR FTAA SATAN VA CAS AGUS AA AAS 
NIBATAN GIL" STEN SRSA TINIT FAAS 
Rare YBBR FANAanae anTN Qn seRaN TAN 

mmBa geQUAaasaaae aaa AqagAseyer gas 
Aaa Heder BERRE E95 MR Ba za Say ey 
qa ahaQe a Sagsnagn gassed qos 
AFA RA QNIRSARA BSN ARSRARRAgs3) Wears) 
e wERada sad BRS ANA EIAaAs TANIA 

agaas SEQ ERENT MAAN TSS 

BVSIRAGA GAS BER HAAG HISVSAAABN AANA 
HERAT TAG) ATEN TASS ASRS Ve ES Aaa) > 
asaqanQasrgacas asers\7a i) Asean Bega 
asiqaya Ka qasaeg WRAVSS) Qaatqardgaaysar 

FARATAT AA AHUY AEWA FATA ATS 

RAVES TAA] 1
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LESSON ELEVEN 

VOCABULARY 

ALR’ body; physical BS" shoulder 
a condition oa. . 

@ RR danger a oe 
losed 

S\Aa' 25° wild animal % 0 
i ; nose 

RQ REAN a gathering to- ~~ 

aUaaaicte - lg co - 
; a teeth 

ye play, sport yay : be 
: o gr 

WIAA loud noise Rae 

a ani Lit $5 oe solitary He coy tae S885 to pee 
AR Sas: quiet Ay 

Ao & tongue 

aA on G15 vatrocena ‘ 
29 ae AA palate 

lotus posture BY 
: ¥ ‘o Padaleana I oe to imagine 

oF half aca to fix 

5 'Q' navel ae spontaneity 

GaN at, beside 5 sign, mark 

AAAS thumb RES short 
we 

a to place to- BAD a little 
gether Q : 

ae ny oS to proceed, to 

Ra &\S\' backbone advance 

Da Day crooked RYAN (FATA) to bend; to force 

: Vv 

ae straight Br Hay) to lengthen
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RA ; attentiveness Raa : Bhavanadkrama 

a too much AR’ to be accustomed; 
7 ae os ™ to be acclimatized 

: ‘introspective ; 4 
7 or awareness ReX BS dislike; un- 

\ é easiness 
SAR BIN to lower, to .. ee pe : 
we o depress 24 aa a3 heavy, sluggish 

ere | to raise, to GAN experience 
heighten, to aa 
cheer up Ay smaller 

Ny! ANA GH N'A spy NF A meditation, 
yen" ~ trance, dhyana 
AZFRIN effort RE OQ: 

Lae a at clairvoyance, 
AZA ASRS to concentrate paranormal 

~ cognition 

RVI conditioning 

we RN QR ‘  Madhyanta- 
vibhanga 

s 
at x 55 Sutralamkara 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

mins ‘ 

ASS oN amicable conditions 

‘ \ 

RAR a4 inamicable condition, hostile 
yv~N conditions 

RYRS' 
ant coming and going, traffic 

ees “_ R ies | circumstances of body structure 

A en et according to its (their) natural 
<\ \ condition; as is natural 
RIN 2H 

* m 54 meditative support, meditative 
object
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AIR AS NAT ANG however one makes a..... 

ae! ) aie Bigs whichever way is convenient 

Rae without effort 
ajyr' =) 5 AAG spontaneously 

a nk mental fixation, mental fixity 

Caan Ly to continue 

AN QAR’ to go away from 
ee 
alma os faults and virtues 

Ra a eee as one wishes 
oe Ss De 

1 RAL FANN AAAI RAT ANAC to put into one's mental continuum 

pe als: made supple for use 

ma ee a possible danger 

a incalculable
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NOTES 

1. Rae - "(mental) stabilization” - is ‘a kind of mental foous 

(BRR RRS: ) by which the mind remains one-pointedly without 

fluctuation on a meditative object for as long a period of time 

as one chooses. It is one of the two feet of Buddhist med- 

itative practice, the other being transcendent seeing ( gaya ae ) 

Ra is per se non discursive; gaya ee: is discursive. It 

4s on the union of these two (Raga gad gee’) on 

which the higher reaches of all the Buddhist paths depend. 

2. amav-"and"=} 1s the enclitic "and" concluding this sevenfold 

enumeration. 

3. CONT eee speech, and mind"- The body, speech, 

and mind of the Buddha is generally represented by a Buddha 

image, the books of the scriptures, and a stipa respectively. 

Similarly, the bodies of particular Bodhisattvas are, for 

instance, represented by their own iconography, their speech 

by their respective mantras, and their mind by a particular 

symbol,-Avalokitesvara, for example, by a lotus; manjusri 

by a sword, etc. Any of these are often used as a meditative 

support for the practice of (mental) stabilization. 

4. "4 MANN, . J "SR- from". . ." to". . ." = refers to 

various passages in the Prajnaparamita sutras which teach 

the practice of stabilization through nine mental fixations 

or degrees of mental fixity ( smayg ers sy )t~ for example: 

"AqcVardaraty jgaqaderA pag Peary away 

agrees dye] RSS ETAT ara Rass A eqs ag"
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vy Sr 

BV 5) agra easy 
"Me mind is fixed to a meditative object. Taken away it is 

refixed. It is fixed closely. It is trained. It is pacified. 

It is completely pacified. It is made one-pointed. It is 

made even." In both the Sansecrit and the Mbetan, the key 

descriptive terms for the nine mental fixations are verbs. 

These have however been nominalized in the English translation 

as more congenial to English in rendering a system of class- 

ification. 

2 XN ‘ x 
5. Ray saya ‘AWAY S|94° -"a guru who is the virtuous friend 

(of the Mahayana)"- i.e., a competent religious teacher. 

ies ‘ x 
6. “QoQ Mea ATT A -"mental dexte = , \ 1a “a3 ARTS ) -"menta rity =Asey aang 

"a mind tempered for work" or "for use". These are the key 

descriptive terms for describing the actual attainment of 

both Aaa and Baya Sq: . 

7 a een ey RY RRQQES RDA -"the paths of 
% a x may iS a ae zy Pp 

the small, middle, and superior vehicles which are not common"- 

are the specifically Buddhist paths of a Sravaka, a Pratyeka- 

buddha, and a Bodhisattva which are not common to the non- 

Buddhist.
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TRANSLATION 

I. Well then, how ought one to meditate this so-called stabili- 
zation? 

G. To meditate (mental) stabilization one needs all the internal 
and external conditions which are amicable and needs the absence 
of inamicable conditions. If one asks what are the amicable 
conditions, - (they are) the best place for meditating stabi- 
lization (, and this is) (where) the land and the water are 
suitable to one's individual constitution, and the amicable 
condition of food and clothing is easily obtainable,- having 
a good companion who is in accord, - and there is slight dan- 
ger of the inamicable conditions, fire and flood etc., and 
thieves, and slight danger of wild animals etc, - and likewise 
it is not a place where there is the traffic of many people 
and where there is the laughter and play of (people) gathered 
together; it is good if it happens to be like the teaching 
which teaches the necessity for a quiet and solitary place 
which has little of the sound which constitutes the danger of 
loud noise etc. to mental focusing. 

Then, the actual way of doing meditation, - first, the 
way of staying as to the body, - here there are seven spe- 
cifics of the way of sitting of the Buddha Vairocana called 
having the seven bodily dharmas of Vairocana." It is good if 
one can (sit) thus. As for these, first, it is well if one 
can (put) both one's feet in lotus position, and if one cannot 
(do) this, it is also possible to do a half lotus position. 
How one sits depends on what are the circumstances of one's 
individual body structure, and it is all right to sit and place 
the two feet however is comfortable. Second, one has to ar- 
range the two hands in concentration (mudra), placing the left 
hand below and the right above at the level of the navel and 
putting the two thumbs together. Third, - the backbone straight 
like an arrow, - one must stay straight like an arrow without 
the backbone's being crooked front or back, and right or left. 
Fourth, - one arranges the two shoulders straight according 
to their natural condition. Fifth, - one should arrange the 
two eyes neither too open nor too closed and looking slightly 
toward the tip of the nose. Sixth, - one should arrange the 
lips and teeth as is natural without especially gritting the 
teeth or too much pressing the lips, etc. and seventh, - one 
should put the tip of the tongue slightly to the palate. 

Then, when the conditions amicable to meditating stabi-
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lization and the way of posturing the body are right, there 

are quite many methods as to a meditative object for stabi- 

lization, Generally speaking, it is possible to practise 
stabilization whatever one makes the meditative support. For 

example, - there are even those who practise, having made a 
piece of wood or a stone the meditative support. Nonethe- 
less, if one makes the meditative support some object of the 

body (or) speech (or) mind of the Buddhas or Bodhisattvas etc. 

or makes the meditative support some object of one's own faith, 
it is better. Moreover, once one has made as a meditative 

support - whichever is convenient - a meditative object which 

is actually present or a meditative object mentally imagined, 

the way of practising stabilization through recourse to nine 
techniques is taught, starting from "at the beginning one's 
mind is fixed one-pointedly on the meditative object" up to 
"at the end one's mind goes spontaneously without effort to 
the meditative object by way of being free of the faults 
of excitement and lethargy"; roughly to summarize these as 
taught:- the first mental fixation is called 'interiorizing", 

Other than fixing (the mind) again and again, this is the in- 
capacity of one's mind to remain at first one-pointedly on the 
meditative object for a long stretch. During this first men- 
tal fixation, the mind becomes distracted from its object 

over and over again by thoughts. At this time, it seems as 

if many more thoughts come than previously. Even though more 

thoughts are not coming at this time, since one is examining 

the mind it is taught to be a sign of recognizing (the flux 
of) ideation. As for the second mental fixation, "duration 
fixation", - once the mind advances a little from its incapa- 
city to remain on its object but for a short time (as) dur- 
ing the period of the first mental fixation, it is called hav- 
ing the mental focus which can lengthen the duration a little 
by staying put on the (meditative) object. The third, "refix- 

ation", means that when the mind goes away from remaining on 
its object, the mind is again forced within, and, so lengthen- 
ing the duration, one fixes it one-pointedly on the object. 
During the period of the first and second mental fixations, 
there is a longer duration of the mind's being distracted 
than its remaining (on the object); during the period of the 
third, there is a longer duration of its remaining (on the 
object) than its being distracted. The fourth, "close 
fixation", - once one has developed a great power of atten- 
tiveness, there is fixation continuously on the object. Thus, 
inasmuch as it does not loose the meditative object, it is 
superior to the first three, As for the fith, "the disciplined", 

- during the period of the fourth, there is the danger of com- 

ing under the sway of subtle lethargy because of the mind's
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being too much drawn within by the great power of attentive- 
ness. Therefore, at this time (i.e. of the fifth) one examines 
the mind by introspective awareness and so recognizes (when) 
there is present the danger of the mind's being depressed, and 
by way of reflecting on the beneficial qualities of mental 
focus, one has to heighten the mind again. As for intro- 
spective awareness so-called, it is like a mental spy which 
from acorner of the mind does a scrutiny of the mind for 
faults and virtues. As for the sixth, the "pacified", - during 
the period of the fifth mental fixation, on account of the 
fault of too much heightening the mind there is a great danger 
of a subtle excitement's coming, and once one recognizes this 
by introspective awareness, there is a checking of this im- 
mediately. The seventh, "the completely pacified", - during 
the period of this, even though one has perfected the powers 
of attentiveness and introspective awareness, one then develops 
the power of effort and perceives as faults even a subtle 
lethargy or excitement, and (the seventh) is a practice of me- 
ditation getting rid of these as much as one can. Although 
during the period of the fifth and sixth, there is a great 
danger of harm (to the mental focus) by whichever, lethargy 
or excitement, during the seventh on account of the develop- 
ment of the power of effort, there becomes slight the danger 
of interruption which harms (the mental focus) by lethargy and 
excitement, The eighth, ''the one-pointed", - in the begin- 
ning at the time when one is concentrating one-pointedly on 
the object, then if one makes a little effort there is the ca- 
pacity of extending the duration of the concentration accord- 
ing to one's wish without even subtle lethargy or excite- 
ment during the concentration. The ninth, "even fixation", 
- although during the period of the eighth mental fixation 
one has to depend on a little effort, here (at the ninth) 
there is the capacity of extending the duration of (remain- 
ing on) one's object for as long as one wishes without rely- 
ing on effort. The above nine techniques of mental fixation, 
also the five faults, laziness etc., which are inamicable to 
meditative foeus, the way of recourse to eight counter- 
conditionings, effort etc., which abolish these, likewise 
the way of practising these nine mental fixations by six 
powers, and the manner etc. in which these nine mental fixa- 
tions are condensed into four placements of thought are taught 
in detail in the Madhyanta-vibhaiiga and the Stitralamkara of 
the savior Maitreya, the Bhavan@kramas of Kamalagila,the small 
and large Lam rims of the lord Tsong kha pa, etc.; from among 
these explanations, here was explained just a rough part of 
the way of identifying the nine mental fixations.
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As for the details, - one ought to understand them through 
putting into one's mental continuum the instructions of a 
guru (who is) "the good friend (of the Mahayana)'' or through 
doing a good reading of the above books by oneself. If all 
the techniques of the nine techniques etc. of mental fixation 
have gone well, finally one can obtain actual stabilization. 
If one asks what is actual stabilization, - during the period 
of the ninth mental fixation the mind is free of lethargy 
and excitement, and after there arises the capacity (of 
remaining) on the object effortlessly as long as one wishes, 
from so much acclimitization of both mind and body to meditat- 
ing mental focus there arises during concentration a parti- 
cular experience of pleasure to mind and body which is pro- 
duced through meditative focusing called ''the pleasure of a 
mind and body supple for use" once there have been removed 
the aspects of discomfort like mental uneasiness in meditat- 
ing mental focus, physical sluggishness, etc. Moreover, the 
rough pleasure which is a possible danger to the mental focus 
at first becomes smaller and smaller, and finally when one 
obtains a special faultless focus which doesn't perceive even 
this rough pleasure of mind and body, it is called the at- 
tainment of actual stabilization. When there comes the at- 
tainment of the mental focus of stabilization such as this, 
by recourse to this one obtains the endless beneficial 
qualities of the (four) trances, the clairvoyances, the psy- 
chic powers, etc. common to Buddhist and non-Buddhist, and the 
countless virtues of the path and fruition of the three ve- 
hicles, the rudamentary, intermediate, and superior, which are 
not common,
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Eleven. 

> rs NS vv 
1 Se ee a 

Es a ths i Amar Aoraieargaga tern gadgerdqy ‘ 

3 RRQMABRAGQ A Raga gwar Ray ANVRRS 
acre otal ~ DARA A Rey GERI AG) 

fi Tee Ricgcenrt Ne ~ 
5 Rargnqnararagqnde Garyasasagiers 
Raa) 

ey \ 
5 BABRRaAqaasasn sae Rs) 
1 Bman\qraayearaasagasnariveRs) 

=> an | 
3 Ra Rasar Serer GRar gare garanqaee sy 

de ee syey RR cZy | 
n oN a \ N 

» Ragga RaAQs a manage AgerRs) 

10 Rates NN RENKRAR HA ayy HAVRE ASN NNS A 

Bes qa arc Asy aNaad) Neca) 
v 

1 Rasy nga eacaqasever a QRaTAS RQeVAGERG] 
Bie caal hc a 2 REARS eee 

o BRAD ERA Rg a ARB M GAG 
14 Neva Qaaysye 5) 
15 Ragqadgnn'gss cAaey FARR NAG CR Navey 

aA TATRA Adee Weards\
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16 Reng aacev aa gqRar gg Wrajegar Veag 
BRR Faas R5) 
sr oN ~ eX 5 SC UEN mpi ON 

17 BRASS NAR RANA SAAT FAANAFSR 

mcs Ss AA THETA NCAR 

19 AYR EL EHTS TAIN ORIN AAAS 
ARR SYNGAS) 

20 FARRAR HEN OASAS PSNI ASN 

s Ceca ao NS as K NY 21 BR QRNDAAVASTN SNC ARAA VASOAG) 
22 Ray agQer ga SVqag gen Pyasqas 

Zager Asse Ba QAn sare s) 
~\ ve 23, HARA AY HAS AMIS SHS BIAS SAT 

AygerRs) 

24 RARDIN ARAR RAAT AN ARAGFR SA ARARG 
a5) 

25 Rqaesy aNe' as Ay! aggan Ng gaara Ags 

ang igsey)
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New honorifics in Lesson Eleven: 

3 a eee 

© EAGAN BAI) 
ao aan BS} 

~ N is ih 

5 ARRAN] BASIN NSS ST 
aes 

B. Using Tibetan, each student should in turn try to elicit some 
new information on the subject matter of Lessons Nine, Ten, and 
Eleven from the teacher,
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